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ABSTRACT 

This proje t  describes a ferninist Canadian literary modernism in order to draw 

attention to revisions that need to take place in the conception of  a misleadingly 

unqualified modemism. 1 begin, there fore, with an Introduction that characterizes 

aspects o f  mainstream male literary modernism and then argue for a revisionary 

modernism that inc ludes feminist Canadian modemism. This fèminist Canadian 

modernism ernbodies both a historically specific modemism and a modernist impulse, 

which is defined by its use of modernist techniques and by its concern with rnodernist 

politics of  social change. 1 use Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels to situate 

feminist Canadian rnodemist narratives in the context o f  a modem Canada defined by its 

past as a British colony and its present as a cultural and economic colony of  the United 

States. 1 argue that a feminist Canadian mdemism emerges with the second wave 

feminist movement. 

The chapters that analyze the novels are ananged in the chronological order o f  

the novels' publications so that it is apparent how an ernerging feminism develops more 

fully in each novel and how that feminism helps defme a feminist Canadian literary 

modernism. The first chapter, "Reconciling Pain and Pleasure in The Stone Angel," 

anal yzes how Hagar Shipley displaces patriarchal rnodels by reconciling her complicity 

in these rnodels with her resistance to their power. The second chapter, "Bearing 

Voices. Broken Bones, & the Discourse of Hysteria," considers A Jesf of God as a novel 

that is concerned with modernism's divided subject and the discourses that define this 

subject. The third chapter, "Poetic Redress: Her Body, Her House in The Fire- 

DweUers, " examines The F h -  DweZiers as a modernist novel t hat analyzes ho w the 



sentimental and the private sphere are marginalized in mainstream male modernist 

narratives. The final chapter. "Floating Pique: 'Harbinger of My Death, Continuer o f  

Life."' considers the cornplex relationship between Pique and Morag in The Diviners as 

a relationship that reorders time and space and enables the present to be strategically 

recreated without destroying the past. Jointly and separately. these novels creatively 

displace male rnodetnist narratives through corporeal de fiance. 

I I I  
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"For masterpieces are not single and solitary births; they are the outcorne of many years 
of  thinking in cornmon, of thinking by the body of the people, so that the experience of 
the mass is behind the single voice." 

-V irg inia Woolf 

"Evolution when blocked and suppressed becomes revo lut ion." 
-Nellie McClung 

"Lost histories . . . perhaps we must invent thern in order to rediscover them" 
-Margaret Laurence 

"In a sense. we haven't got an identity until somebody tells our story. The fiction rnakes 
us real." 

R o b e r t  Kroetsch 



PREFACE 

9:00 P.M. May 1 1. 1992. Blue Note Café. Main Street across ftom the forks of 

the Red and Assiniboine rivers, a site that is just behind the train station in Winnipeg, 

Manit O ba, Canada 

1 sit in the Blue Note, an afier-hours coffee house that is famous in Winnipeg as 

the centre of  the city's music scene. The Crash Test Dummies played here at least once 

a rnonth before they were The Crash Test Dummies. Neil Young has corne here to sing 

afier more than one of his concerts. If the owner knows that you are a regular, then you 

can get wine afier 200 AM., even though iiquor cannot legally be sold afier this tirne. 

Ask for red or white tea, and your wine cornes in a teacup. It is closed down by the 

liquor inspectors on a regular basis. Before the Blue Note lefi Main Street for good, 1 

went there for a poetry reading one night during my first year as a graduate student 

studying Canadian literature. 1 sat with my teacher Robert Kroetsch and classmate and 

p e t  Nicole Markotic. Patrick Friesen read fiom the s m l l  stage on the other side o f  the 

red vinyl booths. 1 could barely see Friesen through a smoky haze, but his voice was 

c lear-an int imate whisper and a raspy touch: "1s the dream loud enough? Can you feel 

it on your skin?" My skin still tingles at the touch of his voice, as imagination and 

reality meet in my body. 

1 sit across firom Kroetsch and Markotic, alone on my side of  the booth. My back 

is to the window. 1 watch Kroetsch gaze out the window, eyes lost, fingers clenched. 

He leans over to Nicole, unfùrls his fmgers, and points out the window behinû me: 

"Look. A train-the vision of an urban landscape." A symbo 1 o f  t he prairies. Like 



Friesen's whisper, Kroetsch's observation was simple and profound. It still lives in my 

skin. 

Kroetsch will likely tell you a different story. 

Markotic will tell it in another way. 

Friesen may not have even known we were there. 

An event in the past is neither a single story nor a single history. 

1 cannot look at a train without thinking of Kroetsch, Markotic, Friesen, and the 

prairie. When 1 read about a train, I understand the hotd it has on prairie people. The 

train in Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels haunts the people o f  Manawaka, at tirnes 

a spectre o f  hope, at other t h e s  a shadow o f  destruction. Always a sound leading away 

fiom and towards home. Always a contradiction. 

Ekfore the invent ion of the train, rivers and their -and other bodies of 

water-were ut ilized as transportation routes, trade posts, and d we lling areas, and later, 

were used to order and settle the land. Gerald Friesen in his history text The Canadian 

Prairies discusses how Cree peoples traveled interior river systems; Anishinau be 

peoples inhabited land from the Manitoba Interiake to Hudson and James Bays and Lake 

Superior; Assiniboines lived in the Rainy River comdor fiom Lake Superior to Lake 

Winnipeg; and C hipewyans lived along the Churchill watershed (23-25). In Manitoba 

afier European contact, fùr trade posts were established on Hudson Bay, on Lakes 

Winnipeg and Manitoba, and on the Churchill, Assiniboine, and Qu'Appelle Rivers. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, activity around the water systerns in 

Manitoba served colonialism and capitalism, as the Red River settkment was 

established and as the Montreal and London fur companies engaged in ofien violent 

cornpetition. In addition, a 'new nation' was king formed as children were bom fkom 



unions between fur traders and Native peoples. Tiiis new Métis nation was established 

fiom the children of Brit ish men o f  the Hudson Bay Company and Native wornen and 

the children o f  the Montreal trade whose parents were primarily French and 

Anishinaube. The Hudson Bay Company families were located on  the shores of  Hudson 

Bay while the Montreal trade families lived originally firom Lake Michigan to the Red 

River, later relocating in the Red-Assiniboine area (Friesen 68-69). 

The forks of the Red and Assiniboine rivers became a site of  conflict when 

Scotsman Thomas Douglas, Lord Selkirk, established the forks as a destination site for 

his new e m i p t i o n  plan, which was designed to help the economic situation o f  his 

people, who were suffering in the Scottish Highlands. The Irish and Highland Scots 

arrived in three parties between 181 1 and 18 14. However, the immigrant fârmers were 

not equipped for their new lives and would not have survived without the help o f  the 

Métis peoples living in the area (Friesen 70-75). The subsequent history of the Red 

River settlement is pivotal to the history of  the Canadian West. This history has been 

told and retold in various foms. In The Diviners, for example, Christie Logan tells the 

tale of Piper Gunn leading the third party of  Selkirk settlers south to York Factory and 

Jules Tonnerre tells the tale of Rider Tonnerre battling at Seven Oaks. 

These early patterns of  settlement relied on  water routes until the establishment 

of railways, a process that began in the 1870s. lndeed when Manitoba entered 

Confederation in 1870, it was a Métis agricultural settlement. Gerald Friesen discusses 

how drastically the racial and ethnic diversity o f  Manitoba's population changed: "By 

the time it [Manitoba] elected its fùst and only metis [sic] premier, in 1 878. however, it 

was rapidly wmpleting the transition to a British-Ontarian community, a transition that 

was cornpletai dunng the 1 880s" ( 195). In 1 870, when Colonel Gamet Wolseley led 

lx 



400 British regulars and 800 Ontario and Québec rnilitiarnen to Upper Fort Gany in the 

Red River Expedition. the Métis peoples were harasseci and "made to feel strangers in 

their own land  (Friesen 195). In 1881, when the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) 

decided to send its main line through Winnipeg and establish its yards and shops there, 

Winnipeg saw itself as the "ttransportation intersection of the west" (Friesen 206). The 

effects of the railway on the city cannot be overestimated: Winnipeg's population tripled 

in the sixteen months that followed the CPR decision. The 1 870 census stated that 

Manitoba's population of 12,000 was divided as follows: half were French-speaking 

Métis, one-third were English-speaking Métis, and less than one-sixt h were European or 

Canadian. By 1886, the population was over 109,000 and only seven percent of the 

people were Métis (Friesen 20 1 -202). Winnipeg, established at the forks of the Red and 

Assiniboine rivers, became western Cauada's first metropdis. The site at the forks had 

been transformed f?om a riverway h-trading p s t  to a railway agicultural centre. As 

Friesen summarizes, the site 

had been a focus of the fùr trade at least since the days of  La Vérendrye in the 
eighteenth century ; Lord Selkirk's colonization experiment made it the heart of 
the growûig Red River settlement in the first half of the nineteenth century. Upper 
Fort Garry. situated at the Forks, was Riel's bastion in 1869-70, and this site 
became the administrative capital of t he west with the arriva1 of  Wolseley's troops 
and Lieutenant-Govemr Archibald. The construction of  a nurnber of 
government and business offices on the mad known as Main Stmt  . . . ensured 
that the administrative and financial centre of the west remained in this vicinity. 
But the selection of a rail route across the prairies, and part icularly of t he Red 
River crossing, were the crucial determinants of t he site of  the prairie's 
metropolis. (205) 

Given the history contained in this prairie landsçape, that the river and the railway 

should order and reorder Laurence's Manawaka novels is not surpnsing. 

1 cal1 attention to the river and train because 1 argue that each is a symbol of 

modernist transformation, with the train k i n g  a more cornmon modemist image. Two 



concems that 1 believe are central to literary rnodernism are representations o f  tirne- 

space compression and the contradiction between the etemal and the ephemeral. David 

Harvey in The Condition of Postmodernity discusses the concept of  the-space 

compression as a signal o f  the 

processes that so revolutionize the objective qualit ies of space and t ime t hat we 
are forced to alter, sometimes in quite radical ways, how we represent the world to 
ourselves. [I use] the word 'compression' because a strong case can be made t h  
the history of capitalkm has been characterized by speed-up in the pace o f  life, 
while ço overcoming spatial barriers that the world sometimes seerns to collapse 
inwards upon us. (240) 

The image of the train represents, not exclusively but among other things, time-space 

compression in Canada. Canada compressed with the building of the railroads. 

Railways allowed people and products to move more quickly boom one end o f  the nation 

to another. The landscape was demarcated according to where the railway was built, 

and t h e  was ordered according to the anival and departure of the trains. Towns were 

created dong the railway Iines, which replaced the waterways as places of settlement. 

The Manawaka novels revise this the-space compression and return to the river as a 

paradigrnatic place that is a middle ground, a neutral territory that is neither the town nor 

the farm. With this revision, time is no longer configured linearly or chronobgically 

and space is expanded instead of cornpressed. Water, and the river in particular, is a 

metaphor for transformation and possibility. ' 

' Other articles that note the importance of water and nature in Laurence's fiction 
Uiclude "Quest for the Peaceable Kingdom: UrbadRural Codes in Roy, Laurence, and 
Atwood" by Shemll E. Grace and "Laurence's Fiction: A Revisionhg of Ferninine 
Archet ypes" by Stephanie A. Demetrakopoulos. Grace's article focuses p r i d l y  on the 
transforrnative possibilities that are available when nature is vatued. Within this 
discussion, Grace talks about Stacey's escape to the "shore of saltwater . . . where she 
will try to heal her wounds sufficiently to  keep tùnctioning" (199). Grace's article 
confinns my argument about Laurence's use of water, although my argument diverges 
corn her discussion because she speaks more generally about nature and not specifically 



This is a dissertation about a Canadian Iiterary modernism that had one of its 

beginnings as an observation by "Mr. Canadian Postrnodem" about the train as a vision 

of  the urban landscape. What Robert Kroetsch gave no indication of  seeing was the 

river flowing behind the train. In this dissertation, 1 revise Kroetsch's observation, 

putting his words to work in order to bring attention to the river, which has a history 

reaching even fàrther back than the train. Those waters contain the paddles of the Cree 

peoples, the reflections of  Anishinaube and Assiniboine dwellings, the hopes of the fùr 

traders. the tears of the settlers, the generosity of the Métis, the determination of Riel, 

the progress of the trains, and, as Pique hears, the voices of her ancestors. If part of the 

task of revising modernism is to seek out and counterpose alternatives to dominant 

traditions, then this project posits a feminist Canadian rnodernism that acknowledges the 

linearity of the train track without losing sight of  the winding river. 

about water. Although Demetrakopoulos's article is largely irrelevant to my discussion 
because it concentrates on archetypal imagery in The Fire- Dwellers and A Jest of God, 
Demetrakopoulos also recognizes the importance of water in Laureme's fiction when 
she States, "Like al1 Laurence's women, she [Stacey] goes to a body of water to connect 
with her own deepest self' (48). 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea for my dissertation began to take shape when 1 was in a graduate course 

about Canadian rnodernism When 1 started doing research, 1 discovered that, even 

though 1 was right in the middle of  a course about Canadian modemist literature, there 

was very litt le literary crit icism that acknowledged Canadian modernism. Indeed, an 

oft-quoted statement made by Robert Kroetsch about the formation of a Canadian 

literary tradition ciaims that "Canadian literature evolved directly fio m Victorian into 

Postmodem" ("A Canadian Issue" 1 ). This project writes into that gap and daims that 

there is a modemist movement in Canada that is ciosely associated with women's fiction 

writing. My central argument proposes a modernism in Canada linked to a rise in both 

nationalism and feminism. This feminist Canadian modemism embodies both a 

historically specific modernism and a modernist impulse, which is defined by its use of 

modemist techniques and by its concern with modernist politics of social change. 1 

consider the place and t h e  of  this strand of Canadian modernism in terms of  Canada's 

struggle to detine a national identity, which is distinct and separate fiom American and 

British characters. in the context of which Canadian identity was, and arguably still is, 

dehed. The fùllest dimensions of this nationalist struggle are voiced most strongly by 

wornen writers who constmct feminist and nationalist myths that provide women, and 

other Canadians, with versions of themselves so t hat they might recognize and, 

therefore, strategize methods of individual and collective empowerment. This feminist- 

modernist aesthetic is based upon a rejection of dominant structures and is defined by 



stylist ic and ideological features that are similar to a female aesthetic in its 

counterhegemonic critique of culture. This study describes a ferninist Canadian Iiterary 

modernism in order to draw attention to revisions that need to take place in the 

conception of a misleadingly unqualified modernism. Modernism has been constnicted 

as a male-centred phenornenon, and while much work has been done to cal1 attention to 

women's modernist work. at this point a silently male-gendered, masculinist, modemism 

is the nom.  Therefore, it is important to foreground the ways in which revised 

modernisms displace, or correctively supplement. rnainstrearn m a l m r  to use a playfbl 

term with a nevertheless serious intent, malestrea~modernism.  

When 1 use the terms modernism, nalionalism, and feminism, 1 understand that 

they are contested t e m  that imply multiple meanings. However, 1 also find myseif 

unwilling to let go of these ternis simply because they are problematic and immense. 

Instead, 1 hope to open them as 1 seek to include a feminist Canadian modernism into a 

fairly closed Canadian literary history, which is based primarily on a patriarchal, white, 

middle-class model. 1 will attempt to show that Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels 

serve as a model that represents a Canadian nationalism that is based on Canada's 

heterogeneity, but 1 also acknowledge that she is writing tiom an arguably privileged 

position of a white, middle-class woman bom in the geographic, if not the power, centre 

of  Canada. However, she does expand Canadian borders in ber writing: her settings are 

not limited to Canada; her heroines sometimes see beyond whiteness and ofien belong to 

the working class; and the protagonist of her final novel loves a Métis man and gives 

birth to a Métis c hild. Laurence's novels primarily art iculate a middle-class, Canadian 

prairie Scottish immigrant sensibility, but the novels also engage in meaningful ways 



with hegemonic and nonhegemonic groups in order to problernatize hierarchical 

structures based on race, ethnicity, class, gender, and sexuality. 

1.1 Modernism 

For approxirnately one hundred years many &ers and critics have worked to 

define the nature of modemism. 1 am less concemecl with applying aspects of conventional 

definitions of modernism to Margaret Laurence's Manawka novels and more interested in 

tookîng at a part icular instance in Canadian literary history, an instance when nationalist 

and feminist rnovements influenced a generatbn of wornen writers who wrote stories that 

represented a ferninist nationalism usïng what could arguably be called a modernist 

aesthetic. In other words Margaret Laurence's mvels are representative of a Canadian 

feminist modernism that is interested in exemplifying an unstable social and political 

clirnate, a climate that influenced analogous modernist mvernents in other tirnes and 

places, present in Canada in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 1 will therefore, not engage in 

an extended surnmary of the nature o f  rnodernism but will identify certain characterist ics 

and limitations of malestrearn modemisrns as devebped and reiterated by primarily male 

writers and crit ics. 

Peter Nicholls, in his text Modernisms: A Literary Guide, enters the discussion 

about niodeniism by drawing attention to the plurat fonn of his title in an attempt to 

demonstrate the problerns inherent in a modemism that stands as a "sort of mono lithic 

ideological formation" Nicholls argues that it is Unportant to draw connections between 

politics and literary style and to look at the "cornplex inscription of ideobgies in the 

modernist styles whic h fiequent ly becarne their most powerfiil and ambiguous vehicle" 

(vii). Inother words, he is interested intranslating "politics into style" inorder to reflect 



the tension between the "social and the aesthetic" (vii). Nicholls's mapping of this tension 

in literary modernisrns demonstrates how a variety of modernist art rnovements-such as 

symbolism, dadaism, neo~lassicism, fÙturism and surrealism, as well as other avant garde 

deveioprnents-influenceci literary and visual arts. Ahhough it is beyond the scope of my 

dissertation, it is important to note that the same movements influenced the visual ami 

literary arts but also to  note that writers and visual artists translatai and applied these 

mvernents in distinct and often different ways. By looking at the intersection of style, 

aut hority, and gender, N icho lls exposes the falsit y of the one-dimensional rnalestrearn 

modemkm that to date stiil stands as the mode1 for modemkm Nicholls reworking of 

modemism into a "conceptual map of the different modernkt tendencies" (viii) is helpfùl 

because it puts politics in the place of periodicity, drawing attention to traces rather than to 

"clearly de fmed historical moments" ( 1 ). Nic holls's mapping allows for discussion before 

and beyond the canonical modemisrn represented by Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, James Joyce, 

Wyndham Lewis, and D.H. Lawrence, for instance. 

Regardless of the work being done by critics such as Nicholls, the term modernisrn 

is st il1 comonly  ident ified wit h art that was made around Wor ld War One and is still 

prïmarily conceptualized as a male phenornenon, both in tenns of the writers of the t ime 

and of the more contemporary academic formulators, such as David Lodge who daims that 

the Great War created a "climate of opinion recept ive to art ist ic revolution" (43). The 

opening statement of the preface to the 1991 reprint of Malcolm Bradbury and James 

McFarlane's edited collection Modernisrn: 1890- 19.30 clairns that "S ince this book first 

appeared in the rnid-1970% it has became a key textbook on international literary 

Modernism" (1 1). This "key textbook" has thirty-four chapters written by twenty 

contriiutors. Only OIE chapter is written by a woman. A quick glance through the Index 

4 



shows that the protomodem and modern writers who gamer the most attention (more than a 

single line in the index) are Charles Baudelaire, BertoL Brecht, André Breton, Anton 

Chekhov, Joseph Conrad, Hilda Dooiittle, Fedor Dostoyevsky, T.S. Eliot, Ford Madox 

Ford. E.M. Forster, Sigmund Freud, André Gide, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Gerhart 

Hauptmann, Ernest Hemingway, H e m  Hesse, Hugo von Hofmannsthal k h r i k  Ibsen, 

Henry James, James Joyce, Franz Kafka, Georg Kaiser, D.H. Lawrence, Wyndham Lewis, 

Garcia Lorca, Maurice Maeterlinck, Stéphane Mallarmé, Thomas Mann, Filippo Tommaso 

Marinetti, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Robert Musil Vladimir Nabokov, Friedrich Nietzsche, 

E m  Pound, Marcel Proust, Rainer Maria Rilke, Arthur Rimbaud, Jean-Paul Sartre, George 

Bernard Shaw, Gertrude Stein, Wallace Stevens, August Strindberg, Leo Tolstoy, Paul 

Valéry, Paul Verlaine, Oscar Wilde, William Carlos Williams, Virginia WOO W, W.B. 

Yeats, and Émile Zola This list is an ovenvhelmingl y farniliar litany of most ly men's 

names that is also chanted in other minstream books dealing with modemism. 

The Modern Tradition: Backgrounds of Modem L i t e ~ u r e  edited b y Richard 

EUmann and Charles Feidelson and published in 1 %5 looks more broadly at modemism 

ùicorporat hg the rotnant ic era into the modem tradition. Huwever, regardless of t heir 

expansive scope, the gendered aspect of their study remains narrow: 

their items range in kind and tirne, firom Vico to Sartre, ftom Goethe and 
Wordsworth to Camus and Robbe-Grillet, fkom Blake to Picasso. Nevertheless, 
when they begin to focus upon the period of high intensity, they too give their 
closest attention to what is roughly the first quarter of the twentieth century, to 
Yeats and Joyce and Eliot and Lawrence and to their Continental coevals, Proust, 
Valéry and Gide, Mann, Rilke and Ka&a (Bradbury and McFarhe 32) 

Bradbury and McFarlane are citing Elirnann and Feidelson in order to make an argument 

about period (and this extension of  period is a rnove that 1 fàvour because it calls attention 

to the ways in which modemkm was influenced by earlier writers and movernents), but ît 



is revealing that thmughout Bradbury and McFarIane's discussion of 'The Name and 

Nature of Modernism" the ways in whic h modernism is gendered is not a focus. Indeed, 

they claim that Modemism "is the one art that responds to the scenerio of our chaos. . . . It 

is the literature of technology. . . . [ q o  the Expressionkt or the Surrealist for instance, it is 

the anti-art which decomposes old fiames of reference and carries the anarchy of men's 

evolving desire, the expressive form of hurnan evolution in energetic release" (27). To 

place such emphasis on technology and chaos and on "men's evolving desire" is to equate 

man with human, which amongst other gendered failings also neglects the ways in which 

women were contributing to and reconstituting modemist art as writers, editors, and 

readers. Both influential, early acadernic formulations of d e m i s m  and identifications of 

who the key rnodemist figures were did not account for how ferninism effected important, 

deliberate, and radical ruptures fiom traditionai bases of Western art and culture. 

David Lodge's The Modes of Modern Writing: Metaphor, Metonymy, d fhe 

Typolgy of Modem Literafure is a key text tbat represents the critical impulse to develop a 

singular mode1 of modemism, a "single way oftalking about novels, a critical 

methodology, a poetics or aesthetics of fiction, which can embrace descriptively al1 the 

variet ies of this kind [modern and modernist] writing" (52). This impulse has contributed 

to the marginalization of women's modemist literatures because of its prünary focus on 

male-authored texts, with Virginia Woolf and Gertrude Stein king the obvious exceptions, 

as the mode1 for a modernist aesthetic. However, Lodge's definition of modernist fiction is 

also helpful in order to demonstrate how the form of Laurence's fiction does fit a 

conventional mde l  of rnodernism even while her content challenges the periodicity and 

place generaily assigned to modemism. 



Lodge posits two kinds of modern fiction: modem and rnodemist. Modern 

literature is st il1 ~ ~ ~ e c t e d  to the modern age of realism while modemist literature is linked 

to a 'bcosmpolitan movement in al1 the arts" (45). It is worth quoting at length Lodge's 

definition of modernist fiction: 

Modemist fiction. . . is experimental or innovatory in form, displayhg marked 
deviat ions h m  preexist ing modes of discourse, lit erary and non-iiterary . 
Modemist fiction is concemed with cunsciousness, and a h  with the subconscious 
and unconscious workings of the hurnan mind. Hence the structure of extemal 
'objective' events essential to traditional narrative art is diminished in scope and 
scale, or presented very select ively and obliquely , or is almost completely 
dissolved, in order to make room for introspection, analysis. reflection and reverie. 
A modernist novel has no real 'beginning', since it plunges us into a flowïng 
stream of experience with which we gradually familiarize ourselves by a process 
of inference and association; and its ending is usually 'open' or ambiguous, 
leaving the reader in doubt as to the final destiny o f  the characters. . . . Modernist 
fiction eschews the straight chronological ordering of its material, and the use of  a 
diable, omniscient and intrusive narrator. It employs, Uistead, either a single, 
limited point of  view, or a method of multiple points of view, al1 more or less 
limited and fallible: and it tends towards a fluid or complex handling of tirne, 
involving much cross-reference backwards and forwards across the chronological 
span of the action. (45-6) 

Lodge's portrait will comect my discussion of Laurence's novels to a conventional 

understanding of the chamcteristics of modeniist fiction. 

In addit ion to k i n g  attentive to the stylistic characteristics of modernist fiction, it 

is also important to understand the ways in which modemism has been configured by 

periodicity and place, especially because a Canadian modernist movement is rarely if 

ever remarked on in texts dealing with international modemism None of the studies 

that 1 have already discussed in this section mentions a Canadian modernist rnovement. 

Partly, this exclusion exists because the tirne period with which the critics are primarily 

working is 1890-1 930, with 1930 king the year when "Modemism, like much else of  

the world it was b r n  in, came to a kind of end" (Bradbury and McFarlane 12). There is 

a gap here; rnodernisrn did not end, but rather came to a "kind of end." Al1 the world is 



not on the same developmentd timeline. If modemism is an art of"outrage" and 

"displacement" that occurs in a time of political and cultural disorder (1 I) ,  then the 

1960s in Canada was an ideal setting for such an occurrence. 

Linda Hutcheon clairns that the 1960s are generally accepted as years 

characterized by a flowering of Canadian fiction due to nationalist sentiment, 

government support for publishers and artists, and a general feeling that Canada had 

frnally ceased to be what Earle B h e y  calls a 'highschool land / deadset in adolescence' 

(qtd. in Hutcheon 1 ). This metaphor for Canada's growth supports a position that 

Canadian identit y in the imperial family was one of subordinate adolescent rather than 

mature adult. The 1960s. however, brought a change in Canadian identity that saw 

Canada resist ing imperial and CO lonial standards and creating an alternat ive tradition for 

itself Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels are part of this Canadian literature of 

change, resistance, re-vision, and re-creation. ' 
This project is also a 'writing back' to imperial and cultural centres that constnict 

a modemism which focuses on a London, Paris, New York triangle. Raymond Williams 

in his chapter "When Was Modernism?'hm his text The Politics of Modernism: 

Againsr the New Conformists theorizes the problematics of a "Modemism" that was 

constructeci as a singular entity "in an act of pure ideology, whose first, unconscious 

irony is that, absurdly, it stops history dead" (34-5). He urges resistance to an 

ideological victory based upon metroplitan dominance, which is also connected to new 

imperialisrn Rat her than Modernism king an ant i-bourgeo is, universally unifjing 

' See articles by Woodcock ( 1978), Martin (1 994), Grace ( 1978), Hehner ( 1977), 
Brydon ( 1 993), Sidddl( 1 999, ten Korten;iar ( 1 996), Greene (1 990), and Ricou ( 1980- 
81), for studies on how Laurence's Manawaka novels resist and subvert traditionally 
accepted myths and histories about Canadian culture and nationhood. 



condition, Williams sees Modernism as becorning complicit in the hegemony. His 

strategy of subverting this Modernism that is based upon "a now domuiant and 

misleading ideology" (3 1 ) is to reconsider and rewrite lost histories: 

1 f we are to break out of the non-historical fixity O fpost-modemism, then we must 
search out and counterpose an aitemat ive tradition taken h m  the neglected works 
lefi in the wide margin of the century, a tradition which may address itself not to 
this by now exploitable because quite inhuman rewriting of the pst but, for al1 our 
sakes, to a modern future in which community may be imagined again. (35) 

By strategically recreating a community that combines past and present into new 

histories. Williams reconfigures modernism in such a way as to make a space for the 

inscription of a ferninist Canadian literary modernism, which critiques imperial centres 

and destabilizes patriarchal ideologies. 

Adrieme Rich in the introduction to "When We Dead Awaken: Writing as Re- 

Vision" makes visible the comection between politics and literature: "The dynamic 

between a political vision and the demand for a fiesh vision of literature is clear: without 

a growing feminist movement, the first inroads of feminist scholarship could not have 

been made" (34). If, as Williams claims, modernism stops history dead, then Rich's 

notion of women's re-vision as a way to awaken the dead is fundamental. In the body of 

her essay, Rich reworks the word revision and makes it an act of survival: "Re-vision- 

the act of looking back, of  seeing with fiesh eyes, of entering an oid text from a new 

critical direction-is for women more than a chapter in cultural history: it is an act of 

survivai" (35). She claims that this action of re-visioning is connected to self- 

knowledge and tesistance and that this awakening of the dead is part of a collective 

reality. Indeed, Rich's process for re-visioning generally summarizes this dissertation's 

rnethodo logy: 



A radical critique of literature, feminist in its impulse, would take the work first of 
all as a clue to how we live, how we have been living, how we have been led to 
imagine ourselves, how our language has trapped as weii as li'berated us, how the 
very act of naming has been till now a male prerogative, and how we can begin to 
see and name-and therefore l i v d e s h  A change in the concept of sexual 
identity is essential if we are not going to see the old politicai order reassert itself 
in every new revolution. We need to know the writ ing of the past, and know it 
differently than we have ever known it; mt to pass on a tradition but to break its 
hold over us. (35) 

The importance of providing a revisionary modemism, which includes feminist 

Canadian modernist narratives, is made clear when the comection is made between 

Williams's entreaty to reconsider lost histories and Rich's insistence on feminist re- 

visioning as an act of swiva l  for wornen. Rich's theory provides a feminist slant to 

Williams's strategy. By looking back at aspects of Canadian history and at a 

formulation of malestream modemism based on a theory of creative destruction, this 

dissertation re-visions modernism using the Manawaka novels as examples of feminist 

rnodernist narratives. 

At this point, it might be helpfùl to briefly summarize the ways in which 1 will be 

using the te- modernkm and poslmodemisrn and to demonstrate how Canadian and 

feminist critics characterize these movements and how they have considered Laurence's 

novels to be part of a modernist impulse. Modernism is comprised of cultural movements 

that use the techniques outlined by David Lodge and which, as Linda Hutcheon in The 

Candian Postmodem claims, have much in common with postmodern techniques, such as 

I'ragmentation and parody. However, modernism is concerned with a search for 

revolutionary reconstruction (order in chaos), whereas postmodernism is concerned with an 

urge to question and disturb, '?O make both problematic and provisional any such desire for 

order or mnh through the powers of the human imagination" (2). Robert Kmetsch claims 

that the Canadian Mer "mua uninvent the word. He [sic] must destroy the homonyrnous 



Amencan and English languages that keep him [sic) h m  hearing his own tongue. But to 

uninvent the word . . . is to uninvent the world" ("A Canadian Issue" 1). This staternent 

touches upon the crucial difEerence between Canadian modernkm and postmodemisrn: 

modemism uninvents and then tecreates the word and the world while postmodemism 

leaves the word and the world suspended. 

Rachel Blau DuPlessis's discussion of postmodernism, modernism, and women's 

writing also helps &.ri@ political divisions betw-een postmodernism and Modernism. A 

postrnodern aesthetic and a female aesthetic both have traits that hclude inwardness, a 

continuous present, a foregrounding of consciousness, a concern for process, and a 

decentred universe. However, postmodemism "soon becornes politically quietist" while 

feminism and modernism remain politicdly active (Pink Guirar 17). Postmodernism's 

political quietude stems h m  its k ing a critique without a construct. It unsettles and 

disturbs without suggesting strategies for social change. Indeeù, perhaps what is unsett ling 

and disturbing about postmodeniism is its quietude. Feminism and rnodemism, bwever, 

seek to offer a critique of the status quo and then constmct alternative possibilities. While 

some critics, like Pound and Harvey, see modernism as breaking h m ,  without 

acknowledging, its history, 1 believe that modemkm does not sirnply rupture h m  its pst. 

Instead, rnodernism and feminism incorporate their histories into their tùtures. By 

acknowledging that the writing of history is a political strategy and by pursuing this 

political history, modemism and ferninism lessen the chances of repeating mistakes made 

in the past. This type of political resistance is seen throughout the Manawaka novels as 

modemkt stniggles to structure and restructure individual and communal experiences resuh 

in the elaboratbn of new forms of knowledge. 



While Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels are not generally defined as 

rnodernist novels. several critics compare in varying degrees-fiom a passing comment 

to an elaborate comparisorr-Laurence, her protagonists, andor her narratives to more 

generally accepted rnodernist writers, their protagonists. and/or thek narratives. For 

example, Nancy Bailey in her article "Margaret Laurence, Cari Jung and the Manawaka 

Wornen" claims that "Laurence gives new meaning to Riike's definition of love as two 

solitudes that 'pmtect, and touch, and greet each other"' (307). For Bailey, Laurence's 

novels expand Rilke's modemist detinition to include love of the self. especially a 

woman's love for her self as she moves fiom an isolated to a supportive self In 

addit ion. Bailey ends her article by setting Laurence's world against "Fitzgerald's 

Arnerican mythic world (32 2 ). Indeed, F. Scott Fitzgerald ends his modemist ciassic 

The Great Gatsby with an image of fbtility that signifies an endless return to the past. an 

image which one might read as a movement both against and with the water's flow: "So 

we k a t  on. b a t s  against the current. borne back ceaselessly into the past" ( 1 82). As 

Bailey concludes, Laurence' s novels, and especially The Diviners. look to the past in 

order to move into the future, while Fitzgerald's novel does not offer such a hopeful 

image of a regenerative future. Laurence's river flows both ways; Fitzgerald's Long 

Island Sound. "the most domest icated body of sait water in the Western hemisphere" 

(Fitzgerald 5) ,  is contained and containing, a body of water that, despite human effort to 

move fonvard. restricts movement to one direction. For Bailey to use Rike and 

Fitzgerald as the bookends of her article is to name Laurence's novels as modemist 

works of fiction and is to offer alternatives within modernism so that modernism 

includes women's subjectivit y and a regenerative society. 



Other writers who liken Laurence to tradit ionai modernists include Leona M. 

Gom who-in her article "Laurence and the Use of Memory"-compares Laurence to 

Ford Madox Ford (48), Hagar to Proust's Marcel (49), and Morag to Woolf s Lily 

Briscoe (5 8). Gay le Greene opens and closes her comparative article "Margaret 

Laurence's Diviners and Shakespeare's Tempest: The Uses of the Past" with a quotation 

fkom T.S. Eliot: "This is the use o f  rnemory: / For liberatiorr-" (165), and she compares 

Laurence to Woolf in her claim that "ln this sense that what matters is process, Laurence 

more resembles Virginia Woolf than Shakespeare" ( 1 75). While each of these examples 

only gestures towards establishing Laurence as a modernist writer, when read together 

they can be seen as an indication o f  a methodology that collectively constructs a 

readership which looks to generaliy accepted modernist works as a means of 

acknowledging the ways in which Laurence is comected to a larger genealogy of  

modemism. 

With the exception of the article by Greene, al1 of  the above-cited works were 

published between 1976 and 1978, within four years o f  the publication of The Diviners 

and. obviously. the conclusion of the Manawaka cycle (although this conclusion would 

not have k e n  absolutely certain at the t h e ) .  It is apparent that imrnediately following 

the conclusion of the cycle, critics were interested in fumly establishing Laurence in 

Canada's literary canon. Furthemore, by comparing aspects of the Manawaka cycle to 

various established modernist writers and texts. critics not only sought to place Laurence 

in the Canadian canon, they also sought to put Canadian literature on the international 

map. For example, Sherrill Grace, in her article "A Portrait of the Art ist as Laurence 

Hero," likens Morag Gunn to Stephen Dedalus in James Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist 

as a Y o z ~ ~ g  Man because they are both artists who 'Yorge . . . the uncreated conscience 



of [theid race" (Joyce 185). In this comparison, Grace states that Laurence, like Joyce, 

creates a hero who "reflects the national mat+ fkom which the novel springs" (65). By 

looking to Joyce, Grace establishes Laurence as a writer who is concerned with issues of  

nation, and although Grace categorizes Laurence as a realist writer, I read Grace's article 

as part of a critical movement that sets up the Manawaka novels as a modemist cycle.* 

The rnost sustained comparison, which M y  establishes the Manawaka novels 

as a modernist cycle, is David Blewett's article "The Unity of the Manawaka Cycle." 

His central argument is 

that the Manawaka cycle [significantly he. like 1, excludes A Bird in the House 
h m  his discussion] is unified not only by the centripetal pull of the home town 
itself, but by the development over the four noveb of a vision of  the hurnan 
condition which is not tùlly rendered unt il the cycle is complete. This 
development imparts to the cycle a rhythm of  reconciliation in which the 
fragmentariness of  ordinary life, explored in the separate works, is seen against, 
and so continually absorbed into, a sense of design and purpose in the universe. 
(3 1, emphasis mine) 

Blewett exp bres  t his modernist dynamic between the fiagmentary and the universal in 

"an elatmrate parallei with Eliot's symbolism of the four elements in The Wasteland 

[sic]" (3  1). 

While each of these critics connects an aspect of the Manawaka cycle to a more 

generally accepted modemist writer and/or text, none of these critics names Laurence or 

her fiction as modemist. Therefore, my discussion must expand the commonly-accepted 

definition o f  modernism in order to include the work of Margaret Laurence in the 

context of a modem Canada defined by its relation both to its past as a British colony 

and its present as an econornic and cultural colony o f  the United States. One of the most 

Barbara Hehner in "River of Now and Then: Margaret Laurence's Narratives" also 
compares Laurence to Joyce, in passing, when she states, "Mercifùlly, she did not follow 
Joyce in r e W g  her protagonist to the crib" (49). 



important characterist ics of the aesthet ic movement of modernism, for the purposes of 

this project, is the sense of tension that exists between the transitional and the etemal. 

Modemism embraces both the eternal and the fleeting and represents a concem with 

how to Live amidst contradiction and conflict. 

One o f  the ways in which modernism seeks to deal with an overwhelming sense 

of uncertainty is to break fiom preceding literary movements and historical conditions in 

order to create a new art that represents a modem condition. David Harvey, in his 

influential text The Connition of Postmudernity, discusses this break as a dynamic of 

destruction through the image of "creat ive destruction" and claims that this image is 

important to modemism because it calls attention to the dilemma which surrounds the 

destruction of the old and the simultaneous creation of the new (16). 1 suggest 

reconfiguring this image of creative destruction into one of strategic re-creation. With 

this reconfiguration cornes a regenerative process-a process that finds the protagonist 

not separate fiom but connected to the land whic h surrounds hirn or her-instead of a 

t ragic end ing O f fùt il it y. This reconfigurat ion also cont ains a gendered d ynamic because 

the figures O fien associated with creative destruction include the mythical Dionysus, the 

literary Faust, and the painter Picasso (1 6- 1 7). There are few female figures-with the 

notable exceptions of Salomé and Medusa-in the Western tradition associated with 

creative destruction, so this version of modemism also needs to be revised. 

Perhaps the phoenix would be a more suitable image for a modernism based on 

strategic re-creation. Indeed Canadian modemist A.J.M Smith in his article "Critical 

improvisations on Margaret Avison's Winter Sun" characterizes Avison's poem "Intra- 

Political" as a poem with "hope in energy, humour, light. Fallen man [sic] can d l 1  

dream of emerging fiom this pre-creation density into the light and space of a new 

15 



Genesis. Like the phoenix we cany the seed o f  a new birth within ourselves" (144). 

This analysis posits hope and regeneration through the image of the phoenix, so that one 

can see a way in which alternative rnodemisms might revise an ending of hopelessness, 

such as is found in more generally accepted modernist narratives like The Great Gatsby 

or Heurt of Darkness. 

This modernist narrative o f  the hero who destroys his past and therein himself 

has its roots in Goethe's Faust and extends into rnodernist texts such as The Great 

Gnrsby and Heurt of Darkness. Jay Gatsby changes his name and leaves behind his 

parents, "shifiless and unsuccessfùl f m  people" whom "his imagination had never 

really accepted . . . as his parents at all. . . . So he invented just the sort of Jay Gatsby 

that a seventeen-year-old boy would be lkely t o  invent, and to this conception he was 

faithfùl to the end" (99). Gatsby's act of creative destruction leads to his own alienation 

and death. Similarly, in Heurt of Durkness, Kurtz alienates himself from his past and his 

culture, an action which leads him to commit horrifie acts ofdestruction in the land and 

among the peoples surrounding him and, in the end, leads to his own death. 

Reconfiguring t his image of creat ive destruction is central to my argument. Harvey 

agrees with Marshall Bennan and Georg Lukacs in their naming of Goethe's Faust as 

the literary archetype of this modemist dilenuna. As an extension of Harvey's 

discussion, 1 will use the image o f  Faust as an archetype of the modern hero throughout 

my dis~ertation.~ 

André Dabezies's entry on Faust in the Cornpanion to Literary Myth,  Heroes and 
Archetypes outlines the various stages of development of the story of Faust, fiom a 
historical character to a legend. The fist written record of  the story of Faust, which 
transforrned the man into the legend, was written by an anonymous author in 1587. This 
version, as well as  Christopher Marlowe's famous 1590 version, ends with Faust's 
death. However, versions of the story written between 1 760 and 1 780 by the 



Marshall Berman, in his AIl That Is Solid Meffs Into Air, explores this tragedy of 

development through Goethe's Faust, who refuses his past and therefore destroys part of 

hirnself. Berman states, "It appears that the very process of development, even as it 

transfomis a wasteland into a thriving physical and social space, recreates the wasteland 

inside the developer himself' (68). Faust is a hero who is dedicated to change, and his 

whole identity resides in his ability to creatively destroy both the world that surrounds 

him and the world that is within him. When Faust is confionted by his past, he is so 

overwhelmed that he attempts to destroy it. The c r w  of Faust's dilemma is that without 

the past he could not transform it, but when confronted by the vitality o f  his past, he is 

moved to destroy it and hirnself, 

Laurence's heroines, unlike Goethe's Faust, incorporate their pasts into their 

presents and are, therefore, able to imagine transformed tùtures that do not include 

irnrnediate destruction of themselves or their society. Berman speaks o f  the necessity of 

Faust's bond to his past and how the rejection of his past Ieads to a tragic end: 

Wit hout that vital bond with his past-the primary source of spontaneous energy 
and delight in life-he cou Id never have developed the inner strength to transform 
the present and fiiture. But now that he has staked his whole identity on the will 

forerunners of the Rornantic movement, construct Faust as the bold individual rebel 
hero, converted and saved at the end. Later, the German Romantics returned to versions 
whereby Faust is damned. By the end of 1 9 1 8, the character of Faust is broadened into 
an image of the 'Faust ian man' whose "strength and greatness are derived fiom his 
passion for infmite space and his will to power. . . . There are very few critics who have 
claimed that Goethe's Faust is not 'Faustian', and confision between [sic] the character 
created by Goethe, Faust the symbol of Gerrnan nationalism and the 'Faustian man' is 
very widespread. The success of this ambiguous stereotype is due to the fact that in 
19 1 8 it conjured up the idealized image of a mythical hero standing erect amidst 
catastrophe" (436). The figure of Faust as an image of fatal nationalism does not work 
for a feminist Canadian rnodernism that emerges with a hopefùl nationalism The 
Faustian archetype of the alienated individual hero must, therefore, give way to a more 
regenerat ive and hopeiül image. 



to change, and on his power to fulf Il that will, his bond with his pst terrifies him. 
(69) 

Instead of k ing  temfied by the past and breaking with it, Laurence's heroines seek 

ways to incorporate their prairie pasts into their modern presents. Instead of Faust's 

wasteland king recreated inside the developer, the heroines in Laurence's Manawaka 

novels imagine their prairie pasts into a regenerative place that is part of their bodies. 

Their h e r  geography contains the regenerative prairie, and each heroine is connected to 

other people through this communal past. With this comection to the pst, these 

heroines are able to acknowledge the complexity of their identities rather than k ing  

limited to a hornogenous identity that cannot incorporate both the fleeting and the 

imrnutable. 

One way to acknowledge a complex and diverse identity is to represent such an 

identity in art. The role of the artist is of primary importance within modernism, 

especially in pst-Nietzschean discourse, thinking, art, and culture. As Harvey explains, 

when Nietzsche ranked "aesthetics above science, rationality, and politics . . . the 

exploration of aesthetic experience . . . became a powertùl means to establish a new 

mythology as to what the etemal and imrnutable might be about in the midst of al1 the 

ephemeraiity, fragmentation, and patent chaos of modem life" ( 1 8). If aesthet ics 

become a way to represent and transform the modem experience, then the artist is of 

paramount importance. The structure that casts the individual art ist into the role of 

tragic hero is problematic because it perpetuates patriarchal ideologies that value the 

individual over the community. As can be seen in Goethe's Faust, malestream 

modernism reflects narcissistic individualism in its narratives. Instead, the modem artist 

needs to represent the world in which s/he exists without erasing the people and places 



that exist inside and outside the artist. The artist cannot stand alone as individual hero 

without effectively destroying the comrnunity t hat has helped fonn the art kt. 

The artist is central to this reconfiguration because it is the artist who reimagines 

alternatives that offer a critique o f  the status quo. It is fitting, therefore, that Morag, the 

fmal Manawaka protago~st,  is a writer." As Harvey explains, the modernist writer, 

according to Baudelaire, is 'bsomeone who c m  concentrate his or her vision on ordinary 

subjects of city life, understand their fleeting qualities, and yet extract Iiom the passing 

moment al1 the suggestions of eternity it contains" (20). While Baudelaire suggests that 

modemisin is an urban phenomenon with o r d m  city subjects as the focus of the 

artist's eye, Laurence does not privilege urban peoples over rural peoples a s  appropriate 

subjects. This is not to say that the city is not of importance in the Manawaka novels, 

for the city figures in each of the novels and is especially visible and animate in The 

Fire-Dwellers. Furthemore, while modemism rnay have begun as an urban 

phenomenon, it has been transported and reconfigured in ways that may include al1 

subjects regardless of location. One need only recall modernist narratives such as The 

Double Hauk or Hew! of Darkness to see the ways in which artists transport modernist 

concerns into rural or remote landscapes. What is of primary importance to my 

argument is the notion that the central challenge to the modernist writer is to create an 

aesthetic that reflects both the transitory and the etemal, the timely and the timeless, the 

local and the mythic. The writer is able to imagine and represent the spatialization of 

t h e  through language and form, by experimenting with simultaneity and contradiction, 

"ee Sherrill Grace's "A Portrait of the Artist as Laurence Hero" and Christian Bôk's 
"Sibyls: Echoes of French Feminism in The Diviners and Lady Oracle" for fiuther 
analyses on the importance of the writer as a creator, re-creator, and revolutionary. 



and by exploring the regions of memory and forgetting. In this way, modernism, while a 

response to histoi-ically specific phenornena, also embodies al1 the experiences leading 

up to that moment. 

It is important to note that while the figure of the artist is central to modernism, 

Laurence's differently gendered artist also differs in other substantial ways fiom artist 

figures such as James Joyce's Stephen Dedalus in A Portrait of the Artisr as a Young 

Man or Ernest Hemingway's Jake Barnes in The Sun Afso Rises. Morag Gunn is a 

writer who recognizes the importance of the past as a way to rnove forward. She also 

realizes that she needs to return home in order to imagine a hopefùl tùture for herself 

and for her comrnunity and then to transform that irnagining into writing. These 

differences, within the version of modernism for which 1 argue, becorne evident when 

cornparhg Morag Gunn to Stephen Dedalus and Jake Barnes, both of whom sacrifice 

their pasts-whic h may be bot h tirne and plat-r perhaps more accurately, t heir past 

selves. 

Stephen Dedalus writes in his diary that 'The past is consumed in the present and 

the present is living onfy because it brings forth the fùture" (1 84). He connects the past 

to the iùture through the present, but the p s t  disappear-r is consumed-in order for 

the fùture to arrive. In addition, he is a writer who accepts his rnother's philosophy that 

he "may leam in [his] own life and away fiom home and fiiends what the heart is and 

what it feels" (1 85). Unlike Morag, Stephen anticipates a life of self-imposed exile, 

breaking fiom-or in effect destroying-his past. And so the novel ends with Stephen 

leaving Ireland '90 encounter for the millionth tirne the reality of experience and to forge 

in the smithy of Fis] sou1 the uncreated conscience of [his] race" (1 85). Here again is 

an image of the isolated individual hero who must leave his comrnunity in order to shape 



his own greatness as the sou1 of his people. Stephen is not interested in the regeneration 

of his community; his primary interest is molding his own individual self. 

In The Sun Also Rises, Jake Barnes is an American writer living in Paris. Like 

Stephen Dedalus will do, Jake Barnes has le ft his horneland in order to find success on 

foreign soil. However, while Stephen anticipates greatness in his alienation, The Sun 

AIso Rises exposes ways in which alienation breeds hopelessness and despair rather than 

greatness and artistic success. As a fiiend reminds Jake Barnes, 

You know whaî's the trouble with you? You're an expatriate. One ofthe worst 
type. Haven't you heard that? Nobody t hat ever le fi theu own country ever wrote 
anything worth printing. . . . You've lost touch with the soil. . . . You don't work. 
One group claims that women support you. Another group clairns you're 
impotent. ( 1 1 5 )  

Indeed, Jake Barnes does discover 'khat the heart is and feels," to borrow fiom Joyce, 

but his discovery is a discovery of hopelessness and despair. His heart does not lead him 

into a regenemtive future. Instead, his present is more reminiscent of Fitzgerald's image 

of beating ceaselessly against the current and nonetheless k ing  carried into the past. 

1.2 Canadian Modemism 

Previous discussions of Canadian modernism by Canadian critics offer many 

de finitions and dismissals of both period and aesthetic. Louis Dudek and Michael 

Gnarowski, for example, consider Canadian modemism in terms ofthe 1920s McGill 

pets. Brian Trehearne also examines the impact of this 1920s male movernent, but 

expands his study to inc lude the influence of earlier schools of aestheticism on the 

development of Canadian modemism. In "Losing the Line: The Field of Our 

Modernism," Dennis Dum argues that processional models do not work as a paradigm 

for Canadian literary development. He proposes instead a "process marked by localism 



and sportive variance" ( 1 68). Frank Davey and Linda Hutcheon discuss modernism 

primarily as the predecessor to postmodeniism, while Robert Kroetsch claims that 

Canadian literature rnoved directly fiom the Victorian period into postmodernisrn 

Only Barbara Godard in her essay "Ex-centriques, Eccentric. Avant-Garde: Wornen 

and Modernism in the Literatures of Canada" has articuiated a Canadian rnodemisrn that 

includes women's fict ion-and especially p e t  ic prose-up to and inc luding the 196ûs. 

Godard, responding to Warren Tallman's article "Wonder Merchants: Modemist P oerry in 

Vancouver During the 1960 's," clairns that it is important to recognize the contribution of 

women writers before 1 %O. Godard, like Raymond Williams, insists on the need for an 

alternative modernist tradition, which decentres existing traditions. She cites three 

moments of importance that illuminate women's contribut ion to Canadian modernism. The 

first moment occurs in the 1940s with the publication and subsequent censorship of 

Elizabeth Smart's By Grand Ceniru1 Station ISat Down and Wepi and Therese Tardif's 

Désespoir de vieille fille. The second moment occurs in the 1 950s with the publication of 

Sheila Watson's 7he Double Hook and Gabrielle Roy's Alexandre Cheneverf. Finally, in 

the 1 960s and ear ly 1 970s, Audrey Thomas and Nicole Brossard published works that are 

part of the genealogy of Canadian rnodernism (63). Godard sres Thomas and Brossard as 

located on the "intersection of feminist writing and Candian Post-Modernism" (67)' but 

nonetheless includes both writers as part of the genealogy of Canadian Modemkm as 

outlined by W m n  Tailman. 

While Godard mentions Margaret Laurence's work, she does not discuss it within 

her genealogy of modernism because she is more interested in reclaiming texts that 

substitute "the flux of  swealist images for linear narrative" and that have been censoreci, 

misread, and/or largely ignoreci (63). She comments that Laurence's texts have been read 



"in terms of a national concem with empires and communications" (60), but she disregards 

Laurence's use of language innovations. My work expands Godard's beginnings and 

elaborates on the feminist ideologies that contributed to a feminist Canadian modernism as 

seen in Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels. 

A present state of king that is exposed and vulnerable as it strives to disrupt and 

recreate is a crisis which unites modemist and feminist aesthetics in a Canadian nationalkt 

context. Modernist and feminist aesthetics identiQ the irnpcrtance of change as a 

disruptive and recreative process that offers a subject position which is both wlnerable and 

creative. As Barbara Godard states, 'The dislocation connected with womangs experience 

. . . can be read as a paradigrn of our national uncertainty about ou .  collective experience in 

this decentring new world" (60). The dislocation and subsequent desire to create a 

collective experience also resists a centre that privileges the individual over the communal. 

This is one aspect of a feminist Canadian rnodemism that challenges tradit ional modernkt 

formulations. 

1.3 Nationalism 

If this project suggests ways of reconsidering modemism in a Canadian context, 

then it is also important to unpack the category m i o n .  Benedict Anderson's Irnagined 

Communiiies provides a definition of nationalism that helps formulate ways of 

understanding the constnict called Canada. Anderson de fines nation as 

an irnagined political community-and imagineci as both inherently limited and 
sovereign. . . . limited because even the largest of them . . . has finite, if elastic, 
boundaries, beyond which lie other nations. . . . sovereign because the concept 
was b r n  in an age in which Enlightenrnent and Revolution were destroying the 
legitimaçy of the divinely-ordained, hierarchical dynastic reaim. . . . communiîy, 
because, regardless of the actual inequaiity and exploitation that may prevail in 
each, the nation is always çonceived as a deep, horizontal cornradeship. (7) 



1 speak of Canada as a geo-political, socio-econornic entity in which exists the imagined 

construct. the Canadian. This Canadian rather than k i n g  a specific individual or p u p  

of individuals, is an imagined construct that exists within the imagined political 

comrnunity called Canada. 

Julia Kristeva in "Women's Tirne" also theorizes the nation. She claims that 

afier World War II, the nation is an illusion that is "preserved only for ideological or 

strictly political purposes" ( 1 88). Nation becomes symbolic, a denominator, accordhg 

to Kristeva. where "cultural and religious memory forged by the ïnterweaving of history 

and geography" (1 88) unite the peoples of a nation. To consider nations such as Afiica, 

Asia Europe, and/or Canada is to see places where the idea o f  national geography as 

constant, common, and uniQing is problematic. It is especially important, then, to 

understand how histories change depending on the storyteller. Manawaka is the 

geographical constant that unites al1 four novels, and it symbolizes the way in which 

outer geography maps inner geography. The Manawaka novels invent and rediscover 

lost histories of Canada that are wntained in both geographies of the land and of the 

body. This myth-making is part of a Canadian modernist movement that is intricately 

c o ~ e c t e d  to a feminist Canadian movement in the late 1960s and the 1970s. 

In the context of tliis dissertation, perhaps the most important critic of the idea of 

nation is Virginia Woolf. Woolf, indisputably a modernist, crit icizes the idea of nation 

for a wornan in Three Guineas, which was published in 1 938. Woolf argues that it is not 

possible to have a singular idea of society because the idea of nation is created by men at 

the expense of women. Instead, she suggests that women form their own society called 

the Outsiders' Society: "Let us then draw rapidly in outline the kind of society which the 



daughters of educated men might found and join outside your society but in cooperation 

with its ends" (309). Woolf daims that if women were to join the society of men, 

women's identity would merge with men's, which would result in an erasure of 

dflerence that is crucial for social change. According to Woolf, cooperation between 

men and women is necessary but not at the expense of women's dflerence. It is 

important to name wornan as outsider in order to cal1 attention to difference that serves 

as critique. 

This critique does not end without irnagining alternatives. Instead of narrowly 

defining the term country, Woolf expands the idea of a woman's country to include the 

world. In Three Guineas, she writes an imagined response to a man who tries to "muse 

her patriotic emotion" (3 1 1 ) by telling her that he is fighting to protect "our country": 

"'Our country,"' she will say, 'throughout the greater part of its history has treated 
me as a slave; it has denied me education or any share in its possessions. 'Ow' 
country still ceases to be mine if 1 marry a foreigner. 'Our' country denies me the 
means of protecting my self. . . the outsider will say, 'in fàct, as a woman, 1 have 
no country. As a w o m  I want no country. As a woman my country is the whole 
world.' (3 13) 

Woolf ends this response by saying that if sorne emotion causes the outsider woman to 

feel love for England, then the outsider "will give to England first what she desires of 

peace and fieedom for the whole world" (3 1 3). In this section. Woolf succinctly 

surnmarizes how the nation as an apparatus has failed wornen and then offers a 

shockingly contemporary strategy to "think globally and act local1 y ." Like Nietzsche, 

she too places the art ist above the polit ician as a figure of c hange: "Let us then leave it 

to the p e t s  to tell us what the dream is" (366). The p e t s  and the writers are the figures 

who imagine a future that unites people even and especially through difference. 



A formulation of  Canada's identity does not need to erase individuality, but 

rather it can cal1 attention to the multiplicity of ways in whic h Canadians ident iQ 

thernselves. and, therefore, to the near impossibility o f  saying "Canadian" without 

qualifjhg the term. 1 want to again ernphasize multiplicity within a single tenn  Using 

theory elaborated by feminists-such as Hélène Cixous, Julia Kristeva, and Gayatri 

Chakravorty Spivak-1 question and a b  the ways in which woman, tirne, place, 

history, and nation are configured within a feminist Canadian modentism. Spivak says, 

"divide the name of woman so that we see ourselves as naming. not merely named" 

(1 39). My study acknowiedges Spivaic's directive and subsequent ly engages in a 

process of naming and renarning a Canadian modernism that is connecteci to female 

subjectivity. 

1.4 Feminism 

My conception of a feminist aesthetic-and the connection between a feminist 

and rnodernist aesthetic-is based largely upon Rachel Blau DuPlessis's "For the 

Etruscans," which she originally presented as a p a p a  at a conference in 1979 and 

revised and collected in her 1990 The Pink Gtriiar: Wriring as Ferninisi Pruciice. 

Duplessis defines a female aesthetic. which I consider feminist, as "the production o f  

fornial. episternological. and thematic strategies by members of the group Woman, 

strategies bom in struggle with much of already existing culture, and overdetermined by 

two elements of sexual difference-by women's psychosocial experiences of gender 

asy mmetry and by women' s historical status in an (ambiguously ) nonhegemonic group" 

(5) .  A ferninist aesthetic links strategies of tesistance and subversion with historical 

oppression, with history existing in both past and present. It also stresses both unity (the 



group Woman) and diversity (members within this group). Moreover, Duplessis argues 

that this aesthetic is not essentialist. She stresses creation over discovery, variety and 

contradiction over uniforrnity (1  0- I 1 ). 

DuP tessis connects literature by women with 

nonhegemonic rnodernism in its subversive critique of cuhure. . . . In women's 
writing, as in modernist, there is a didactic element, related to the project of 
cultural transformaiion, o f  establishing values. In women's writing, as in 
modern&., there is an encyclopedic impulse, in which the writer invents a new and 
total culture. ( 1 7) 

The description total here seerns unfortunate because this 'hew and total culture" has 

traditionatly ôe.m associated with a patriarchal culture, but a nonhegemonic 

m o d e r n i s ~ u c h  as a feminist Canadian modemisrn-envisions an alternative society 

that is not based upon a dualistic philosophy. As seen in Margaret Laurence's 

Manawaka novels. multiplicity, contradiction, non-linearity, and sirnultaneit y create a 

bot h/and vision that resists eitherlor dualit y. Linear Western patriarc ha1 history is 

displaced and recreated as new stories are imaginai and s h e d .  These new histories 

constmct an alternative value system in which women's desire is connected to 

t tans format ive resistance. Wo men' s fiction in Canada and the charaçters created wit hin 

these stories, offer possibi 1 ities for ways of understanding the identities o f  both nation 

and individual. 

Duplessis theorizes the complex relationship women have with hegemonic 

groups. Duplessis, like Woolc offers the mode1 o f  the insider-outsider as a way of 

the woman finds she is irrieconcilable things: an outsider by her gender position, 
by her relation to power; rnaybe an insiâer by her social position, her chss. . . . 
how then could she neglect to invent a form which produces this incessant, 
critical splitting motion . . . that incorporate[s] contradiction and nonlinear 
movement into the heart of  the text. (8) 



It is important to include race, sexuality, and ethnicity in DuPlessis's insider-outsider 

paradigm for white wornen are rarely without power when race is the category king 

examineci. When dynamics are explored between a white w o m n  and a Métis man, for 

example, it is not always clear that a woman is the outsider. Indeed, both a white 

woman and a Métis man may be outsiders, as is seen in the Manawaka cycle of novels. 

A cycle challenges linear movement that insists on borders, beginnings, and 

endings. Margaret Laurence7s cyclical Manawaka novels, therefore, serve as an ideal 

kaleidoscope through which to view the changing patterns that occur as Canadian 

women writers redefine and recreate a Canadian modernist literary tradition. Many of 

the characters o f  Laurence' s Manawaka novels embody insider-outsider social status 

that enables them t o  transgress, even reimagine, divisions which others see as fixed. To 

imagine change is the first step toward creating new, alternative social structures as 

called for in a counterhegemnic revisionary modemism. 

I f  modernism is an  art that encompasses how people experience space and time 

and self and other, then the process of naming one's self in a particular space-in this 

case. Canad ian woman-must also consider how tirne fùnctions in that space. Kristeva 

claims that "female subjectivity [is) linked both to cyclical time (repetition) and to 

monumental t h e  (etemity)" ( 1 87). Female subjectivity and modernism are both 

concemed with timelessness inso far as events remain constant and change-like a 

river-through rnemory and imagination and writing. This apparent contradiction that is 

contained in an event which is both ephemeral and eternal can be clarified if one thinks 

about a subject's reiationship to her pan. For example, when forty-year-dd Stacey 

MacAindra in The Fire-Dwellers rernembers herself a t  a dance when she was eighteen 



years old, the event is fixed in a particular time and place but that same event changes 

when Stacey remembers and retells the story of the dance. Over t h e  and through 

memory, events are both fleeting and eternal as the subject revisits and revises her past. 

Understanding time as both repetitive and etemai is one way of 

reconceptualizing and troping tirne. A second way of theorizing time is to conceive of  it 

in terms of recurrent change that cornes in waves, as, for example, in so-called first and 

second wave feminisms. Alison Prentice in Canadian Women: A Hisfory cites 1966 as 

the "beginning of the public process of change . . . when Francophone and Anglophone 

women's organizations [in Canada] began to regroup and reorganize in a way they had 

not done for over a generation" (343). Prentice claims that the "late 1960s and the 1970s 

witnessed in Canada, as elsewhere in the modem worid, a resurgence of feminist 

activity" (343). With this second wave of feminism, Canada caught up. in one important 

respect, to the rest of the modem world. 

1.5 Ferninism and Nationalism in Canada 

The 1 960s were energet ically c hanging and c hallenging t h e s  for Canadian 

feminism and Canadian nationalism, and a union between the two was reflected in the 

fiction that Canada produced. According to Benedict Anderson, fiction plays a crucial 

part in creat ing national identity: 'Tkt ion seeps quiet ly and cont inuously into reality, 

cteating that remarkable confidence of community in anonymity which is the hallmark 

of modem nations" (36). Indeed, according to Prentice et al., feminism and nationalkm 

became closely related and inevitabiy intertwined: 

@]y the I %Os, issues related to worrien's lives and exp-nces were explicitly 
woven into [wornen's literature]. To speak of 'Cari Lit' was to speak primarily of 
women &ers and ofwomen's experience. . . . With the evolution of Canada into 



an ethnically diverse soçiety in the pst-war era, and the heightened awareness of 
the need to preserve and promote more than anglophone culture, thousands o f  
womn mntriiuted to the cultural mosaic thaî was becorning a conierstone o f  the 
Canadian identity . (340) 

While "old patterns and rituals that had formerly dorninated the lives of women 

disappeared in the pst-war m" (Prentice et al- 34 1 ). this disappearance was neither 

sudden, nor always welcomed. This uneasy position of being on the crest of an 

emerging second wave feminism and a nascent multicultural nationalkm characterizes a 

feminist Canadian modemism. 

The first publicly recognized success of the second wave of  Canadian feminism 

was the establishment of the Royal Commission on the Status of  Women. Officialiy 

established in 1967, the Commission evolved out of the 1966 Cornmittee on Equality for 

women. While the Pearson government initially ignored the Cornmittee's request for a 

Royal Commission, Laura Sabia, who led the effort, advised the Prime Minister thai she 

would march two million women to Ottawa unless a Royal Commission was formed to 

look into the status of women. The government took the women seriously this t h e  and 

formed the Commission not only to investigate the status of women in Canada but also 

to recomend strategies for providing women equal opportunities with men (Prentice et 

al. 346-48). 

The Commission and its recommendations were and are crucial to a 

transformation of Canadian society. Although "[tlhere were no minority, native, leftist, 

or even young women in the group" (Prentice et al. 348), the Commission traveled 

across the country stopping in fourteen cities and in every province tor public hearings 

where many different voices ofCanadian women were heard. In 1970, the Commission 

made 167 recommendations concerning women's healtk education, and family law. 
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The report was revolutionary because it gave the second wave of  feminism an agenda 

for social change (Prentice et al. 349). In the early 1970s women's groups formed 

specifically to address the Commission's recommendations. In this way, large groups of 

women mobilized, and they were unified in their cornmitment to social change while 

diverse in their concerns and approaches to effecting change. 

One aspect of the success of the Commission was that both the Commission and 

its success were publicly recognized. The process of wornen publicly organizing and 

mobilizing was an important step in making visible to society the issues women faced 

and women's refkal to accept the status quo. Public dernonstrations and marches 

became part of this process of making visible, both in the streets and in the media: 'The 

media were fascinated by the more or less outrageous street demonstrations, ofien about 

such seemingly novel issues as abortion and sexuality. Its members were happy to lx 

described in the inflammatory language of 'revolution"' (Prentice et al. 352). 

In the Iate 1960s and the 1 970s-the tirne in which A Jesf of God, The Fire- 

Dwellers, and The Diviners were published-many wo men engaged in the di fficult 

process of reassessing their places and reinventing their potential in an oppressive 

patnarc ha1 societ y. Women' s consc iousness-raising occurred in forma1 and idormal, 

private and public, groups and moments. Women began to realize that theu oppression 

and subordination were not "the result of t a c i  luck or incornpetence, but s h e d  by 

others" (Prentice et al. 39 1 ). This realization was often connected to an understanding 

of how limiting gendered social roles were and how necessary it was to transform these 

roies. These roles were oAen connected to the perception, representation, and practices 

of women's sexuality. Modemist liberatory strategies of revolution and recreation, 

therefore, need to address issues of language and body, of coming to voice and of 
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embracing sexuality. Each of  the protagonists in the Manawaka novels addresses at 

least one of these issues in a moment or repeated action that expresses simultaneously 

the ephemeral and the etemal in that moment. Each transfomat ive moment is an 

expression of protest against a dominant ide0 logy. 

During the same time period that women protested and called attention to their 

subordinate status in patriarchal Canadian societ y, federal and provincial governrnents 

addressed issues surrounding racial and ethnic identity. In 1963, the Pearson Liberals 

set up the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism to 

hquire into and report upon the existing state of bilinguaiism and bicu huralism in 
Canada and to recomrnend what steps should be taken to develop the Canadian 
Confederation on the basis of an equal partnership between the two founding 
races taking into account the contribution made by the other ethnic groups to the 
cultural enrichment of Canada and the measures that should be taken to safeguard 
that contribution (qtd. in Bumsted 330) 

This mandate to develop an "equal partnership between the two founding races" was met 

with opposition in the west, especially on the prairies. Many people living on the 

prairies neither accepted this notion of French-English Canadian dual nationality 

(Friesen 45 l ) ,  nor believed that a government located in the east would understand local 

prairie issues surrounding the land and its peoples. This myth of  Canada as a nation 

founded on two races is limiting and exclusionary, especially to First Nations peoples. 

By 1969, what quickly came to be called the B and B Commission had another 

mandate on which it reported in The Cultural Contribution of Other Ethnic Groups. 

This mandate led to the 1971 federal policy o f  multiculturalism, which proclaimed a 

desire to maintain the diverse cultural heritage of Canada. Significantly, this policy did 

not include the diverse cultural heritages o f  First Nations peoples, ùiçluding Métis 

peoples. This desire to celebrate an exclusionary multiculturalism was also rnanifested 



at the provincial and civic levels. For example, in 1970 Winnipeg's first Folklorama 

festival took place. This multicultural festival was part of Manitoba's Centennial 

celebrations, and it quickly became a major tourist attraction while "ethnic culture in 

general becarne another way to promote Canada abroad" (Bumsted 395). Canada was 

king marketed as a multicultural nation, a rnosaic that was built in contra-distinction to 

the United States's melting-pot. The Canadian government was creating the nation as an 

economic apparatus rather than as a community whose wealth was its diversity. 

While, obviously, the desire to establish a national literature is not unique to the 

196Os, an articulation o f  this desire resurfaced with a vengeance, especially in English 

Canada, and was part of the nationalist climate that developed around the Centennial 

Year, 1967. The l96Os, in particuiar, saw a huge amount of  new literature being 

produced in Canada. In 1 965, the fist volume of  the three-vo lume Liîerav Hisîory of 

Canada was published by the University of  Toronto Press, and by 1970 a h s t  al1 

Canadian universities offered undergraduate prograrns in Canadian literature (Bumsted 

397-404). During this tirne, academics, popular reviewers, and the reading public 

established a critical canon of Canadian literature, which emphasized the interpretation 

and construction of  Canadian identity. While I am not trying to equate Canadian literary 

nationalism with modernism, 1 am trying to cd1 attention to the ways in which this fom 

of nationalism contributed-in tandem with other rnovements, such as feminisxn-to a 

feminist literary movement that was modemist in impulse, if not in intent. Margaret 

Laurence's Manawaka cycle, published between 1 964 and 1 974, was a major 

contribution to the Canadian literary landscape as well as to the creation of  Canadian 

identity in opposition to the exclusionary politics of the Canadian government. 



This dissertation's central argument is grounded in the notion that it was a North 

American feminist movement that brought Canada to equal footing with the rest of the 

Western world. Women's writing in Canada is comected to this feminist revolution in 

that it creates an aesthetic that represents and helps shape this period, which is a rupture 

fio m the traditions that precede it . Margaret Laurence' s Manawaka novels incorporate 

and engage with this rupture. The dividing line that Kristeva and Prentice posit also 

divides the Manawaka cycle's four novels. The Stone Angel and A Jest of God were 

published in 1964 and 1966 respectively, while The Fire-Dwellers and The Diviners 

were published in 1969 and 1974. 

Perhaps the most usefùl context in which to consider the divide between the 

earlier and later Manawaka novels is to consider that Betty Friedan's The Feminine 

Mystique was first published in 1963 and that the terni sexism was fïrst used in 1968.' 

While The Feminine Mystique is problematic because it offers a view of women's lives 

that is a white liberal American feminist view that does not apply well if at al1 to either 

Canadian experience or to the experience of rac ialized or working-c l a s  women, the text 

does provide a usehl way of identiQing the separation between the early and the later 

protagonists because it provides insight into their abilit y to analyze and art iculate their 

oppres~ion.~ Indeed, The Fire-Dwellers is arguably a direct response to and engagement 

with the issues with which Friedan deals. While Hagar, in The Stone Angel, and Rachel 

- 

The 03ford English Dictionary cites two 1968 sources as the way in which the word 
sexism was brought into the Eng lish language: 1968 C. Bird in Vital Speeches (U.S.) 1 5 
November 90 Sexism is judging people by their sex where sex doesn't matter. 1968 S. 
Vanauken Freedom for Movement Girls-Now 7 The parallels between sexism and 
racism are sharp and c lear. Each embodies false assumption in a myt h. 

Constance Rooke rnakes a passing reference to this point in her article "A Feminist 
Reading of The Stone Angef' when she says, "Hagar cannot herself articulate (because 
historically she does not know) the feminist view of her case" (27). 



in A Jest of God, stniggle within patriarchal structures that are primarily implemented 

within the family and through work, Stacey is the fïrst protagonist to see how the media 

informs and shapes public views. Laurence uses Stacey, in The Fire-Dwellers, and 

Morag, in The Diviners, to show how wornen benefit fiom the questions Friedan asks 

and the problems she identifies. The coining of the word sexisrn in 1 968 gave wornen a 

way to name Friedan's "problem that has no name." Consequently, Laurence has Stacey 

and Morag begin to ident i@ and analyze t h e i  oppression, while Hagar and Rachel do 

not yet have the language to name their problem. 

The first chapter o f  The Feminine Mystique is called "The Problem That Has No 

Name." In this chapter. Friedan acknowledges the isolation that middle-class white 

women in the United States in the 1950s and 1960s were feeling. The fifteen years that 

followed World War II were years of hstrat ion for these women as they were covertly 

and overtly moved out of paying jobs and back into the unpaid labour of the home. 

Books and articles, tradition and psychology told women that "they could desire no 

greater destiny than to glory in their own femininity" (Friedan 11). The suburban 

housewife was isolated in her despair-unaware that this despair was shared by so many 

other women-while her image was king heralded as the "dream image o f  the young 

American women [sic] and the envy . . . of women al1 over the world" (1  3). By 1962, 

the plight of the suburban housewife was debated and analyzed in newspapers and 

books. on television shows and education panels. Even so, rnany people did not know 

that this problem was real and those who did, did not know how to define it, except to 

describe the unbearable and exhausting details o f  an unsatisfying daily routine (21). 

Friedan claims that part of the despair that rnany women felt was the despair that 

arises out of an inability to imagine a future and to claim an identity for oneself: "The 
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ferninine mystique permits, even encourages women to ignore the question of their 

identity" (64). Women no longer have a private sense of their identity and the public 

image k i n g  promoted and admired is precisely the image that is unsatisQing and 

restricting: 'îvomen no longer know who they are. . . . They are sorely in need of a new 

image to help them find their identity. . . . They look for the image they will no longer 

take fiom their mothers" (64-5). To connect this analysis back to  the Laurence novels, 

the reader sees Rachel trying on various roles while resisting the voice that ctaims she 

will be like her mother. In contrast, Stacey puts on the rnasks of rnother and wife and 

does not fmd either of these masks satisQing, although she at times h d s  them safe. 

Stacey reaches back in memory and constmcts an identity fiom her past because she 

cannot imagine a future identity. 

Part of the double bind of this situation is that while wornen did not want to be 

like their mothers, they also did not see alternatives around them that looked any more 

satisSfing. As Friedan says, 

We did not want to be like them, and yet what other model did we have? The 
only other kind of women 1 knew, growing up, were the old-maid high-school 
teachers; the librarian; the one woman doctor in our town, who cut her hair like a 
man; and a few of  my mllege professors None of  these women lived in the warm 
center of life as 1 had b w n  it at home. Many had not married or had children 1 
dreaded k ing  like them, even the ones who taught me tmly to respect my own 
mind and use it, to feel that I had a part in the world. 1 never knew a wo- 
when 1 was growing up, who used her mind, played her own part in the world, and 
also loved and had children. (67-68) 

In this excerpt is the fear of  Rachel and the despair of Stacey. It takes The Diviners to 

fmally create a protagonist in Morag Gunn who does offer an alternative model for a 

woman's identity. This is not to say that Morag arrives at this identity with ease, but she 

does finally, tentatively, arrive. 



This layered dissertation acknowledges a feminist Canadian literary modernkm 

that emerges in tandem with the second wave North American feminist movement in the 

1960s and 1970s; it analyzes this rnodernism through the novels of Margaret Laurence's 

Manawaka novels, and it reads female subject ivit y within the Manawaka novels as 

defiant, revolutionary, and re-creative. Context and text fke to create a cycle of novels 

that reorders tirne and space and contributes to the making of  Canada's identity. In 

addition, this project follows a mode1 that encourages a definition of modernism which 

centres upon women writers and wornen's issues. 

1.6 Models of Gendered Modernisms 

There are several studies that have contributed to the creation of alternative 

traditions of modernism based upon women's issues, and their importance cannot be 

overestimated. These ground-breaking models have in various ways informed and 

inspired my own re-visioning of literary modemism. One of  the only full-length studies 

of a women's modemism written by two feminist Canadians interestingly still does not 

identiw a Canadian modemism or deal with Canadian women writers. Instead Bridget 

E 11 iott and JO- Ann Wallace' s 1 994 text, Wornen Art ists and Writers: Mudernist 

(im)positionings, classifies feminist period studies of modernism into three stages (1 3) 

and then offers its own feminist configuration based on both materialist and formalist 

practices (1 4- 1 5). The fmt stage that Eiliott and Wallace ident is one that emphasizes 

community and is a recuperative project. 

Shari Benstock's Wornen of the Lefr Bank: Paris, l 9 U O - l W O  is arguably the most 

influential of these studies. It uses feminist criticism and deconstruction to pIot 

differences between genders and within gender. Benstock focuses exclusively on 



French and Amencan expatriate women who were bom between 1862 (Edith Wharton) 

and 1 903 (Anais Nin) and who were living in Paris. The expatriate subjects of her study 

are important as precursors to Canadiam female modernists, but her theories on the 

politics and conditions of rnodernism are of even more consequence. 

Benstock's study "considers the issue of gender as an important (and al1 too often 

disregarded) element in de fining the aesthet ics and po lit ics, the theory and practice, of 

what we now c d  Modenrism" (4). She looks at how the patriarchal culture and politics 

of Western Society affect women's writing, and also at how women's writing resists 

patriarc ha1 ideologies. Part of  this resistance consists of creat hg or rewrit h g  a 

modernism that will reflect women's experiences. Benstock sees a gendered division 

within modernist polit ic s: men are reactionary and women are progressive (3 1 ). Instead 

of the monolithic, capital "M" modemism that reflects a patriarchal world, Benstock 

posits a practice of modemism that is more fluid, one that incorporates "contradictory 

impulses under a single -ism9' (32). This fluid, contradictory practice is elaborated by 

women such as Djuna Barnes, Natalie Bamey, Gertrude Stein, and Virginia Woolf who 

argueci an aesthetics of the individual and irrational (and perhaps even the 
eccentric) against Eliot's claims for tradition and logic. One discovers that 
expatriate women participate in the Modernist enterprise ofien seeking to subvert 
and invert its cultural and aesthetic premises. This wornen's art is baçed in 
difference, in the difference within gender and genre, manifest through the 
invers ions and diversions of Modernist log ic. (34) 

Benstock's study stands as a usefùl paradigm for reconflgurations of wornen's 

modernisms based on alternative, revolutionary politics and aesthetics. As will be 

discussed in Chapter Two, an aesthetic of eccentricity is especially important when 

considering A Jest of God. A ferninist Canadian modernism needs to incorporate such 



re-visions into its formulations of an alternative tradition that imagines both national and 

individual ident it ies. 

Al= influential in this first stage is Bonnie Kirne Scott's The Gender of 

Modernism: A Critical Anfhology, one of  the first anthologies to ackno wledge and 

redress the ways in which gender was excluded fiom traditional definitions of 

modernisrn In her "Introduction," Scott claims that 

Modernism as we were taught it at midcentury was perhaps halfway to truth. It 
was unconsciously gendered masculine. The inscriptions of mothers and women, 
and more broadly of sexuality and gender, were not adequately decoded, if 
detected at dl. Though some of  the aesthetic and political pronouncements of 
wornen writers had been offered in public, they had not circulated widely and 
were rarely collectai for academic recircdation Deliberate or not, this is an 
exarnple of the politics of gender (3) 

Scott's anthology contains excerpts fiom primary texts of creative writers as diverse as 

Virginia Woolf, Jean Rhys, Gertrude S t e k  and H.D. and also includes introductory 

critical essays by contemporary critics o f  modernism. Voices of women fiom past and 

present combine to redefine and rnake visible the words of women that influence 

modernist studies and feminist traditions today. 

The second of Elliott and Wallace's stages is defined by texts that are synthetic 

and thematic. Instead of foregrounding the differences between rnodemist women 

writers, these texts discuss recurring themes. The first volume of Sandra M. Gilbert's 

and Susan Gubar's three-volume study No Man 's Land: The Place of the Woman Writer 

in the Twenrieth Century is an important text that characterizes this stage of feminist 

period studies. Volume 1, The War of the Words, suggests that the "literary 

phenomenon ordinarily called 'modernisrn' is itself . . . for men as much as for women a 

product of the sexual battle . . . that was set in motion by the late nineteenth-century rise 

of feminism and the fa11 of  Victorian concepts of ' femininity"' (xii). The study is 



thernatically linked in its exploration of how "both men and women engendered words 

and works" (xii). 

The third stage cited by Elliott and Wallace is characterized by studies that 

discuss specific ways in which women's modelnism anticipates issues and pro blerns 

within postrnodernism Many of these studies appeared in the first half of  the 1 990s and 

were written primarily by feminist critics kom Britain and the United States. These 

critics began revisioning modernism in such large numbers that it is hardly possible to 

speak of modemism today without considering women's issues. Texts that re-vision 

women's modernism include New Women, New Novels: Feminism and Early 

Modernism by Ann Ardis; Sentimental Modernism: Women Wrifers and the Revolution 

of the Word by Suzanne Clark; Rich and Strange: Gender, Hisfory, Modernism by  

Marianne DeKoven; Experimenfd Lives: Women and Literature, 1900-1945 by  Mary 

Loeffeiholz; Bordering on the Body: The Racial Marrix of Modern Fiction and Culture 

by  Laura Doyle; D~flerence in View: Women and Modernism by Gabriele Griffin; 

Engendering ModerniS): Feminism, Social Theory, and Social Change by Barbara L. 

Marshall; and Rebel Women: Feminism, Modernism, and the Edwardian Novel by Jane 

Elridge Miller. Each o f  these third-stage texts is an exploration-in DuPlessis's sense of 

an exploration "not in service of  reconciling self to world, but creating a new world for a 

new self' (1  9). 



1.7 The Manawaka Novels 

The Manawaka novels present one mode1 in which to test various theories and 

definitions of the modem.' Shelagh Wilkinson investigates the role of wornen's writing 

in Canada and claims that each protagonist tells her own story that "write[s] ourselves 

and our lives into being, and in the process . . . bring[s] into focus subjects such as our 

mxuality, our experience of aging, the politics of mothering-subjects previously 

' Although A Bird in the House is one of the five teas of the Manawaka cycle, 1 will not 
be dealing with this short story collection. It is not rny intention to suggest that the short 
story collection is a lesser part of the cycle. In fact, at times 1 am convinçed that A Bird 
in the House is the glue that holds the cycle together. 1 believe this, in part, because the 
short stories were written between 1963 and 1970: "The Sound of the Singing" was 
originally published in 1963; "TO Set Our House in Order" and "A Bird in the House" 
were published in 1964; "The Mask of the Bear" was published in 1965; "The Loons" 
was published in 1 966; "Horses of the Night" and "The Half-Husky" were originally 
published in 1967. Only "Jericho's Brick Battlements" was a newly published story 
when al1 of these stories were collected and published in 1970. AU of these stories were 
written and published simultaneously with the Manawaka novels, with the exception of 
ï3e Diviners. and the collection anticipates rnany of the concems Laurence addresses in 
her final novel. However, my main interest is to look at works as like one another as 
possible. Comparing the genre of the short story collection to the genre of  the novel 
would, 1 believe, take the dissertation in a direction that would undermine my central 
argument because 1 am interested in the genre of the novel as a modemist form. 

However, 1 would argue, based primarily on genre, that this short story collection 
is perhaps the most modernist t ea  of the cycle. For example, the linked short story 
collection contains a fragmented subject due to the very nature of the genre. Iiowever, 
as Peter Easingwood argues in "Semi-autobiographical Fiction and Revisionary Realism 
in A Bird in the House," "the volume actually achieves a form whic h cornes somewhere 
between the compact dramatic expression of  a series of short stories and the more 
extended narrative interest of a novel" (22). Indeed, the genre as well as the techniques 
used in individual stories incorporate characteristics of a rnodemist aesthetic. As 
Easingwood dates, 'The stories carefùlly avoid any attempt at a large narrative sweep. 
Instead they persistently foreground gaps in lcnowledge, inconsistent reports and breaks 
in narrative continuity" (20). Hence, while the collection as a whole contains elements 
of the novel form, the individual stones resist a unified narrative. While Easingwood 
calls the collection revisionary realism, I would argue that A Bird in the House is 
revisionary modemism. Furthermore, part o f  this dissertation's argument hinges on the 
historical context surrounding the publication of eac h text and how each protagonist is a 
construct of her tirne. Vanessa MacLeod appeared in publication over an eight year time 
period. A Bird in the House as a modernist text could use its own dissertation. 



ignored" (Wilkinson 338). The novels of the Manawaka cycle iilustrate the problerns 

with the farnily a s  an androcentric institution. The androcentric family is, as Wilkinson 

c laims, a universal default '%hic h takes the masculine norm as its point of reference 

[and] annuls the specificity of  women's experience . . . Women writers give voice to that 

speçificity while recognizing a commonality in the diversity, in the particulars, and in 

the 'tnvialities' of  women's lives" (348). The Manawaka novels explore the lives of 

Hagar Shipley, Rachel Carneron, Stacey Mac Aindra, and Morag Gunn as they struggle 

to disrupt larger patriarchal authorities that are present in church and state, media and 

myth, and are internalized and extemalized by the women themselves. The relationship 

between the individual and the nation leads to another way o f  structuring the fùture. 

This re-visionary structure begïns to  be defmed in fiction resulting in a feminist 

Canadian literary modemism. 

Each of  the following chapters examines one of the Manawaka novels. The 

chapters are arranged chronologically, in order of publication, so that it is apparent how 

an emerging feminism develops more fùlly in each novel and how that feminism helps 

defme a version of Canadian modemism. Chapter One tooks at how Hagar Shipley in 

The Stone Angel works to defme herself as  a distinct individual. Hagar defuies herself 

against the men in her life, although she is both complicit in and resistant to their 

authority. These influences are exerted both externally and intemally. When Wagar 

fmally realizes that she can stand alone, she also realizes that her identity is intricately 

bound to al1 the people and places she has touched. If the first step to change is 

imagination, then ofien the way an individual imagines herself is in opposition to 

another. Such is the case with Hagar, who reacts against patriarchal overdeterrninat ion. 



Chapter Two looks at A Jest of God as a novel that is concemed with 

modemism's divided subject and the discourses that define this subject. This chapter 

specifrcally examines the discourse of hysteria and considers Rachel Cameron as a 

hysterical subject. Rachel's initial inability to name herself results in her k i n g  named 

by others. The outcome of this multiple naming is that Rachel uncornfortably occupies 

several subject p s i t  ions simultaneously. However, Rachel is not without agenc y. 

Instead, her actions occur primarily in fantasy and then tentatively in reality. The 

moment when fantasy becomes reality is the first defining moment for Rachel because 

she transfomis her inner landscape into her outer landscape and it verges on  becoming a 

t hriving physical space t hat resists Manawaka' s exc lusionary polit ics. The second 

moment of self-definition occurs at the end o f  the novel when Rachel embraces her 

eccentric subjectivity. 

Chapter Three examines The Fire-Dwellers as perhaps the most obviously 

modernist novel in the Manawaka cycle. Traditional rnalestrearn modemism divides the 

private sphere fiom the public sphere and relegates wornen to the pnvate and men to the 

public. This monolithic modernism also condemns the sentimental in rnodemism by 

claiming that the sentimental is not political. Stacey is the fist  Manawaka protagonist to 

see how the women's movement mobilizes and educates the public. This education 

makes it possible for Stacey to experiment with ways of subverting oppressive 

patriarchal structures. Stacey pushes against the border that separates private fiom 

public and works to reveal how the personal is political. She also analyzes the modern 

city and finds it lacking because it separates people fiom each other instead o f  creating 

community. In order to imagine alternatives, Stacey escapes the city to h d  the tools 

necessary to recreate the landscape fiom the inside out. 



Chapter Four deals with The Diviners as a novel about belonging. As a 

modernist writer. Margaret Laurence reveals through Morag the contradictions inherent 

in modem Canadian society and the feelings of  dispossession that accornpany suc h 

contradictions. Arguably. the most important contradiction is that the more Morag seeks 

her individual identity and voice, the more she finds that her comection to others, and 

especially to Pique, enables her to voice her identity. She looks to the past in order to 

imagine the tùture and fmds that her search for a single story has an impossible goal. 

The process of looking to the p s t  is necessary, however, in order to touch and be 

touched by other stories. The present does not destroy-or de-story-the past but rather 

the past enables the present to be strategically recreated. Multiple individual and 

communal stories and histories flow into each other to create a harmonious present 

based on difference. Through Pique, the reader sees how the instability that is 

modernism's stability encourages movement and intervention. 

Jointly and separately, these novels creatively displace male modernist narratives 

through corporeal de fiance. The embodied landscapes of the novels and their 

protagonists de@ patriarc ha1 authority by privileging cornmunity, pluralit y, eccentricity, 

and multiple su bjectivit y. Annihilat ive narratives are displaced, but not replaced, by 

creative narratives. Fear of destruction and death is still prevalent throughout the 

Manawaka novels. The figure of the child and a fea. of the child's death demonstrate 

how the novels incorporate modernist concerns about uncertainty and instability, 

contradiction and ambiguity, beauty and death. The figure of the child signifies the 

future. the past, hop, and despair. It is Wing that the final line of the last published 

Manawaka novel belongs to Pique: "The valley and the mountain hold my name" (490). 



This is not an image of desperate desîruction but an image of personified, located and 

continuing interaction. 



2. RECONCILING PAIN AND PLEASURE IN THE STONE ANGEL 

The Stone Angel is Hagar Shipley's story about transformation and 

reconciliation. Hagar's modemist quest is based upon release rather than attainment, 

seeking rather than hiding, arriving rather than leaving. Hagar needs to let go of her 

pride and her fear in order to gain liberation and satisfaction. This chapter examines 

how Hagar Shipley transforms her Iife fiom tragedy into comedy by reconciling the 

losing of her men with the gaining of her fieedorn Hagar's identity is intimately 

connected to the men in her life: father, husband, sons. The ghosts of the dead men in 

her life haunt Hagar throughout her narrative, even though the novel begins with the 

acknowledgment that the narrator of the story is the stubborn ghost of Hagar Shipley. 

This novel interrogates the intersections o f  t h e ,  history, and place as the spectral 

narrator transcends death through memory and storytelling. As Hagar tells her story, she 

moves into the foregound while establishing her story in the landscape and the social 

relations of which it has been the site. Fiction seeps into reality and anonymously unites 

people through an irnag ined community. 

Shared space may fbnction as a way of uniting people in a community. This 

space ranges in size fiom a neighbourhood to a town to a nation, and as  Virginia Woolf 

claims, to a world. As the space grows larger, communication and transportation 

tec hno logy-suc h as telephones and cornputers, cars, trains, and airplanes-help 

maintain the sense of community. However, such modem technology is both potentially 

creative and destructive. For Hagar, the train is a symbol for leaving and then for loss. 



She sees the train as her modem apparatus for reordering space and time, a way of 

hiding rather than seeking. Not until Hagar tries to hide fiom Marvin and Doris in the 

forest does she realize that she needs to examine her inner landscape rather than traverse 

the extemal landscape. 

Hagar's initial leaving on the train takes place when she leaves her father to 

attend the young ladies' acaderny in Toronto. However, a more pivotal moment in the 

text occurs when Hagar leaves her husband and takes her young son John on the train: 

the train stirred and shook itself like a drowsy dragon and began to move, 
regally slow, then fàster until it was spinning down the shining tracks. We passed 
the shacks and shanties that clustered amund the station, and the railway buildings 
and water tower painted their dried-blood red. Then we were away h m  
Mana* It came as a shock to me, how srna11 the town was, and how short a 
time it took to leave it, as we rneasure t k .  

Many a mile, manyamile, manyamile, said the iron clank of t he train wheels 
. . . (142) 

Hagar rornanticizes the train, seeing it as a dragon and casting herself as the daring 

adventurer. However, the train quickly becornes a machine that compresses space and 

t h e  as Manawaka shrinks and becornes a wounded landscape. Laurence indicates this 

change by compressing the words on the page as the landscape runs together outside 

Hagar's window: "*y a mile, manyamile. manyamile." Space, tirne, and voice merge 

as the train's wheels sound against the land and speed across the miles. At this point, 

Hagar does not realize she carries the landscape's wounds within her, although her 

reflection about how people measure tirne indicates that she has measured tirne only in 

one of a possible number of ways. She leaves Manawaka physically, but the town has 

aiready fùsed with the contours of her body. 

If the train is a symbo 1 of leaving and loss, then water is a sy mbo 1 of arriving and 

renewal, although, interesthgly, Hagar sees both the railway buildings and the water 



tower in Manawaka as bbdried-blood red." The rnodemist images of the train and water 

are both categorized as part of the wounded, but possibly healing, landscape. It is when 

Hagar leaves Manawaka that water becomes symbolic of arriving and renewal. When 

water is contained unnaturally in a tower, its regenerative possibilities are unrecognized. 

When Hagar leaves the city to nui fiom Marvin and Dons  she goes to hide in a forested 

place by water. Marianne DeKoven in her Rich and Strange: Gender, HisCory, 

Modernism uses the imagery of "sea-change" to speak of "deep, pervasive change, 

encompassing al1 levels o f  life as it is lived" (3).8 She equates this change with 

twentieth-century modernism and its irresolvable ambiguity: "It encompasses at once 

death, suffering . . . horror . . . and at the same t h e  a redemptive transformation . . . with 

its co~ota t ions  on the one hand of fascination, luxury, indulgence (~ouissance"), and 

on the other of excess, transgression, and the bizarre" (3). Like my notion of strategic 

recreation, the notion of sea-change "rewrites simple dualist ic . . . valorization, where 

death and suffering are the entuely negat ive price paid for an entirely positive 

redemption and rebirth" (3-4). In Hagar's most transformative moment, she performs a 

sea-change when she turns death into beauty by adorning and enlivening her hair with 

dead June bugs (216). In this moment, Hagar is comected to, not distant from the land 

and its offerings. She takes what the land gives her and incorporates death and beauty 

into her body image. 

Hagar's most tramformative moment does not occur, however, until two-thirds 

of the way through the novel. Therefore, the reader follows Hagar's quest through most 

Vlthough the sea-change imagery may be overdetennined to the point that it can now 
be read as cliché, 1 still believe that this image is usehl in this context, especially 
because it brings together a feminist modemism-via DeKove-and a Canadian re- 
visionhg of The Tempest-via Laurence. 



of the novel before reconciliat ion and release are realized. The Stone Angel opens with 

Hagar Shipley reflecting on the stone angel that marks the grave of her mother. This 

angel serves as an image of enduring strength and double blindness, 'hot oniy stone but 

unendowed with even a pretense of sight. Whoever carved her had Iefl the eyeballs 

blank. It seemed strange to me that she should stand above the town, harking us al1 to 

heaven without knowing who we were at dl" (3). It is a modernist image in that it 

contains both death and beauty. It a h  alludes to the fleeting nature of human existence 

and the enduring strength of stone, of landscape. It proclaims a father's dynasty built on 

the bones of a mother. 

However, it is not this angel that causes Hagar to reflect upon her own existence. 

Instead, it is to sad Regina Weese's "petty" angel and to the inscription on Regina's 

grave that Hagar tum: "Resf in peace. / From toil, surcease. /Regina Weese. / 1886' 

(4 ) .  Regina Weese-who could be rezd as an image anticipating what Rachel's fate 

could b i s  the virginal Victorian ange1 in the house, who cares for her mother only to 

die fkom sorne "obscure and maidenly disorder" (4) and to be leered at throughout 

eternity by a pointing ecstatic cherub. The stoic, blind angel is set beside the ecstatically 

leering cherub, and the mother's death in childbkth is set beside the devoted daughter's 

demise as if these are the oniy two options available to women. Ironically, the ones who 

survive these dead women are the 'iingratefùl fox-voiced mother" (4), the patriarchal 

father, and his surviving daughter. Ho w does a daughter resist the grave of her mo ther 

while refùsing the identity of her father? How does she avoid becoming either the blind 

stone angel or the ecstatic leering cherub? Hagar struggles with these questions because 

she neither wants to perpetuate her father's dynasty, nor be the mother who outlives her 

child, yet she is in danger of becoming both. 



Manawaka, like Hagar, is divided, The Tonnerres live down by the Wachakwa 

River and, as Laurence rnakes most clear in A Jest of God, the Scottish and Irish people 

live on one side of the railway tracks while the Polish and Ukrainian people live on the 

other. The railways divide both fandscape and people. For a mode of  trmportation that 

is supposed to represent econornic progress, the railway in the Manawaka novels 

represents loss and separation more than a national drearn to unite the country. For 

Hagar, the train is both the means of escape fiom claustrophobie, patriarchal small-town 

life and the instrument of  familial destruction. Ifthe national and moral progress ofthe 

country is represented in the economic growth of its individuals, then the successfùl 

merchant and town dweller, Jason Currie, is, in Hagar's eyes, the proper image of what 

it is to be Canadian. 

Of course, Hagar's vision is near-sighted and in black and white. She 

perpetuates this divisive society when her c k i s m  conditions her vision so that she sees 

people who are not like her as inferior to her. Consider those she imagines will "help" 

her when she moves into the Shipley place: "1 thought of Polacks and Gaficians fiom the 

mountain. half-breeds fiom the river valley of  the Wachakwa, or the daughters and 

spinster aunts of the poor, forgetting that Bram's O wn daughters had hired out whenever 

they could be spared, mtil  they married very young and gained permanent employment" 

(5 1 ). This statement points to Hagar's understanding of marriage as an economically- 

based arrangement, at least in part. She speaks with some self-awareness o f  her earlier 

bigotry fiom her position half a century later, although her language still reflects an 

ignorance of her c kss privilege. Hagar categorizes people according to their race, 

ethnicity, or econornic position; she does not see people as individuals until they are the 

daughters of her husband. 



In Hagar's eyes, her father, Jason Currie, exemplifies an idea of Anglo-saxon 

superiority. His Anglo-saxon past combined with his Presbyterian work ethic and 

reserve serve as a troublesome mode1 for Hagar's own identity. Hagar is a product of 

the doctrine of Anglo-saxon superiority, even though she tries to resist following her 

father's mode1 by marrying his antithesis, Bram Shipley. Bram, although also Anglo- 

Saxon. represents the lower-class rural dweller and worker. but what is even more 

pertinent in this instance is that he stands for al1 that Hagar--and her father-fear and 

loathe. He is "lazy a s  a pet pig" (46), "common as dirt" (47), and comected to excess in 

al1 that he does. However much Hagar despises Brarn's character, she still desires him. 

He is lusty and dirty and uncontrollable. Looking back on her first dance with Bram, 

Hagar is fascinated by his body: "1 reveled in his fingernails with crescents of ingrown 

earth that never met a file. I fancied 1 heard in his laughter the bravery of battalions. I 

thought he looked a bearded Indian, so brown and beaked a face. The black hair 

thrusting fiom his chin was rough as thistles. The next instant, though, 1 hagined him 

rigged out in a suit of gray sofi as a dove's breast-feathers" (45). Bram engages Hagar's 

imagination, and she sees both the details of his body and the potential for him to be 

anything she wants. 

Like the process of Hagar's own sea-change iater in the novel, her vision of 

Bram is laden with ambiguit y and potential transformation. Hagar transfigures Bram 

into a creature of the earth, a hero of battles, an lndigenous man of the prairie, and 

final ly, an upper-c lass businessman. Eac h of these versions contains Hagar' s greatest 

desire: a man who is both her father and not her father, a man who feeds her 

imagination, a hero who can take her back to the land. Hagar does not realize, however, 

that Brarn's identity is as solid as the land, not sornething e d y  altered. Hagar's desire 
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for Brarn implies her modemist and feminist impulses to restructure her world in 

opposition to the centre created by her father. Hagar's subsequent movement out of the 

town and ont0 the fàrm with Bram enables the reader to see that it is possible for Hagar 

to become a wornan whose identity is based on more than her class and her Scots 

Presbyterian arrogance, even though she uses her background to try to reclaim some of 

her lost p w e r  and position. Hagar's strength, however, is that even though she is not in 

a position of power, she sacrifices neit her her subjectivity nor her voice. She holds ont0 

an image of herself as powerful, determined, and strong. She does not give up on the 

future. She is full of potentid, occupying a rniddle ground between allegiance and 

longing. She is cornmitted to her father's British irnperial ideology, but she also longs 

for her own power that is different fiom his. 

One of the tirst representations of a distinct Canadian identit y is the image of the 

lone pioneer working on the land. The Stone Angel reveals two sides of this pioneer 

image: the businessman~merchant and the f m e r ;  the t o m  pioneer and the rural 

pioneer. These two types are represented by Jason Currie and Brampton Shipley, 

respectively. The novel emphasizes these two types by showing these two men as they 

affect Hagar's life. When Hagar buries Brarn in the Currie plot with her mother and 

fat her. the reader understands t hat although these t wo representations differ fiom eac h 

other in rnany ways, they are also two versions of a story and two sides of a stone: "on 

the red marble namestone that stood beside the white statue 1 had his farnily narne 

carved, so the stone said Currie on the one side and Shipley on the other" ( 1 84). Later, 

almost at the end of the novel, Hagar and her son MaMn go back to visit the plot and 

fmd a young caretaker at the cemetery. He shows them the grave: "This here's the 

Che-Shipley stone. The two families was comected by marriage. Pioneering 
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families, the both of them, two of the earliest in the district" (306). While in life Jason 

Currie and Brarn S hipley were so fàr apart that they did not even speak to each other, in 

death their names are comected by the hyphen that is Hagar. Future generations look 

upon the narnestone and see unity. Over t h e  and beneath a cnunbling, altered statue of 

a white angei, the story of these two families is transformed fiom a story of disunity to 

one of unity. 

The way in which Laurence plays with story tirne and narrative tirne reflects a 

modernist concern with the compression of tirne and space. In addition, this narratology 

comments on the way in which tirne manipulates story both in text and outside of text. 

The story tirne (or the narrative present) advances sbwly as the narrative past is 

continually cycled back while simultaneously advancing in c hronoiogical order. The 

narrative past is a threaded needle that backstitches into the present, pulling the present 

inevitably forward, progressing in an undulating linearity. When the reader first rneets 

Hagar, the year is approxirnately 1955 and Hagar is ninety years old. Tirne unfolds like 

a fan for her (90), as the novel does for the reader. Past and present touch each other 

when the fan is compressed, and when the fan is spiayed, then the past and present lay 

open in the serrated, fiagmented complexity of Hagar's experiences. Ninety-year old 

Hagar rernembers herself as twelve. twenty-four, îiorty, sixty. and then, unbelievably she 

sees the unchanging nature of herself as ninety. 

Hagar Currie's life begins at the same moment that her rnother's iife ends, 

leaving Hagar alone with a house M l  of men: her fàther, Jason, and her brothers, Matt 

and Dan. Instead of taking her mother's place, however, Hagar takes after her father in 

sensibility and starnina It is her two brothers who are of weak constitution and who die 

as young men. Even when Dan is dying of pneumonia, Hagar refises the d e  of rnother 
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and is unable to put on her mother's cloak and hold Dan in her lap. To do so would be 

to make herself vulnerable and to acknowledge weakness and mortality. Instead, Matt is 

the one who becomes mother to his brother. Ironically, Hagar resembles her fat her and 

is passionate about the Scottish history her father teaches, even as she disrupts and 

disturbs his authority. 

Jason Currie's individual and familial history embody the pioneer myth of the 

stoic, successfL1 immigrant. Of Scottish Highland descent, and of a family whose motto 

is "Gainsay Who Dare," Jason Cume is the epitome of the hard-working, stern, 

controlling patriarchal father figure. He lives the family motto, challenging anyone to 

forbid him anything. He shapes himself into a bourgeois founding father of  Manawaka 

and attempts to create his family in his image. After Dan dies, Matt stays behind to 

work in the store while Hagar is sent off to Toronto for two years to "the training ring, 

the young ladies' academy in Toronto" (42). When she returns in the image ofan  upper- 

class lady, Jason looks at her and sees her as a "credit" (43) to himself. He refuses 

Hagar the identity of an individual woman and instead sees her as another one of his 

successes. Like any other merchandise to be purchased and used, Hagar is a commodity 

for her father's advancement. Her value to him is that she will improve his image in the 

community: "'It was worth every penny for the two years,' he said. 'You're a credit to 

me. Everyone will be saying that by tomorrow'" (43). She will work in the store doing 

books and will serve as a hostess for his entertaining. What Jason Currie forgets is that 

Hagar resembles himself in her individual strength. CIagar dares to gainsay. 

Both as a child and as a young woman, Hagar repeatedly challenges her fkther's 

authority. When he hits her because she has "no regard for [his] reputation" (9), she 

refuses to cry. She also refuses to be silent, and she ultimately refuses to be his 
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commodity. As an aduh, she stands against him in her desire to become a teacher. Her 

father rails against such blatant misuse of his property, and Hagar briefly relents because 

she feels as though she owes him her labour for his expenditure on her training. AAer 

two years, she performs an ultimate act of disruption of his authority, and this time her 

desire and will are stronger than his; she marries Brampton Shipley. Her father disowns 

her for her act of de fiance, and Hagar moves fiom one patriarc ha1 pioneer figure to 

another. 

If Jason Currie represents the stem, controlling, rational, town Protestant, then 

Bram Shipley is the laughing, relaxed, excessive, rural infidel. Jason is of  the mind; 

Bram is of the body. Hagar exists in the middle of  this opposition, between these two 

figures. If we recall Marianne DeKoven' s de finit ion of twent ieth-century rnodernism as 

embod ying both death and its indulgent, excessive, transgressive transformation we can 

read Hagar's movement 6om Jason to Bram as a movement fiom a death-like existence 

to an existence of indulgence. Of course, this division is not so clear-cut. Hagar's life 

with Bram is rife with ambiguities. She takes pleasure but without expression. She 

prides herself on king aligned with the town. yet she lives on the f m .  She believes in 

manners and propriety. but she marries a man who believes in no rules but his own She 

despises her father's arrogance while she enacts his bigotry. She is for a time an 

approximation of a Victorian angel in the house of her father, but this Victonan stone 

anp l  is altered by time and memory. She is both the statue and the woman standing 

beside the Currie and Shipley narnes. Her world and her tandscape have changed, 

however. What is said of  the statue is also true of her: "The earth had heaved . . . around 

her, and she stood askew and tilted. . . . Someday she'll topple entirely, and no one will 

bother to set her upright again" (305). Hagar sees herself in the stone angel that stands 



amongst the dead, and she projects her desire always to  be upright, both literally alive 

and figuratively moral. However, she also sees that one can be both upright and askew, 

ordered and disordered, and she embodies such modernist combinations as she moves 

through life. 

There is also a parallel between Hagar's life and a world gone awry. When 

Hagar's first son is seventeen years old, Canada sends soldiers overseas to fight in the 

Great War, and Marvin joins the Army.  He lives through the fighting, but he never 

returns to Manawaka ( 129). Like many Canadians. Marvin moves fiom the country to 

the city in part because of  the rising wages in urban industries. Another factor in 

Manin's leaving, however, was that the rural trope that was so crucial to Canada's 

identity was changing: "the 'solitary figure in the distant k o w ,  that stooped form 

tending the hearth of  the içolated home-symbols and types of our national necessities, 

our national virtues and our national strengt h' were k i n g  forgotten in the rush to the 

cities" (Martin Burrell, Canada, House of Commons Debate qtd. in Brown and Cook 

196). Both Jason Currie and Bram Shipley reveal the falsity of the rural myth. Neither 

of  these men is the noble lone pioneer working in the field, although it is this mythical 

hero t hat ignites Hagar' s imagination. Hagar' s irnaginings and Hagar' s realities, 

however, hardly coincide. During the inter-war period. for example, Hagar tries to  make 

her life anew, a life in which she leaves behind her identity as wife as she previously 

shed her role as daughter. Both of these leavings are unsuccessfùl, and her final 

transformation can only take place when she realizes that she needs to reconcile these 

roles with the men she can never leave. When Hagar arrives at the realization that she 

cannot leave her father or  her husband behind, that the past and the present touch, then 



she can reconcile her losses and recreate her identity to incorporate both suffering and 

celebrat ion. 

This struggle for identity, which is both comected to and separate 6om the 

nuclear family, is also a struggle Canada faced as it tried to reinvent its identity. At the 

outbreak of World War 1, Canada constnicted itself through its role in a global family. 

Canada imagined itself as a united country whose identity was constructed in te- of an 

other; Canada was intimately comected by ethnic. intellectuai, cuituraI, and economic 

ties to both Britain and France. and the nat ionalist ic language of the tirne was linked to 

imperialism in its nostalgia and sentirnentality for the mother country. Sir Wilfied 

Laurier, aithough no longer Prime Minister, still saw Canada as a "daughter of old 

England" (Brown and Cook 351) that wouid stand by its mother country during the war. 

The new Prime Minister, Robert Borden, disagreed with Laurier because Borden could 

not conceive of Canada as a subordinate or a colonial participant. Borden believed that 

Canada's participation was that of a more mature daughter, a daughter who was coming 

into her own. She may still be linked to the imperial family, but her position is that of an 

independent individual not a dependent daughter. 

Henri Bourassa, leader of the opposition in Quebec, represented yet another 

viewpoint because he saw a conflict between what English and French Canada desired 

for their national futures. Initially, Bourassa believed that Canada should participate in 

the war because of its complex ties to Britain and France, which contributed to Canada's 

desire to see "those two mother countries victorious" (Brown and Cook 251-2). Sy 

191 8, however, Bourassa believed that Canada's politics were beginning to divide the 

country along cultural lines. This division, clairned Bourassa, was a tragedy because it 



meant that Canada was no longer at peace with itself. In the 3 January 1918 issue of Le 

Devoir. Henri Bourassa discussed the division between English and French Canada: 

I t is not the first t ime in t k  history of Canada that English and French Canadians 
have fouml themselves deeply divided over some great national issue. So long as 
English Canadians remain more British than Canadian, these differences are 
bound to happen every tirne there is a conflict beh~een the demands of British 
Imperialism and the resistance of Canad ian Nat ionalism. The present war was 
bound to produce antagonism along these lines. The only way to have alleviated 
danger would have been to have maintainecl the participation of Canada within 
reasonable bounds. and especially to make it exclusively national. Unfortunately, 
d e r  the spell of t he intense propaganâa of Imperialism, c&d on for the last 
twenty years, our d e r s  have chosen to tum Canada's intervention in the war into 
an Imperia1 contribution They have a b  lost al1 sense of national requirernents. 
and. fiom the start have decided to bankrupt Canada to help the Mother Country. 
On both grounds this was bound to raise the instinctive opposition of French 
Canadians, who, looking upon Canada as their only Motherland, are not prepared 
to d e  heavier sacrifices for other countries. British or foreign, than the people 
of those countries would be disposed to make for us; nor were they willing to 
accept the Gospel of Imperia1 solidarity as sufficient justification to govem 
Canada and sap her vitality in a war for which she had no responsibility whatever. 
(qtd. in Brown and Cook 274) 

Bourassa did not recognize that hperialism and nat ionalism are not always at odds. 

Many Anglo-Canadians saw Britain as the root of their national identity. They could not 

imagine cutting off ties to the imperial family in order to build a separate and distinct 

national identity. Like Jason Currie and Bram Shipley, sometimes what appears to be an 

opposite is actually another version of the sarne. 

While Laurier. Borden and Bourassa represented three different viewpoints on 

the sarne situation, al1 three men displayed similar ways of thinking; they al1 based their 

philosophies on binaries, on bi-national assumptions, which were supported by the 

constitution. Their Canada was divided between English and French. They failed to see 

variations in Canada's identity. They failed to see that English Canada, or Canada 

outside of Quebec, was not purely British. They failed to acknowledge that Canada is 

not only English or French. They failed to recognize differences in class, in colour, in 



language, in culture. And these failings were not o d y  their own. Many Canadians, and 

especially those who occupied the positions of upper-class French or British, were blind 

to the other faces of Canada. Hagar also has this blindness. Hagar, however, recognizes 

her sightlessness and verbalizes both wbat she sees and that ficm which she turns. In 

this tuming away, she makes visible to the reader both the rniddle ground and the 

variations that exist between binaries. 

Hagar's own turning point, when she begins to see herself and her blindness, 

happens on a trip uito Manawaka one Saturday. She goes into town with her second 

son, John, to try to seii eggs, so she can have some money of her own. It is the 1920s 

now and people are prosperous, people who are not her, that is. One of the houses to 

which she goes is the house of her childhood acquaintance, Lottie. Lottie's daughter, 

Arlene. answers the door and announces Hagar as the "egg woman." Arlene has been 

"dolled up" by her rnother: "Her yellow and carefùlly ringleted hair was topped with a 

blue satin bow. and her white crepe de Chine dress was held with a pale blue sash" 

(132). Hagar glances past Arlene into a warm kitchen as she stands outside the back 

door on a bitter January rnorning with eggs in her hands. She leaves the bank manager's 

doomep and begins to try and elevate herself by speaking deprecatingly about Telford 

Simmons: 'Such a homely boy he used to be . . . and none too clever, either. He's got 

there more by good luck than good management, if you ask me" (132-33). When John 

tells her to shut up, she reaiizes that she has lost sight o f  herself and needs to look 

closely at who she has becorne. 

Hagar's looking takes place in a public washroom. She tells John to let her off 

there, and she looks at herself critically. There in private, in a public space she wonden 

"how a person could change so much and never see it. So gradually it happens." She 



looks and sees a person clothed in men's apparel, with an altered body, and a face that 

does not belong to her. She looks and believes that the rnirror lies to her: 

1 was wearing, 1 saw, a man's black overcoat that Marvin had le ft. It was too big 
for JO hn and irnpossibly srnall for Bram. It t i l l  had a lot of wear le fi in it, so I'd 
taken it. The coat bunched and pulled up in front, for I'd put weight on my hips, 
and my stomach had never gone flat again after John was born Twined around 
my neck was a knitted scarf, hairy and navy blue, that Bram's daughter Gladys 
had given me one Christmas. On my head a brown tam was pulled down to keep 
my ears warm. My hair was gray and straight. 1 always cut it myself. The face- 
a brown and leathery face that wasn't mine. Only the eyes were mine, staring as 
though to pierce the lying glass and get beneath to some tmer image, uifinitely 
distant. ( 13 3) 

Hagar takes herself apart with her eyes, the only parts that she believes belong to her. 

Everything she sees is fiagmented and needs to be explained, and her sentence structure 

reflects this astonishrnent. This rnodemist understanding of king a fkagmented self is 

necessary to Hagar's subsequent transformation. She observes and reflects, observes 

and explains. She seeks a unified sense of self, but is unable to reconcile what she sees 

in the mirror with what she has constructed in her imagination. She is separated fiom 

her self by a glass but also by years of fashionïng her self in her imagination. She has 

spent so much tirne separating herself fiom her body, or having detined it in relation to 

the men in her life, that when she confiants the object which is her body, it is other to 

her. Her body has k e n  commodity to her father, pleasure to her husband, and life to her 

sons, but it has not been something she feels that she controls or defines. 

M e r  leaving the public Rest Room, she becornes acutely aware of  her 

surroundings, both the textures and the sounds of the landscape. People bustle around 

her, cars punch by her, and she enters her father7s store, where her father no longer 

physically exists, in order to buy some clothes that would 'tender mer] decent" (134). 

She must return to her father's space in order to remake herself, yet when she returns it 



is the voice of  her husband that she must confiont. Through the rest of the noise she 

h e m  Bram asking for staIe doughnuts, but the clerk understands Brarn's request as a 

request for lemon extract to sel1 to Charlie Bean. The clerk says to the manager, "They 

get three times the price for it, fiom the Indians, for drinking" (1 35). Whether or not the 

clerk is accurate in his assessment does not matter to Hagar. She sees her life magnified 

before her, and it is a life that she knows she must leave. 

Part of Hagar's resistance to patriarchal authority is achieved by securing her 

own economic independence. Hagar stays with her father to repay her debt, and she 

sells eggs in order to be somewhat financially independent of Bram. Ironically but 

credibly, after Hagar leaves one man, she secures her independence by working as a 

homemaker for another man: Bram when she leaves her father, Mr. Oatley when she 

leaves Bram. Hagar's employment in domestic service represents the substantial rise in 

the female paid labour force in Canada between 1 92 1 and 1 93 1. According to John 

Herd Thompson, more t han half of the total increase was in the service sector, with 

domestic service k i n g  the "work of last resort" (1 50). Hagar is not adverse to taking 

the last resort in order to make her escapes. One of Hagar's final ironies is that her 

escape fkom her son Marvin is accomplished with fuiancial assistance fiom the male- 

dominated state; it is with her pension cheque that Hagar is able to obtain enough money 

to ride the bus away fkom her impending enclosure in Silverthreads, a seniors' home 

( 1 40). 

M e n  Hagar leaves Bram and moves to the West Coast, she leaves in order to 

escape her rote as wife. She hopes to reinvent herself as a single mother who is 

economically independent. Her leaving has both geographical and emotional 

dimensions. She leaves behind the prairie, and she leaves behind her husband. In some 
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ways however, she does not leave the role of wife. By &y she cleans another man's 

house, and by night she longs for Bram's body: 

1 never thought of Bram in the days any more, but I'd waken, somethes. out of a 
half sleep and turn to him and fmd he wasn't beside me, and then I'd be filled with 
such a bitter emptiness it seemed the whole of night must be within me and not 
around or outside at d l .  There were times when I'd have retumed to him, just for 
that. But in the morning I'd be myself once more, put on my biack uniform with 
its white lace collar, go down and serve Mr. Oatley's breakfast with calm 
deliberation, hand him his morning paper with hands so steady that he couldn't 
have known I'd been away at dl.  (160) 

This passage is a powerfùl example of how an individual's body contains traces of the 

people it has touched. Through gesture and mernos: an individual re-turns to the body 

of a lover. Hagar's leavings prompt simultaneously a series of retunis and arrivals, 

which begin the process of reconciliat ion to her past. Hagar needs to acknowledge that 

her identity contains both destruction and regeneration, loss and gain, hiding and 

seeking. Hagar returns to the service of a man as she gains economic independence. 

She leaves the prairie, yet returns to it in the night in her long ing for Bram's body. She 

hides fiom the emptiness of her Life with Brarn only to h d  that the emptiness is 

contained within her body. In this moment of feeling as though "the whole of night 

must be within me and not around or outside at dl," Hagar begins to understand that the 

people and places which she has touched-and which have touched her-form and 

transfonn her identity as she transforms those same people and places. 

If Hagar does not think of Bram during the days, it is in part because her service 

to Mr. Oatley is a similar form of identity to that which she had with Bram. She keeps 

his house; she keeps him fed; she keeps him nurtured. In return for her service, she gets 

a room, a garden, and money to costume her outside to suit her inside: "1 spent my first 

few monttis' salary entirely on clothes, a delphinium-blue costume for myself, hat, 



gloves, shoes, the lot" (1 56). She clothes herself as a city lady, although the colour she 

chooses reflects prairie skies and prairie gardens. She strategizes against the image that 

lied to her before. This tirne she wants her surface to reflect her depth, and so she 

constructs an ident ity that she believes is not contingent upon her econornic position. 

Even as Hagar reinvents herself, she is informed by her past as her image recalls the 

"bottle-green costume and feathered hat" (43) in which she stood to confiont her father 

years before when she returned fiom Toronto (42). Then, as now, she stood on the brink 

of possibility, of unlimited imaginings. This space, like that other one, however, 

becomes a "period of waiting and o f  marking tirne" (1 60). It is a üminal space, a 

threshold tirne. Although Hagar rnay not recognize it as such, this middle ground is the 

place upon which she stands for most of her life and for which she depends for most of 

her identity. 

This "existing between" is a dynamic that can be applied both to her personal life 

and to the life of her country. Canada is between wars and between prosperous times. 

Canada's previous security in its future is made insecure by the fact that over sixty 

thousand Canadians died defending "'unity, progress, and the new national pride" 

(Brown and Cook 338). A model o f  order is replaced by a sense of disorder. This 

modernist condition affects Hagar in ways that she cannot begin to comprehend or even 

imagine, for she does not realize that she is occupying a threshold of space and tirne 

between life and death, both for herself and for her men. While al1 living is a space 

between birth and death, this moment in Hagar's life is at the edge of death. This tirne is 

in between her leaving her men and her men leaving her, although she denies her own 

leavings: "Every last one of them has gone away and lefi me. 1 never Ieft them It was 

the other way around. 1 swear it" (1 64). Regardless of  where Hagar stands and what she 



sees, these times are made up of moments of disintegration, both fàmilial and 

econornical. Although Hagar works hard to save enough money so that her son John is 

able to go to college, her savings are not enough. Investing as everyone did, she loses 

her money when the stock market crashes. While Hagar keeps her job with Mr. Oatley, 

John discovers that jobs are hard to fuid and hard to keep. Suddenly, the move to the 

city and to the coast is not as h i t fü l  as it once was, and John begins his leavings. 

While others move to the coast to try to Save fiiel and food money, John decides 

to ride the rods back to Manawaka and the Shipley place because he knows it is one 

place where he will be able to work. To Hagar's dismay, John participates in this 

widespread movement of people back to the land. Al1 her life Hagar has seen the growth 

of the urban population, a growth of  which she approves. To see her son reverse this 

urbanizing process is to see Bram as a success and herself as a failure. Hagar tries to 

dissuade John fiom leaving for she cannot bear the thought that her favourite son will be 

away fiom her and with Bram: 

.'You've forgotten what he's like," 1 said. "You'll not stay. You'll soon 
see, once you get there." 

"I haven't forgotten," John said. 
"Why go, then? There's nothing for you there." 
"You never know," he said. '9 might get on fàmously. Maybe it's just the 

place for me." 
His Iaughter was incornprehensible to me. (167) 

Hagar's incomprehension is also a blindness to the way that she codates  a person with 

a place and a situation. She sees the Shipley place as nothingness and Bram as someone 

who offers only nothingness. What she does not see is that John is attracted by 

emptiness because it corresponds to his sense of self; emptiness provides John with a 

way to define himself. In an empty space, John's body becornes more defmed. In a 

space that is crowded-r full of Hagar-John is lost. In many ways, he, like Bram, is 



of the body, finding identity through pleasure and excess. And this type of corporeal 

existence is, of course, incomprehensible to Hagar until much, much later. 

Hagar's own corporeal existence is not grounded in pleasure but in expansion. 

She shuts out the decomposition that surrounds her by making herself more formidable. 

more tangible, more present. When her possessions dwindle, she creates herself literally 

as a wornan of corporeai substance. As she grows more stout, the rest of her world is in 

the process of deteriorating. Hagar measures the two years since John's departure by 

infiequent and bare letters fiom John. Mr. Oatley is wispy, the prairie shrivels, the 

Shipley place becomes skeletal, and Bram is a shrunken, withered spectre. Hagar, 

however, had "not grown slimmer. [She] was too padded on the hips and bust. but the 

dress was becoming, a green cotton with pearl buttons down the fkont, a dress [she'd] 

bought in the autumn sales last fall" (1 70). In the face of deterioration and drought. she 

still fancies herself a chatelaine, and she still measures her value in t e m  of her 

fashionable costume. When she visits the Shipley place, John, with a bow and a 

flourish, welcomes Hagar to what is, through her marital relation, her "castle" ( 1 7 1 ). 

Hagar is home. 

If Hagar has tried to resist the deterioration that surrounds her by making herself 

more tangible. then the Shipley place is evidence of how individual resistance is limited, 

at times, to the borders of one's body. Nature is the great equalizer, as is apparent in 

Hagar's observations: 

The Shiple y farm, 1 won found, was in good Company at laa. However muc h or 
little they 'd worked, the upright men and the slouches, it amounted to the same 
thing now. Thaî must have been the worst, alrnost. to men like Henry Pearl or 
Alden Cates, who'd worked like horses al1 their lives, to see their places looking 
the same as Bram's, who'd been so hey-day, go-day, God-send-Sunday. (168) 



Instead of syrnpathizing with the homf~c damage that Bram has suffered, Hagar 

considers the anguish ofbattered pride that others must be feeling. The upnght men and 

women, like herself, pride themselves on an ethic of work that maintains a hierarchy 

within the community. Those who work hard are the upright, more valued citizens. 

Those who enjoy leisure and do not follow the same stringent work ethic are viewed as 

less valuable and lower in the hierarchy. To see the natutal and economic environments 

leveling both the land and the people is unacceptable and incomprehensible in Hagar's 

world view. 

Hagar refiises to accept that the land's deterioration is something that cannot be 

corrected. It is inconceivable to her that a person cannot dismpt this force, and John 

questions her about this: "What would you have done? . . . Hired a rainmaker? Got the 

ministers to pray o r  the Indians fiom the mountain to dance for clouds?" ( 1 70). Of 

course that is not what Hagar would have done because that would have meant relying 

on others for assistance, and she reveals this inanity by expressing her disbelief and 

stubborn superiority over Bram: "1 don't believe it has to be this bad," I said. "It gives 

him an excuse never to li fi a finger" ( 1 70). Ironically, however, just when Bram has an 

excuse to justify his character, which he would never do, he is unable to fùnction in this 

leveled community. 

In this community, John has found his "life's work" (171) making homebrew out 

of potato peelings, while Bram sits in the fiont room collecting dust like al1 the other 

unused objects in the room: "Dust grew like mold over every single thing-the golden 

oak armchair in which Jason Currie had once sat and drilled me in the multiplication 

tables, the glassed-in china cabinet, the carved settee fiom the Currie house. My father's 

British India mg was still on the floor, but it had k e n  so spilled upon and the dirt 



tracked over it that now the blue and russet vines and flowers were barely discernible" 

(1 71). Bram sits among the hgments  of Hagar's former life in blatant disregard for the 

imperialist superiority that is embodied in the figure of Jason Currie, cultivated by his 

daughter, and apparent in some of the belongings whic h surround him 

Similady, ninety-year old Hagar sits among her belongings, but unlike Bram, 

Hagar clings desperately to the "things" (57) that surround her, both outside her body 

and inside the "junkyard of mer] memory" (213). As she loses control of her body and 

her memory, she needs to control her dress and her possessions. When Marvin and 

Doris want to put Hagar in Silverthreads, Hagar is obsessed about losing her house and 

al1 her belongings. To her, these objects are not simply refuse to be discarded or 

abandoned. These objects are what define her identity and what link her to her past and 

to the people that are part of that past. Hagar feels that when t hese possessions are 

removed, she herself will cease to exist. 

AAer Bram's death, Hagar stays for a while at the farm, then returns to the Coast, 

coming back to Manawaka the following summer. That sumrner, John performs the last 

of his own leavings, and Hagar t ransfom into stone: "The night my son died 1 was 

transformed to stone and never wept at ail" (243). Hagar believes that this 

transformation allows her to be elementally close to John for he lies beneath the 

6'double-named stone where the marble angel crookedly stwd" (243). If she is stone, 

then she is substantial and solid and immovable. And this is what she desires. It is after 

John's death that she starts to accumulate possessions and due to another death, Mr. 

Oatley's, she is able to purchase a house of her own to store her valuables: "the walnut 

corner cupboard, the oak buffet, the armchair and sofa, the few pieces of china that were 



lefi" (244). These are things that were stored in the fiont m m  of the Shipley place, the 

place that no longer ho lds any people. 

Loss and regeneration turnble over each other, and Hagar's own iife and 

Canada's life both follow this pattern. One year after the death of Hagar's men, the 

prairie drought ends, as does the depression. However, life and death are part of a cycle 

and so after prosperity death returns: "A few years later, the war came. The price of 

wheat went up, and f m e r s  who hadn't had a cent bought combines now, and new cars, 

and installed electricity. A lot of Manawaka boys were killed. . . . He [John] might have 

k e n  killed or saved. Who's to know? Or do such things depend on what goes on 

outside?" (244). Hagar relives and remembers this pain almost twenty years later, and 

she begins to reflect upon the effects of the outside world on the inner life of individuals. 

It is afler this long passage of t h e  that her Stone facade begins to crumble and Hagar 

begins working on her insides by gaining insight. Finally, Hagar asks questions about 

whether a wortd can rnake sense even if its only order is its disorder. This rnodernist 

sensibility allows Hagar to approach her most profound transformation. 

Back on the Coast again, away fiom the prairie, Hagar returns to her prairie 

repeatedly in her mernory. For the most part, however, she does not share these 

experiences and memories with anyone. It is only at ninety, hiding fiom Silverthreads 

and seeking her fkeedom, that Hagar speaks and weeps and does not regret her actions. 

For one of the first tirnes, Hagar is not displeased by her seemingl y uncontrollabIe body. 

Hagar leaves Marvin and Doris in an attempt to construct another house that she can cal1 

her own, and her body does not fail her. She retunis to an old fish cannery that she 

remembers visiting with Marvin and Dons. She makes her home fiom "A place of 

remnants and oddities . . . more like the sea-chest of some old and giant sailor than 



merely a cannery no one has used in years" (2 15). This place suits her fragmented life, 

which is made up of its own rernnants and oddities. It is here that she begins to embrace 

her oddities and her &dom and to release her haughty pride. 

This release is a loss and a re-creation. She loses control when she m e t s  a 

stranger in the cannery and shares a jug of wine with him. She loses control of her 

speech; she loses control of her stornach; she loses her hold on t h e .  In return, she gains 

peace; she achieves insight; she verbalizes her imagination. And she decorates her hair 

with June bugs: 

1 have everything 1 need. An overtumed box is my table, and another is my chair. 
1 spread my supper and eat. When I've done, the light still holds and in one shell 
lying on the floor at my feet 1 see that half a d o ~ n  June bugs have been caught. 1 
prod them with a figernail. They're not alive. Death hasn't tarnished them, 
however. TheY backs are green and luminous, with a sharp metallic line down the 
center, and their beliies shimmer with pure copper. If I've unearthed jewels, the 
Ieast 1 can do is Wear them. Why not, since no one's here to infiorm me I'm a 
fool? 1 take off my hat-it's hardly suitable for here, anyway, a p r h  domestic hat 
sprouting cultivated flowers. Then with considerable care 1 arrange the jade and 
copper pieces in my hair. 1 glance into my purse mirror. The effect is pleasing. 
They Liven my gray, transform me. 1 sit quite still and straight, my hands spread 
languidly on my k s ,  queen of moth-millers, empress of earwigs. (2 16) 

In this moment she is transformed again. She is no longer Stone. Instead, she "plays 

house" like the small c hildren on the beach, like John and Arlene, like herself and Bram. 

But this time she does it alone, a kee woman, and there is no one to stifle her 

imagination or her verve. She is st il1 the c hatelaine, the queen, the empress, but her 

c a d e  is tmly her own for a while. Here she tums death into beauty and life, as the June 

bugs adom and liven her hair. She casts away her domestic decoration and makes 

herself anew in order to suit her surroundings. In this place she no longer hem the 

"terrible laughter of God." Instead, she hears the '%apid chuckling of the sea" (234) and 



knows that her anger at God for not granting her sight has dissipated into an 

understanding of her own insight. 

Hagar has created a new image for herself'. It is an image that is made up of that 

which is both inside her body and outside. She creates a place for herself and h d s  that 

this place needs both what is inside and what is outside: 

Sickeningly, 1 recall, and look around me. He's gone. My memory, unhappily 
clear as spring water now, bubbles up coldly. It could not have been 1, Hagar 
Shipley, always fastidbus if not hing else, who drank with a perfèct stranger and 
sank into sleep huddled beside h i . .  1 won? beiieve it. But it was m. And to be 
fiank, now that 1 give it a second thought, it doesn't seem so dreadfiil Things 
never look the same fiom the outside as they do h m  inside. (249) 

For Hagar to gain insight she also must gain what rnight be called outsight, or an 

awareness that she is part of a larger community. If insight is related to inner self- 

awareness, then outsight is the ability to look at one's outer self and see how it relates to 

other people and places. She does not exist in a vacuum where no one affects her, where 

no one and nothing is allowed into her inner space. Her incomprehension rnakes her 

more whole. When her life was formed by a series of rigid morals and rules, when it 

was ordered and manageable, it was a delicate mirage, an empty eggshell of an identity. 

Like Lottie's cracked eggshelis in the dump or the eggs that brought Hagar a rnodicum 

of independence from Bram, her life is both delicate and hardy, full of  both beauty and 

horror. This moment is a fleeting moment, but it contains aspects of the etemal as Hagar 

transcends the immediacy of place and tirne by remembering the tragic loss of her son 

and by transforming t hat loss into the creation of community. 

The reader and Hagar reach similar insights simultaneously, and the information 

that the reader has been sifting is defined by Hagar even as she understands herself as 

unchangeable. The reader sees how much Hagar has changed by her recounting the 



experience of one liberating moment in a fish cannery and by her final epiphany 

achieved when the clergyman's vo ice is transformeci fkom h b l i n g  speech into h n  

'Al1 people that on emth do dwell, 
Sing to the Lord with joyfùl voice. 
Him serve wirh mirrh, His praise forth tell; 
Corne ye before Him and rejoice. [sic] 

1 would have wished it. This knowing comes upon me so forcefûlly, so 
shatteringly, and with such a bittemess as 1 have never fett before. 1 must always, 
always have wanted that-sirnply to rejoice. How is it I never could? 1 know, 1 
know. How long have 1 known? Or have 1 dways known, in some far crevice of 
my heart, some cave too deeply butied, too concealed? Every g d  joy 1 might 
have held, in my man or any child of mine or even the plain Iight of rnoming, of 
walking the earth, dl were forced to a standstill by some brake of proper 
appearances-oh, proper too whorn? When did 1 ever speak the heart's tmth? 

Pride was my wilderness, and the demon that led me there was fear. 1 was 
alone, never anything else, and never fiee, for 1 camed my chains wjthui me, and 
they spread out fiom me and shackled al1 1 touched. Oh, my two, my dead. Dead 
by your own hands or by mine? Nothing can take away those years. (29 1 -92) 

Hagar uses geographical metaphors in this highly poetic passage to define the wildemess 

wasteland that is inside her body. While Hagar physically conquers the wilderness 

wasteland in the forest (190-91), she still needs to destroy the wasteland that is inside 

her. Instead of becorning a tragic hero who recreates the wasteland inside himself thus 

destroying himself, Hagar redefines her heroism by transfiguring herself 

Even though Hagar thinks herself 'iinchangeable, unregenerate" (293), she 

transfigures herself in life and in death. She agonizes over words spoken and not 

spoken, over tirne lost and yet relentless. Hagar's spectral self is ''rampant with 

memory" (S), and this remembering is both generative and changeable. As DeKoven 

States, "death and tram figurat ion are both, simultaneously, wit h irreducible self- 

contradiction, terrible and wonderfil" (4). Arguably, the tragicornedy The Tempesr-the 



text fiom which DeKoven takes the title of her study-offers a metaphor that helps 

explain the powerfùl possibilities of change in an improperly ordered society. In The 

Tempest, the leaders of Milan must Ieave their home and travel through water and to the 

water's edge in order to transform their identities. Indeed, their leaving and subsequent 

imrnersio *and near drowning-is metaphoric and literal, for Prospero irnrnerses thern 

in grief, guilt, and pain as well as water in order to transform their identities. This 

movement away fiom home and then back home enables the regeneration of society and 

individuals. Similady, Hagar's central tramformative moment occurs by the sea and 

away fiom her home. In this space, Hagar performs a sea-change that allows for her 

subsequent reconciliation with her p s t ,  in a way that parallels the punishment and 

su bsequent forgiveness that occurs in The Tempest. 

Hagar's desire for transformation manifests itself through language and silence: 

"I'm choked with it now, the incommunicable years, everything that happened and was 

spoken or not spoken" (296). Hagar's life is full of adversity that is offset with love and 

adventure and fkeedom and, at long last, insight. Her Iife would be more tragic without 

these gifts, without recognizing them as gifts, but Hagar does recognize them, and she 

holds them without assistance, with stubbornness, and with defeat that is sirnultaneously 

a victory and a joke: "1 lie here and try to recall sotnethhg truly fiee that I've done in 

ninety years. 1 can think of oniy two acts that might be so, both recent. One was a 

joke-yet a joke only as  al1 victories are, the paraphernalia k i n g  unequal to the event's 

reach. The other was a lie-yet not a lie, for it was spoken at least and at iast with what 

rnay perhaps be a kind of love" (307). The ambiguity o f  this passage, the refusal to 

assign referents to the signifiers joke and lie while Hagar "lie[s] here," acknowledges the 

unreliability of story, while highlighting the necessity of the telling. This arnbiguity, this 



refusal to assign absolute meaning or tnrth to an experience, recalls Hagar's first tirne 

having sex. She says, "Pleasure or pain were one to me, meaningless" (52). This 

modemist conflation of pleasure and pain, and the meaninglessness assigned to both, 

demonstrates how Laurence reveals the insecurity o f  the world by revealing the 

insecurity of  the word. 



3. BEARING VOICES, BROKEN BONES, & THE DISCOURSE OF 
HY STERIA 

"1 do not know how many bones need be broken before 1 can walk. And 1 do not know, 

either, how many need not have been broken at di" (Jest 208). 

Laurence's exploration of how people survive in an insecure modern world 

continues in A Jesr of G d ,  a novel concerned with modernism's divided subject and 

with bow female subjectivity relates to healing a body damaged by hegemonic 

discourses and the practices those discourses advocate if not perpetuate. Rachel's 

wounds are intemal and therefore seemuigly invisible, but she uses the metaphor of 

broken bones to provide an image that is more easily understood and more readily 

valued by mainstream society. By c haracterizing her damaged mental condit ion as a 

physical wound, Rachel makes the invisible visible and thereby resists king identified 

as pathological or perverse. This strategy of making the invisible visible characterizes 

many of Rachel's actions within the novel. 

While The Stone Angel uses the train as a sign that signifies leaving and loss. the 

train tracks are a sign of division in A Jest of God 

Nothing is old k e  [on River Street in Manawaka], but it looks old. The timber 
houses age fast, and even the brick h k s  worn down after fi@ years of blizzard 
winters and blisterhg summers. They're put to shame by the new bungalows like 
a bakery's pastel cakes, identical, fie&, tasteless. This is known as a good part of 
town. Not like the otber side of the tracks, where the shacks are and where the 
weeds are let grow knee-high and not dutifblly mown, and where a few 
bootleggers dnve new Chevrolets on the strength of home-made red bidd y. No- 



that's as d used to be when 1 was a kid, and 1 would go with Stacey sometimes, 
because she was never afiaid. 1 don3 know what ifs like now. Half my children 
live at that end of t o m  1 never go there, and know it only h m  hearsay, distorted 
local leged, or the occasional glimpse h m  a child's words. (1 7) 

In this passage from Chapter One, the reader becornes aware of Rachel's own position as 

a reader. Rachel sees the tracks as clearly dividing Manawaka into two sections: the 

good part of town and the other side of the tmcks. She does not name the other side as 

the bad part of town, but it is understood that this other side is indeed other to Rachel. 

While the train tracks divide the town into good and bad, Rachel does not see this 

division as absolute. The good part of town encompasses the old, which only looks old, 

and the new, which puts the old to shame. However, again this division is not to be 

readily believed. The new bungalows are homogenous and tasteless and-when placed 

beside the other side's shacks and this side's historical old houses-uninteresting. 

Indeed, the other side of the tracks encompasses the new as well, for the bootleggers 

drive new Chevrolets. The unknown other side is represented as mysterious, tantalizing, 

and inaccessible except through language. At this point, Rachel feels that she cannot 

experience the unknown other, even though she is in daily contact with her children- 

her students-who live there. 

Rachel Cameron, perhaps more t han any ot her Manawaka pro tagonist, struggles 

agauist patriarchal ideologies that specify rigid social roles for women. As space in 

Manawaka is categorized, so are its inhabitants. As a Young, unmarried woman without 

her own biological children, Rachel has neither the pnvileged status of mother nor the 

security of king part of a couple. She is victimized by a myth of norrnalcy, which 

women are expected to enact within strict specifrcations dictated by patriarchal 



stru~tures.~ She bumps among the roles of teacher, daughter, hostess, sister, mother, 

virgin, lover, fnend, fool, and eccentric. She is comfortable in none of these roles and is 

in constant agitation within herself. She struggles with words as she struggles within her 

skin. She struggles with authority and domination, especially in the roles of teacher, 

virgin, and lover. Only near the end of the novel does she accept flux as part of her 

reality. The fear t hat Rachel expresses at the beginning of the novel-"God forbid that 1 

should tum into an eccentric" (8)-becomes, at the end of the novel, acceptance and 

anticipation of this most marginal, least static role: "1 rnay become, in tirne, slightly more 

eccentric al1 the tirne. . . . 1 will ask myself $1 am going mad, but if1 do, 1 won't know 

it" (209). Rachel no longer fears becorning an eccentric. Rather, she looks forward to the 

liberation that king an eccentric brings. 

In her article "Ex-centriques, Eccentnc, Avant-Garde: Wornen and Modernism in 

the Literatures of Canada," Barbara Godard uses a mode1 of eccentricity as a metaphor 

for the marginalization of wornen: "Ex-centriques . . . they are transgressing literary 

codes in a manner approxhating madness-hence eccentric" (57). This strategy of 

women using their decentred, or eccentric, position as a p k e  fiom which to resist and 

destabilize the centre is usehl when thinking a b u t  A Jest of God because this strategy 

addresses the ways in which women deal with their sense of atienation f?om a seemingly 

unified centre. This seemingly unified centre may occur both outside and inside the 

subject. Rachel fee1s alienated from herself as well as fiom Manawaka. She does not 

feel as though she bebngs in mainstream Manawaka society-such as the Parthenon 

- - 

See Judy Kearns's article "Rachel and Social Determinism: A Ferninist Reading of A 
Jesi of God' for an early feminist reading dealing with "women's internalization of 
masculine values and de finitions" (1 0 1 ) 



Cafe-or in the more rnarginalized institutions in Manawaka-suc h as the Tabernacle of 

the Risen and Rebom. Indeed, she does not even feel as though she belongs in her body. 

In her eyes, her body is gawky-too skinny and too uncontroliable. Rachel's words, 

thoughts, and actions are at odds with how Rachel believes she should speak, think, and 

behave. The way in which she survives is to finally embrace her decentred position and 

to Ieave the place in which she feels oppressed. 

Rachel's alienation, nihilism, and hgmentation mark her as a modem subject 

and also contribute to her categorization as a hysterical subject. In this chapter, 1 argue 

that the modernist discouse of hysteria constnicts Rachel as a divided subject. 

However, this discourse does not succeed in casting Rachel into the singular role of 

victim Her body as a material object resists victimization and enacts various dramatic 

moments to shrug off the role of victim and slip into the role of hero. Unlike the 

Freudian diagnosis of hysteria, which categorizes the subject as invalid and in valid, this 

hysterical subjectivity is enabling for Rachel as it validates her division as a speaking, 

desiring subject. 

The argument in this chapter is twofold. First, 1 argue that malestream modernist 

discourses, such as the discourse of hysteria, are destructive because they perpetuate the 

notions that difference is conceived of as a lack, that the other is dangerou, and that a 

woman's experience as  a divided subject is pathological. Second, 1 argue that the body 

is a site of resistance that displaces patriarchal discourse. In other words, it is crucial to 

recognize that the patriarchal naming of hysteria as pathological is in opposition to how 

the female body resists such naming by producing its own language that speaks back. 

While Rachel does not name herself as a hysteric, her speaking body exhibits 

characteristics of hysteria, which she sees as signs of her eccentricity. 



It may be useful to miake explicit that hysteria involves the presentation of bodily 

symptoms without an organic cause or to use the tetminology with which 1 began this 

chapter, hysterical symptoms are visible while the cause is invisible. Rachel P. Maines 

in the first chapter of her book The Technology of Orgusm: "Hysferia, " the Vibrutor, 

and Wumen 's Semd Satisfaction discusses disease paradigms and argues that many of 

the classic symptoms of hysteria-such as amnesia, sleepwalking, hallucinations, 

nervousness, anxiety, irrita bilit y, erot ic fantasy, sensations o f  heaviness in the abdomen, 

and lower pelvic edema-are symptoms of c hronic arousal. A reader may recognize 

that Rachel displays nearly al1 of these symptoms. It is perhaps also important to note 

that the term hysleria can be used more generally to designate unexplained panic. It is 

no surprise, given the socio-cultural climate in which Rachel lives, that panic is a 

response to a feeling of instability. 

Centrai to the argument of this dissertation is the idea that Canada in the 1960s 

and early 1970s was a country that was experiencing a crisis o f  identity based upon its 

desire to leave behind traditions and institutions that linked its identity to another 

country-either Great Britain or the United States-and to create a new identity based 

on its own distinct characteristics. In other words, the condition of Canada in the 1960s 

and early 1970s was a modem condition. This was an unstable t h e  when new policies 

were king irnplemented in order to assist in the creation of a d ~ e d  national ident ity. 

Paramount to this new identity was a growing awareness of women's rights. Women 

writers in Canada worked to represent this t h e  of instability and hopefûlness. A 

gynocentric Canadian literary modernism emerged fiom this climate of change. A Jest 

of God is a product of this modern condition, and Rachel Carneron's hysterical 

subjectivity is symptornatic of a divisive, unsettled national atmosphere. Rachel 
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straddles the old and the new as an emerging second wave feminism and an emerging 

multicultural nationalism characterize a gynocentric Canadian modemism. 

Published in 1 966, and set in approximately the same t ime period, A Jest of God 

is about a wornan in process, a wornan emerging fiom stifling social, cultural, and 

political restrictions that favoured prosperous, Anglo-Celtic men. The novel is also, 

therefore, about the society, the culture, and the politics that are formative of a Canadian 

woman's identity. Alison Prentice in her chapter "Prelude to Revolution" reflects upon 

the changes in the lives of Canadian women between 1945 and 1970. She dixusses the 

"shifts in the life cycle" and the "greater degree of fieedom [young women] enjoyed" 

(3 19). Thirty-four year-old Rachel is a product of this changing t h e  as she yeams for 

and fmlly reaches for her freedom 

Rachel's iiberation occurs on several levels. When she subverts the mother- 

daughter relationship she has with her mother, she discards the role of hostess and 

redefines the roles of mother and daughter. When she challenges her own sexual 

inhibitions, she sheds the role of virgin and struggles into the even more difficuh role of 

lover. These movements follow some of the major demographic patterns o f  the late 

1960s and early 1970s in Canada. From 1966 to 197 1, Canadian households increased 

by 1 7 percent, and there was a 92 percent increase in heads o f  household who were 

single, never-married persons. While the reasons for these increases are unclear, 

changing sexual practices may have been contnbuting factors. The fastidious 1950s 

gave way to the less-critical 1 %Os, as pre-marital sex became more widespread 

(Prentice et al. 3 19-20). 

Women laboureci (and I use that word intentionally) to overcorne the Limiting 

ways that wornen's bodies were authorized to tùnction. The production of women's 



bodies was no longer seen as  c hiefly involving reproduction. This awareness of 

wornen's sexuality, and the containment and repression of that sexuality, did not becorne 

acknowledged until the 1970s: "In the 1970s women became aware that 'sexual 

iiberation' had k e n  less than sat isfactory: the estabiished patterns of male initiative and 

domination in sexual rnatters were difficult to counter" (Prentice et aL 393). Wornen 

fought (and stili fight) to have their pieasure acknowledged as something in and for 

itself. Rachel struggles with the idea that her desire is normal, but she is not able to 

fieely narne and embody her desire and her pleasure. Rachel's hysteria results f?om this 

inability. Her hysteria, however, is not pathological. Instead, it is related to the 

impossibility of naming her desire in the singular, or at ail. Language does not succeed 

in encapsulating Rachel's desire because her desire keeps shifling. It is at once a desire 

for sexual pleasure, for death, for children, for acceptance. Her body speaks ail of these 

desires, 

Coral Ann Howells in her article "Weaving Fabrications: Women's Narratives in 

A Jest of God and The Fire-Dwellers" claims that Rachel's "consciousness is dominated 

by gaps in comprehension and by the untranslatability of language, where words becorne 

signifiers whose meaning is always deferred. In her mind words separate thernselves 

fkom meaning or at best exist in unstable relationships, so that language becomes the 

agent not of human communication and self-expression but of alienation" (97). Howells 

posits Rachel's incomprehension and alienat ion as characteristics of a hysteric, and 1 

agree with this analysis. However, 1 also think t is important to recognize that these 

characteristics are apparent in a modern condition. In addition, such feelings of  

incomprehension and alienat ion are dominant in women who feel as though language is 

phallocentric and therefore c a ~ o t  represent wornen's experiences. 



Furthemore, Howelis claims that although Yt would seem that the ostensible 

cause of Rachel's hysteria is sexual . . . such a reading would be an over-simplification. . . 

. It is a fear of death which is the true subtext of her narrative" (98). Such a dismissal of 

the sexual and a narning of death as the "true" subtext undermine Howells' s previous 

claim about the "bntranslatability of language" and the deferral of meaning of the signifier 

desire. Indeed, Rachel's desire and fear are located in both the semial and her fear of 

death. The malestream modemist fear of annihilation and the necessity of creative 

destruction are present in Rachel's condition, yet she reconfigures this fear by a 

gynocentric strategy of re-creation as she uses her body to sign@ her desire in ways that 

verbal language canno t. 

When Rachel does use verbal language, she ofien modifies an already existing 

text to fit her own experiences and desires. For example, A Jest of Godopens with a 

child's chant that dernonstrates how Rachel uses her imagination to transform herself 

fiom a "thin giant" (7) into a queen. Rachel puts her own name into the chant in order to 

ident* with the generic woman of the child's chant. This opening anticipates some of 

the novel's central issues, includïng the movement fiom child to adult, the division 

between memory and forgetting, the transformation of invisible desires into visible 

landscapes, and the sound of a wornan's longing: 

The wind bbws bw, the wind blows high 
The snow cornes faiiing fiom the slq, 

Rachel Cameron says she'll die 

For the want of the golden city. 
She is handsome, she is pretty, 
S he is the queen of the golden c ity-. (7) 

Rachel's longing for a "golden city" translates, at the end of this rhyme, into a vision of 

a realization of her dream. Encompassing the lows and highs and the coldness of her 



present Me, this rhyme a c b w l e d g e s  complexity, fluidity, contradiction, desire, and 

nihilisrn Indeed, this whole rhyme illustrates a hysterical divided and desiring 

subjectivity as Rachel equates death with desire. Even as she is the androgynous queen 

of the golden city, she dies t?om wanting it. 

Sexuality is one o f  the primary issues of power with which Rachel struggles 

throughout the novel. The sumrner of the novel is the summer that Rachel-to use the 

popular conceptualization-loses her virginity. 1 draw attention to this notion of loss 

because the loss of  her virginity is simultaneously a gain. As she sheds the role of 

virgin, she steps tentatively into the role of lover. While she has experienced pleasure 

through masturbation, she is as uncornfortable with her self-pleasuring as she is with her 

desire for a lover. During masturbation she creates an imaginary lover in an imaginary 

space. Indeed, her jouissance represents moments when she lives only for herself within 

and in control of her body. During her masturbatory moments, she briefly achieves both 

psychic and sornatic release. However, when her orgasm is over, Rachel demonstrates 

her hysterical subjectivity-which Lacan defines as the division within a speaking, 

desiring subject-by questionhg whether her desire and pleasure signiQ that she is 

irnbalanced or laughable (25). Through orgasm, her body speaks back to and resists the 

patriarchal discourse that Rachel has intemalized and that daims a woman should not 

experience sexual pleasure. 

In order to understand more fiilly the implications o f  Rachel's resistance. it is 

important to outline how divided subjectivity fmt  manifests itself in a condition 

psychoanalysts cal1 hysteria. To speak o f  Rachel as a hysterical subject necessitates 

exploring psychoanalysis as a feminist and modernkt discourse. Marcia Ian in 

Remembering the Phallic Mother: Psychoanalysis, hfodernism and the Fetish opens her 
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chapter "Language as the Real: Psychoanalytic Modemism" by quoting Fredric 

Jarneson: "In 'pure' psychoanalytic criticism, indeed, the social phenornenon with which 

the private materials of case history, of individual fantasy or childhood experience, must 

initially be confionted is simply language itself' (167). RacheI confionts language 

repeatedly throughout the novel, and received language is intimately associated with 

how she judges herself. Her social sense of self is constructed as she criticizes her body 

and her language as though seeing and hearing herself through society 's eyes and ears. 

Rachel encounters her history every tirne she meets a former student, every t h e  

she walks down a fami1iar street, every time she gets the same hairstyle, every t ime she 

puts on old clothing. And every tirne she faces her history, she reflects on the gap 

between what she does and what she wishes she had done. Rachel sees people, place, 

and past reading her and fmding her lacking. This idea of lack is central to how an other 

is constructed and subsequently devalued. In psychoanalyt ic discoune, for example, the 

female is de fmed as lacking a penis and is therefore seen as a faulty man. In colonial 

discourse, a racialized other is constnicted in contrat to a white mode1 and is found to 

be lacking. An order based on a default paradigm is perpetuated when the oppressed 

Ot her internalizes hegernonic discourses and uses t hese discourses to define her ident ity. 

Resistance occurs when the subject acknowledges the existence of these discourses and 

works to liberate herself. Rachel surfaces as a speaking, desiring subject when she 

confionts her intemalized hegemonic voice and challenges her kick of  autonornous 

voice. Before she is able to more fùlly realize herself as a speaking subject, however, 

fier body speaks for her. 



To place psychoanalytic criticism in a modernist context is to recognize the 

importance of language as part of both an aesthetic practice and a cultural reality. 

Marcia Ian claims that 

psychoanalysis is the quintessential modernist discourse. To say this is to argue 
that psychoanalysis exemplified the coherenc y mode1 of aesthetic high 
modernism; t hat it part icipated in the simultaneous erasure or "bac ket ing" of 
both individual and world in favor of its own syrnbolic process; and that it both 
reflected and generated a cultural trend by constniing consciousness as an 
epiphenornenon of instinct. At the same t h e ,  however, and almost in spite of 
itself, psychoanalysis wove together the two views of language. . . namely the 
social and the personal, by theorizing culture as the symbolic enactrnent of 
psychical realities. ( 1 68) 

Ian's claim is usetùl for formulating a revisionary modernism because it points to 

psyc hoanalysis in modernism as both a discourse of coherenc y and a discourse of 

bifurcation. The high modernist discourse of psychoanalysis brackets or erases (to use 

lm's words) the specificities of the individuai and the world while simultaneously 

foregrounding both persona1 and social language. If psychoanalysis encloses and 

removes both the individual and the world in order to highlight language, then a closer 

look at hysteria-the disorder with which psychoanalysis emerged-might illuminate 

how language and voice are crucial to individual and communal identity. Indeed, 

hysteria brings the fernale body back into modemist psychoanalytic discourse. Bringing 

the subject back into psychoanalysis creates a re-visioning that rnakes psychoanalysis 

h i t f u l  for the construction of a feminist Canadian modernism because it highlights the 

importance of language and body to both the individual and the community. 

While the connec t ion betw-een the individuaLas studied in psychology-and 

the community-as studied in sociology-rnay not be immediately obvious, 1 think the 

two are inseparable, and this inseparability is apparent in Ian's argument about 

psyc hoanalysis as the quintessent ial modernist discourse. However, psyc hoanalysis, in 



its efforts to subsume individual psycho-sexual development under the Oedipus/Electra 

model, obscures the real.ites of female individuals, either exacerbating rather than easing 

pathological effects or creating pathology where none existed before. The fear of a 

disordered Society is made clear by the ways in which women's seemingly 

uncontrollable bodies are controlled. For example, the high rnodemist discourse of 

psychoanalysis attempts to control women's bodies and women's experiences by 

narning hysteria a disorder, a pathology , a perversion. Women's enclosure and remval 

fiom society results in a normal (default) society that is composed of men and their 

experiences. 

Psychoanalysis calls attention to the impossibility of a üfe of the self that is 

separate fkom a life of the community. Cultural and psychical realities inform eac h other 

so that a culture is reflected in an individual as an individual reflects her culture. Rachel 

is in a psychical and physical modernist struggle to maintain a balance between subject 

and object. She struggles to assert her individuality in a society that emphasizes 

specific, limited roles for wornen that erase desire and posit duty. As Rachel looks at 

her body and listens to her voice, she larnents the space ktween desue and fùlfillment, 

between irnaginat ion and substantiation, between memory and event. She criticizes her 

body and her language, her actions and her speech. At times insightful and at times 

unaware. Rachel attempts to embrace her individual subjectivity while dohg her best to 

be a valuable member o f  Manawaka society. 

Individual and communal subjectivity also relate to nationhood. Psychical and 

cultural realit ies are interrelated in the format ion of Canada's ident ity. The myth of 

Canada as a bilingual, bicultural community arises f?om imperial and colonial ideologies 

that implant Anglo-saxon superiorit y into the body of Canada. Canada's bi fùrcated 
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subjectivity is related to intemal, national strife between English and French Canada as 

well as external, colonial pressure fiom Great Britain and neo-colonial pressure fiom the 

United States. The simultaneous cultural and psychical erasure of First Nations and 

other non-Anglo-saxon peoples perpetuates such split subjectivity. Diverse aspects o f  

identity become possible for Canada only when EnglisWrench dualisrn is deconstructed 

and re-visioned. While the Manawaka novels do not overtly address EnglisMFrench 

dynamics, they do explore power relations between English, Scott&, Skvic, and Métis 

peoples. For example, in A Jest of God, the reader sees both bifiucation and coherence 

within Manawaka when Rachel Cameron and Nick Kazlik-people fiom different ethnic 

backgrounds and different sides of  the railway tracks-cross over into each other's 

space and move between and beyond divisions, which are both spatial and temporal, 

historical and topical, individual and communal, psychical and cultural. 

Rachel Cameron is the only one of the four Manawaka novel protagonists who 

stays in Manawaka throughout the entire novel devoted to her story. Although she has 

gone away to Winnipeg to attend university, she does not finish her degree because she 

cornes back when her father dies in order to live with and care for her mther.  Rachel's 

escape from and subsequent retum to Manawaka (and her mother) imbue in her a sense 

of failure and unsatisfied desire. Rachel's struggie throughout the novel is to recognize 

her doubled nature and to claim a space for herself that is enriched by her potential and 

her voice. To fail at the restricted roles assigned to her is to succeed in creating a 

likrated self by making these roles more capacious and flexible. 

Rachel's doubleness is fiirther revealed in the structure of the Manawaka cycle. 

A Jest of God is sister novel to  The Fire-hellers: literally and figuratively. That is, 

Rachel Cameron and Stacey MacAindra are sisters, and both novels are set in 



approximately the same t irne period and occupy the middle space of the cycle. Rachel 

and Stacey express complementary sides of the same experience. in a way that is similar 

to Jason Currie and Bram Shipley. Rachel and Stacey, like Jason and Bram, share a 

history and a fùture, even though their presents are disparate. Stacey's quiet revolution 

is to resolve the dserence between mernory and present. Rachel's revolution of silence 

is a stmggle to come to voice, to have the voice in her head come out of her mouth. 

There is hope for this desired result because at the end of the novel she is not stagnant; 

she moves to the coast, facing her mother with her body, with action. Rachel's 

hysterical subjectivity, her restlessness and dissatisfaction, result in a positive movement 

towards identifying problems within the familial and societal structures in which she 

lives. 

Ellie Ragland-Sullivan defines and demonstrates the development of the 

hy sterical subject in Feminisrn and Psychoanalysis: A Critical Dictionary . She beg ins 

with the notion that psychoanalysis emerges with Freud's treatment of hysteria. 

Hysteria, or the "wandering womb," was thought by Jean Martin Charcot to be 

neuro logical rat her than psyc hical. As previously stated, symptoms of hysteria include 

anaesthesia, hyperaesthesia, convulsions, and excitability. In 1 905, Freud connected 

hysteria with sexuality and later with biological homosexual tendencies. More relevant 

to this discussion is how in 1968, Jacques Lacan translates Freud's findings into issues 

of identity and language, rather than biology. The hysteric's sexual uncertainty "links 

sexualit y and ident ity : her discourse reveals the furdamental impossibility of  reducing 

identity to gender in the first place" (Ragland-Sullivan 163). Questions of identity mise 

when gendered stereotypes inhibit wornen tkom exploring the complexity of  their 

identity. Rachel stmggles in confusion as she tries to determine how her desire fits into 



her life. Primarily, she is repulsed by her body and its desires; she has no access to 

pleasures that are validated for females in society. 

Monique David-Ménard in Hysreria From Freud to Lacan questions the 

hysteric's disgust with her body and relates this disgust to the notion that a woman's 

body and her pleasure are not represented in society. She calls attention to the hysteric's 

divided subjectivity and the production of the hysterogenic body as a replacement for the 

lack of an erotogenic one. The psyc hic body contains both sexuality and language as it 

stands in for the lack o f  pleasure received through mouth and lips. Through the 

language ofjouissance, the hysteric constructs a pleasuring body that resists stasis and 

negation (89'99). The erotogenic places on the body-the mouth and lips-are doubled 

on the woman's body. Her speech and her masturbatory moments offer the possibility 

of both pleasure and subversion. 

This language becornes crucial to Rachel's existence especially when the 

sirnultaneous implications of the meaning ofjouissance are explored. The lack of 

representation of women's pleasure extends beyond the physical. Betsy Wing translates 

jouissance in Hélène Cixous and Catherine Clément's The Newly Born Woman as total 

sexual ecstasy and more. Orgasm and enjoyrnent are also implied in the word, but it 

goes even fùrther to include 

çome of the sense of access and participation in çomection with rights and 
property. . . . It is, therefore, a word with simultarreously sexual, political and 
economic overtones. At the simplest level of meaning-metaphoicaC-woman's 
capacity for muhiple orgasrns indicaies that she has the potential to aitain 
something more than Total something extra-abundance and waste (a cultural 
throwaway ), Real and unrepresentable. ( 1 65) 



It is the acceptance ofjouissance as both Real and unrepresentable with which Rachel 

struggles, though of course this language is not available to her. Rachel's challenge is to 

rnove beyond the containment of  social roles and into the liberation of eccentricity. 

While David-Ménard explores the tramformat ive possibilit ies of jouissance, 

Ragland-Sullivan also considers a Lacanian perspective that sees the cause of the 

hysteric's dilemma as an inability to identifi with her mother. Instead, the hystenc 

identifies with her father and is, therefore, not able to  find a mode1 of signification for 

her desire (1  63). In sorne ways, Rachel's quest is to find her father-and therein see 

herself-because it is her mother who prirnarily perpetuates ferninine cultural 

stereotypes that Rachel resists, albeit ofien unsuccessfblly. Rachel's absent father 

succeeds in escaping Manawaka by retreat ing into the world of the dead. As the town 

undertaker. he lives on the rnargins, a man outside the mainstream of society who 

"possibly felt at ease with them, the unspeaking ones, and out of place in our house" 

(20). Like Rachel, her father struggles to fuid his place in a world where death, like 

desire, is unment ionable (2 1 ). 

The notion of desire as unmentionable. unspeakable, and unrepresentable 

identifies a lack in culture and in knowledge. Ragland-Sullivan surnmarizes and 

connects Lacan's and Cixous and Clément's notions o f  the subversive elements of the 

hysterical subject. If hysteria comects language and suffering, then hysteria in 

patnarchal culture locates a flaw in culture. In other words, if patriarchal culture defines 

hysteria as a neurosis, it is because the unrepresentable-and the hysteric's solution to 

this problem of umepresentability, o f  chalienging cultural noms-is unacceptable to the 

status quo. The hysteric, therefore, becornes a subversive figure, and rather than k i n g  

neurotic, Lacan argues that "hysteria is the condition o f  the division of any speaking, 



desiring subject." Furthemore, Cixous and Clément see the hysteric as a "threshold 

figure for women's liberation and as a form of  resistance to patriarchy" (Ragland- 

Sullivan 164-65). Rachel Cameron as a hysteric unsettles society and offers a re- 

visiomry mode1 for the individual. She challenges not only the structure o f  the world 

but also the way in which a subject participates in that structure. 

Part of  the hysteric's struggle is the struggle to corne to voice. Even before 

speech however, is the suffering the hysteric endures in her psychical processes. The 

process of fmding voice encompasses the Imaginary, the Symbolic, and the Real. Betsy 

Wing in the Glossary to The Newly Born Woman surnmarizes the Lacanian use of these 

three ternis as follows: "Lacan's Imaginary, the order of perception and hallucination, is 

fantasy- full but never fancihil. The Symbo lic, the order of discursive and symbo lic 

action, demystifies the symbol, which can no longer pretend to represent an adequate 

'truth.' And the Real is not sirnply 'reality' but the designation of what is absolutely 

unrepresentable" (C ixous and Clément 1 64). Throughout A Jest of God, Rachel 

Cameron chastises herself for her perception, for her speech, and for her ways of  king 

in the world. For example, when Rachel moves from the fantasy of masturbation to the 

action, she still resists her desire and feels as though she needs to justifi her need for 

pleasure and for escape. 

The gaps between how Rachel wants to exist in the world, how she perceives 

others want her to be, and how she rnisreads her self extend into her daily life as well as 

her night ly fantasies. When the novel first opens, she sees in herself the po tential to 

becorne a marginal figure and resists this possibility: 

Stupid thought. Morbid. 1 mustn't give housemm in rny skull to that sort of 
thing. It's dangernus to let yourself. 1 know that. . . . Whenever 1 find myself 
thinking in a brooding way, 1 must simply turn it off and think of something else. 



God forbid 1 should turn into an eccentric. This isnTt just imagination I've seen it 
happen Not oniy teachers, of course, and not only women who haven't been 
married. Widows can become extremely odd as well, but at least they have the 
excuse of g i e f  (8) 

Rachel believes that within the roles of teacher, single woman, and widow are traces of 

the eccentric. Instead of seeing eccentricity as liberating, Rachel at this point in the 

novel, sees eccentncity as  dangerous to the eccentric. She sees her inner self as  a place, 

a space where she c m  move and live, a iandscape on which to build. However, 

dangerous and brooding thoughts are not acceptable housernates. She sees her thoughts 

as something she can "sirnply turn . . . off' in order to become something else. She does 

not see that this turning off of her self is more dangerous than eccentricity because it 

keeps her contained within rigid stereotypes which could in time potentially produce a 

fully-realized neurosis. Furthemre,  she draws the distinction between imagination and 

sight, privileging visual perception over the imaginary: she believes what she sees. She 

has seen the transformation of perfectly normal women into odd and unusual specimens. 

Until Rachel is able to imagine other possibilities for herself, she will neither destabilize 

the syrnbols that repress her nor move into the collective space of unthinkable 

knowledge and identity that includes the Real. 

This collective, sirnultaneous space that the knowledgeable subject inhabits 

encompasses past, present, and fiture and is encompassed in the Real. Betsy Wing 

defmes and analyzes the Real. The Real is 

what is, what has ben, and what will become, and though itself, it is nonnarrative 
and nonrepresentational, Like history, it can be thought only when it is tezbualized. 
One must participate in this unthinkable Real because it çannot lack our 
part icipatioa Also, Iike history, it can be experienced as the site of resistance to 
individual desire. . . .when the Imaginary, the SymboIic, and the Real intersect in 
the subject, it is possible for one to 'know.' (Cixous and Clément 167). 



If part of Rachel's struggle as a subject is to embrace her doubled nature and to voice 

new possibilities for her seif, she needs to recognize her self as exceptional. Instead of 

trying to "strike a balance" (9) between speaking too softly and speaking t m  harshly, 

she needs to textualize herself as an eccentric, de-centred subject and participate in, 

rather than deny, her extrernes, her extremit ies. She will have a M e r  understanding of 

her identity once she embodies, or at least acknowledges, her potential as a divided, 

speaking, and desiring subject. 

The process of Rachel allowing "houseroom in ber ]  skull" for her eccentric, 

hysterical knowledge spans the length of the novel. She questions the sound of her 

voice and the trace of her mother in her voice. Instead of  understanding her ident ity as 

containing the voices of  her ancestors, she seeks to discover her father and erase al1 

traces of her mother: 

Oh God. 1 don't mean to be condescending. How can it happen, still, this echo of 
my mother's voice? My navy wool dress is three years old and much longer than 
they're k ing  worn now. 1 haven't had the energy to take up the hem Now it 
seems like sackcloth, flapping mund  my knees And the ashes, where are they? 
1 dramatize myseif 1 always did. No one would ever know it fiom the outside, 
where I'm too quiet. (10) 

If the Real is "what is. what has ken,  and what wiil become," Rachel resists the first 

two of these stages, which leaves hope for what she will become. For now, however, 

she criticizes what she is because it is made up of the past. She is codortable in neither 

her body nor her clothing. Instead, she sees herself dressed in sackcloth, a drarnatic 

figure of lamentation. Rachel's interna1 suffering and twmoil are signified through her 

clothing and her imagination, but she sees a division between her inner noise and her 

outer quietude. She denies herself t he outer speech that her inner voice desires. 



When Rachel does allow herself an outer voice, she hears that voice as a sound 

of betrayal. It is a childlike animal voice, jittery and uncontrollable. Indeed. her body 

acts on its own, startling her into destruction: "My own voice sounds false to my ears, a 

Peter-Rabbitish voice, and 1 find 1 am standing beside my desk, holding a new piece of 

orange chak so tightly that it snaps in rny fingers" (1 1). This wandering body of hers 

betrays the tension between Rachel as subject and object. Her own desire is reflected in 

her favourite student, James Doherty: "He goes his own way as though he endures the 

outside world but does not really believe in it'' (1 1). Her voice is the voice of a male 

rabbit; her desire is embodied in a male child. She h d s  herself embodied in other 

bodies. as though potential can only be housed in a male figure. 

Another male figure that influences Rachel's sense of  self is her principal, 

Willard Siddley. As a character to whom and by whom she is simultaneously drawn and 

repulsed, he represents Rachel's denied desire for her own body as well as for the body 

of another: 

My own hands, spread out on the desk, are too iarge. Large and too thin. like 
empty gloves. . . . It is only now, concentrathg on my hands, the nails nicely 
manicured and coated with colourless polish that 1 realize something else. When 
Willard Siddley's spotted iùrry han& were on my desk, 1 wanted to touch them. 
To see what the hairs felt like. Yet he repulses me. 1 didn't. 1 won't. 1 didn't feel 
that way. 1' m only imagining things again. (1 5) 

The critical assessrnent of her own body as a body without bones, her own tiame 

without substance, leads her to desire a male body. As she studies her mils, the lifeless 

and colourless part of  her hands, she recalls another set of hands, strangely animal 

hands. She remembers her urge to feel Willard's hands, and remembers how she did not 

satis@ her desire. However, in the very next moment, she also denies the desiring 

moment. She refises both her desire and her memory, as she devalues her imagination. 



This critical assessrnent of her body recurs throughout the novel. She considers 

her body and then tums her looking into a comparison. Usually, Rachel suffers in the 

comparison because she sees herself as l a c h g .  In the early part of the novel Laurence 

focuses on setting up Rachel as a subject who orders her life according to a series of  

goocübad binary structures where Rachel is always in the powerless, secondary position. 

For example, Mother-good. Father=bad. Stacey like rnother-good. Rachel like 

father=bad. Laurence's critique of patriarc ha1 discourse allows the reader to see 

Rachel's progress throughout the novel, even if Rachel herself does not see her 

movements as resistant. Rachel does not realize that by placing her father in the 

secondary position, she is already subverting patriarchal power structures: 

If 1 could put on a little weight, 1 wouldn't feel the cold so. But I've always been 
too thin, like Dad. Stacey takes &er Mother, and in consequence has a good 
figure. Or had. 1 haven't seen her since the last two were bom. 1 haven't seen my 
sister for seven years. She never cornes back here. Why should she? She's lived 
away for years. She has her own home, and wouldn't be bothered to visit here, 
not even so Mother might see the children. She's very decisive, is Stacey. She 
knew right fiom the start what she wanted rnost, which was to get as fkr away 
fiom Manawaka as possible. She didn't lose a moment in doing it. (17) 

Rachel judges Stacey's escape as Rachel feels she would be judged by others. However, 

as the next chapter explores, whiie Stacey may be physically away fiom Manawaka, 

Manawaka is never away ikom Stacey. Rachel's second guesses and lamentations are 

based upon what she is not, what she is lacking: if only she were not so thin, if only she 

were more decisive, if only she were not bom second, if only she had not corne back. 

This lack in her self of what is present in others that surround her is the basis for much 

of  her suffering. Her subjectivity is divided into Selfand Other where the Other is 

out side and privileged. 



Rachel's divided subjectivity is also a division between the safety of habit and the 

desire for change, the security of the past and the indeterminacy of the füture, the stability 

of the conventional and the unpredictability of the contemporary. All of these divisions 

can be summarized as the division between the known and the unknown. Laurence 

constructs Rachel as a modernist subject who is temfied of the unknown, while she is 

sirnultaneously drawn to it. By constructing Rachel as a divided yet desiring subject, 

Laurence identifies the potential that is present in the unstable and the body as the site of 

this potential. The reader sees that Rachel wears the sarne ciothing, but feels she should 

take up the hem (1 0). She has her hair done in the same fashion every week, but wonders 

what would happen if she asked for hair "like candy floss, a high cone of it, and gold" 

( 19). Her bedrwm is the sarne, but she considers changing the "girlish . . . old- 

fashioned fumiture (22). Rachel lives on the cusp between youth and age, between 

innocence and experience. Not to have knowledge is shameful yet she feels she is too 

old to question, as though she has been already tùlly formed and cannot transform her 

mo ld. 

Early in the novel, Rachel ponders her tenuous position when she is confkonted 

by students whom she has previously taught. The two young women she meets are 

approxirnately si.xteen years old now, and Rachel sees them as very distinct fiom her. At 

frst  she categorizes them as beings Eom another planet, but then alters her definition to 

narne herself as the alien: "They look like twins fiom outer space. No, not twins 

necessarily. Another race, Venusians. But that's wrong, too. This is their pla.net. They 

are the ones who live here now" (1 8). Significantly, she narnes them Venusians, 

beautifiil women associateci with sema1 love and desire. Rachel cannot fàthom a world 

where she is desiring or desirable; more youthfid others have moved into that space. 
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Instead, Rachel wonders whether she appears "antediluvian" to the Venusians. This 

naming of herself as possibly antediluvian, as old and "'out of date," as belonging to the 

time before the biblical flood, identifies Rachel's inability to imagine herself as part of 

the present, as part of a "new" and chang h g  society. Instead she wonders how one 

achieves new knowledge: "But what beats me is how the Venusians learn to do al1 these 

things for themselves. They don't have their haü done. Who teaches them? I suppose 

they're young enough to ask around. At that age it's no shame not to know" (1 9). 

Rachel cites age as a limitation to knowledge, as though there is an unnavigable gap that 

divides the 'subject supposed to know' fiom the subject who does not know. 

In psychoanalytic terms, this meeting between Rachel and her students is related 

to the process of transference. Toril Moi in her entry in Ferninism and Psychoanc~Iysis 

ent it led "Transference/Countertrans ference" connec ts hy ster ia and tram ference by 

acknowledging that Freud concludes his account of his treatment of Dora's hysteria by 

claiming that it failed because he did not understand transference. That is, he neither 

understood his role in Dora's unconscious fantasies, nor did he understand that he 

complicated the process by "projecting his own unconscious wish for gratification on to 

the patient" (432). Jean Laplanche and Jean-Baptiste Pontalis in The Language of 

Psychoanaiysis define transference as a "process of actualization of unconscious 

wishes," where "infantile prototypes re-emerge and are experienced w it h a strong 

sensation of immediacy" (455). While transference ofien occurs in an analytic situation 

where the analysand projects her wishes on to the analyst, Rachel's transference occurs 

in her interactions with rnany others and also with herself as both analyst and analysand. 

According to Moi, Freud's fàilure to acknowledge his position with Dora is 

important fiom a feminist perspective because it calls attention to the problems of 



authority between a woman subject and a male figure of authorit y who &es her the 

object of his attentions. Moi goes on to explore Lacan's view of this problem of 

authority. She sees Lacan's linkage of authority with knowledge as  precisely the space 

that is, fiom a feminist perspective, full of potential. In The Four Fundamental 

Concepts of Psychoanalysis Lacan claims that "transference is unthinkable unless one 

sets out fiom the subject who is supposed to know" (253). Lacan's view is crucial to 

Rachel as a hysterical subject who does not know. Without self knowledge, Rachel 

canno t complete the process of tram fer ence and, there fore, canno t actualize her desire. 

While her "infantile prototypes re-emerge and are experienced with a strong sense of 

immediacy." Rachel does not recognize this experience as crucial to her process of 

developrnent. Instead, she resists her girlishness and casts herself in the role of the old 

maid or the antediluvian. It is the reader in the role of analyst who is privy to Rachel's 

unconscious desues and who is witness to her unacknowledged progress. Laurence 

produces a feminist modernist narrative of Rachel's emergence as a desiring subject that 

is so gradua1 it is almost undetectable. Hence, the reader as analyst and witness 

understands and sees moments where Rachel successfully displaces patriarchal discourse 

long before Rachel voices her potential. 

Moi also discusses Shoshana Felman's work on transference and 

countertransference in the relat ionship between teacher and student. This discussion 

illuminates Rachel's fluid bifurcation as both teacher and student. The novel's opening 

chant takes Rachel back to herself as a child and a student while she stands in the 

classroom window as an adult and a teacher: 

Twenty-seven years ago, which seem inipossible, and myself seven . . . It woukl 
certainiy have airpriseci me then to know I'd end up here, in this m m ,  no longer 
the one who was scared of not pleasing, but the thin giant She behind the desk at 



the h n t ,  the one with the power of picking any coloured chak out of the box and 
writing anyth'ing at al1 on the blackboard. It seerned a power worth possessing, 
then- (7) 

Rachel reflects on the seemingly impossible passage of tirne that has made her no longer 

and st il1 the one "scared of not pleasing." Rachel also perpetuates the stereotype of the 

ta11 spindly elementary schoolteacher when she names herself and her teacher as "the 

thin giant She." By capitalizing "She" and using "the" instead of 'k," Rachel casts 

herself into a long line of stereotypical teachers. Significantly, however, her view has 

changed; now she no longer sees a teacher's power as one "Worth possessing." Once 

she has power, she no longer sees it as valuable. 

The figure of the teacher at the fiont of the class, the 'subject supposed to know' 

changes for Rachel now that she has assumed that position of power. Her very next 

thought deconstructs this rnodel of knowledge and the teacher's place within that model: 

Spnish dancers, tum around 
Spnish dancers, get out of this town 

People forget the songs, later on, but the knowledge of them must be passed like a 
secret language fiom child to child-how far back? They seem like a different 
race, a separate species, al1 t hose generat ions of c hildren. As though they must 
st il1 exist somewhere, even after their bodies have grown grotesque, and the y have 
forgotten the words and tunes, and leamed disappointment, and finally died. (7-8) 

Rachel sees children as the ones with knowledge, and the knowledge they acquire does 

not corne fiom words written on a blackboard by a figure of authority with power over 

others: the knowledge cornes fiom the "secret language" of children's songs. In this 

phrase, Laurence demonstrates Rachel's awareness of the existence of language that 

resists patriarchal discourse, although Rachel is not aware that she possesses such a 

language. Both A Jest of God and The Fire- Dwellers begin with a children's rhyme, and 

the knowledge contained in those rhymes transfomm according to the singer and the 



listener, both of whom contain the memry of the child. Rachel's remembering of 

herself as a child takes her back to king a child. In this memory she is both a child and 

an adult who grasps at an unacknowledged knowledge that becomes knowable through 

repetit ion over t h e  and space. 

Like the students Rachel meets in the street, Rachel sees children as a different 

race of beings because she believes their knowledge is different fiorn hers and 

unachievable by her. Significantly, their "secret language" and the children thernselves, 

exist even a fier their bodies have transforrned into the "grotesque," like hers. This 

calling attention to the body suggests that the body contains a knowledge that is 

"spoken" differently than the symbolic language of patriarchy. Each child's song in the 

sister novels contains a female protagonist in movement, in the process of leaving: the 

Spanish dancers leave town; Rachel Cameron dies fiom desire; and the ladybug flies 

away. Rachel hears the songs and occupies a subject position of both lack and desire. 

She is not the child-student, but she desires the knowledge that she sees children and 

students possessing. Paradoxically, Rachel is both the child-student and the mother- 

tacher; however, she does not yet understand that she occupies al1 of these positions. If 

hysteria is primarily a position in desire where the body speaks without k i n g  

understood, then Rachel is a hysterical subject because she does not understand the 

knowledge her body speaks. 

Pamela Banting in her article 'The Phantom Limb Syndrome: Writing the 

Postcolonial Body in Daphne Marlatt's Touch fo My Tongue" discusses the body as a 

site of resistance that writes back: 

As material substance, as that whkh resists the operations of naming and 
categorization . . . the body also resists and displaces the officiai order which it 
acquires dong with its native tongue. As flesh, the body is both vulnerable and 



resistant to hnguages, discourses, and social formations. And in borh it s 
vulnerability and its resistance. the body 'writes back.' That is, the very properties 
which rnake it susceptible to inscription dso preserve some masure of  its 
resistant agency and signifjing potential. The body protests. The body goes on 
strike. The body has other agendas. This is perhaps rnost strilcingly evident in 
hysteria. Even in the crippling illness of hysteria-thought to be a resistance to, 
even a defiance of, the overwhelming impositions of phallogocentric constraints, 
repression, and overwriting-the body retains its ability to sign for itself. (8-9) 

While Banting uses the postcolonial tennino bgy of writing back to the centre, 1 wiIl 

continue to discuss how Rachel's body speaks back to the centre. Rachel's struggle is to 

corne to voice, and it is important to see that her body speaks before she consciously 

resists the centre by verbalizing her desire. The remainder of this chapter will focus on 

three moments when Rachel' s hy sterical body resists and de fies patriarchal impositions. 

In each of these occurrences, Laurence foregrounds how feminist rnodernist narratives 

use corporeal language to demonstrate alternatives to verbal language. 

Rachel's body speaks her defiance in her masturbatory moments, her ecstatic 

utterance, and her false pregnancy. Each of these occurrences is a speaking back to a 

patriarchal discourse. In the first exarnple, Rachel's body speaks back to a patriarchal 

historical narrative. In the second exarnple, she speaks back to religious discourse. In 

the third example, Rachel's body de fies medical discourse and in doing so also speaks 

back to Manawaka. In each moment, Rachel reads and misreads her body-or  listens to 

and then dismisses her body's speech-and therefore is initially unable to recognize the 

transfomative potential of k ing a hysterical, eccentric subject who resists a centre that 

posits containment and constriction as  positions with potential. 

Rachel's masturbatory moments are events that occur in the night when Rachel is 

trying to get to sleep. She reasons that she must achieve the d a c e  of pleasure in order 

to rest. This reasoning dernonstrates that Rachel has internalized patriarc ha1 restrictions 



on women's pleasure. However, her body defies her reason when it constructs a 

narrative of pleasure even when Rachel thinks she does not deserve that d a c e :  

- #en Egypt's queen received Antony, that b k  said, she used to fa11 
upon him even before he had taken off his armour. Think of that - even before 
he'd taken off his arrnour. They used to have banquets with dozens there. 
Hundreds. Egyptian girls and Roman soldiers. . . . They cùank their wine h m  
golden cats with seeing eyes. And when they 'd dnink enough, they would 
copulate as openly as dogs, a sweet hot tangle of the smooth legs around the hard 
hairy t highs. The noise and sweat - the sound of t k i r  breath - the slaves 
looking on, havhg to stand itchingly immobile while t hey watched the warm 
squirming of those - (65) 

This suspended fantasy speaks back to an already constructed historical narrative where 

a woman's pleasure is animalistic. This passage also recalls the novel's opening chant 

in which Rachel is queen of the golden city. By not naming Cleopatra, Rachel imagines 

herself into the role of Egypt's queen. By doing so, Rachel constructs herself as both 

subject and object, participant and watcher. She is both the queen who falls upon her 

bver and the slave who watches the Egypt ian girls and Roman soldiers. She is a 

hysterical divided subject who desires but is only able to  speak that desire through her 

body. 

Like the first masturbatory scene in the novel(24-25), which 1 will look at in the 

Conclusion to this dissertation, this scene uses the dash and the following white space as 

a sisniQing space where the body speaks on the page. Rachel creates a scenario in 

which she writes herself into an already written narrative of  pleasure. She narrates the 

fantasy, but she does not speak of touching her own body. She does not acknowledge 

the simult aneous narration and touching. Laurence, ho wever, demonstrates ho w signs 

on the page can signim corporeal pleasure. The gaps in Rachel's narrative are the 

moments when she touches herself, when she breaks from the telling in order to breathe, 



to gasp, to sigh, and to climax. In this way, Laurence creates a ferninist modernist 

discourse of pleasure through the use of silence and space that speaks and de fies. 

A similar moment of corporeal defiance occurs when Rachel goes with Calla to 

the Tabernacle. Rachel is extremely uncornfortable in this place where people "make a 

public spectacle of themselves" (41) by speaking in tongues and by bearing witness to 

those who speak: 

1 want to go home. 1 want to go away and never corne back 1 want-. . . 
Silence. 1 can't stay. 1 can't stand it. i really can't. Beside me, the man 

moans gently, rnoans and stirs, and moans- 
;17hat voice! 
Chaîtering7 crying, ululating, the forbidden transformed cryptically to 

nonsense, dragged fiom the crypt, stolen and shouted, the shuddering of it, the 
fear, the breaking, the release, the grieving- 

Not Calla's voice. Mine. Oh my God. Mine. The voice of Rachel. (42- 
43) 

Coral Ann Howells reads Rachel's pun on crypt and cryptic as the clue to Rachel's fear 

of death as the "true subtext of  her [hysterical] narrative" (98). 1 have already argued 

that Howells's reading limits Rachel's expansive desire. Instead, this passage represents 

a corporeal and visceral response in whic h the surface and depth of the body transform 

the forbidden into language. Rachel's sense of being possessed or taken over is another 

hysterical symptom and is a response that is not based only on a fear of death. Rather, 

Rachel's body emulates Faustian heroism in an attempt to conquer death. She displaces 

this destructive narrative, however, because the body does not die. Instead, the corpse is 

stolen fiom its enclosure. The body defies death. The fieed body signifies Rachel's 

desires, fears, potential, and grief. The voice of Rachel is heard although not yet 

understood. As in Rachel's masturbatory moments, Laurence uses the dash and spaces 

to signie what Rachel cannot yet speak. While Laurence provides the sounds that the 

man utters, she does not give Rachel's words or sounds. Instead, Laurence shows how 



Rachel's body speaks. She displaces the man's moaning with the woman's voice. This 

displacement represents a challenge to a logocentric modernist society that encloses and 

removes women's speech. 

Rachel's pregnancy is the third example of how her body defies patriarchal 

impositions. If one considers that the name hysleria is fiom the Greek hysteros meaning 

womb (OED), then Rachel's imagined pregnancy is her body's most hysterical, de fiant 

sign. The tumour that the body produces, which Rachel ïnitially misreads as a foetus, 

simultaneously signifies desire, death, resistance, anger, vulnerability, trust, fear, speech, 

motherhood, suicide, abortion, and adultery. On a more Literal level, one rnight argue 

that Rachel's turnour is an organic cause for her hysterical symptoms. However, it is 

important to recall tbat lower pelvic edemaiO is a hysterical symptom. In other words, 

Rachel's dissat isfaction rnay be the cause of her tumour or her tumour may be the cause 

of her symptorns. Regardless, as Rachel goes through the process of discovering that 

she has a turnour in her uterus, having the tumour removed, and removing herself fiom 

Manawaka, she sees how people read and misread her body. In maintaining the tumour 

as an ambiguous or wandering sign, the body defies patriarchal discourse in Manawaka. 

Doctor Raven is defied because he reads Rachel's body as virginal. The town is defied 

because the rumours that circulate around Rachel's body narne her as suicida1 and 

promiscuous. Al1 of these namings are both true and false, but Rachel's refùsal to deny 

the nunours dernonstrates that she finally claims her body as a site of resistance that 

speaks back to the status quo in ways that verbal language cannot accomplish. 

10 edema or oedema is fiom the Greek oidema, which means a swelling tumour, fiom 
oidein, to swell 



#en Doctor Raven faces Rachel and rules out pregnancy because she is such a 

"sensible girl" (184), Rachel responds in her mind with sound and gesture: "No words 

for my anger could ever be fou1 or wounding enough, against him, for what he's saying. 

1 could slash gouges out of his seemly face with my mils. 1 could hurl at him a voice as 

berserk as any car crash" ( 1 84). Already Rachel is beginning to acknowledge that both 

her body and her voice are tools. She sees words as inadequate for what she needs to 

express. Instead, she invents her own language that is enacted through her body and 

inscribed ont0 his. By imagining gouging the doctor's face and hurling chaotic sound 

against his ears, Rachel creates a language of excess and flings it out into the comrnunity 

that attempts to confine her. 

While Rachel imagines corporeal responses to Doctor Raven's diagnosis, she 

does not yet move î?om imagination into action. She is still a divided subject who has 

two voices, and she recognizes this when the doctor tells her that she has a tumour: "My 

speaking voice, and then only that other voice, wordless and temble, the voice of some 

wornan muming for ber children" (1 87). This wordless voice is the sound of her body 

in mourning. It is irrelevant that her body does not house a literal foetus. It is enough 

that she imagines herse1 f with child. At the beginning of the novel, the reader sees 

Rachel refushg to give "houseroom in her skull" (8) to rnorbid thoughts, yet now she 

has given houseroorn to the idea of a baby and "No delicate probing would ever dislodge 

it" (1 79). 

The dislodging occurs when Rachel has the operation to remove the tumour. 

While Rachel is under anaesthetic, she mumbles, "'1 am the mother now" (191). The 

body declares itself and is heard. When the nurse repeats what Rachel has said, Rachel 

does not dismiss the staternent. She listens to her body. She incorporates the phrase into 



her waking life and uses it to resist her mother's admonitions and assert her own needs. 

Rachel becornes a speaking subject who w d o n t s  those who have controlled and 

confmed her. She speaks back to her mother when Rachel insists that they niove to the 

Coast. She defies Willard by leaving the school. She opposes Doctor Raven by claimhg 

that he has no power to diagnose her mother's condition. She challenges Manawaka 

society when she refùses to debunk the rumours. Finally, Rachel liberates herself by 

leaving Manawaka and by naming herself an eccentric. By claiming this liberating role, 

she d isplaces the hegemonic discourses t hat have confined her. 

It is instructive to place this ending beside a malestrem modernist narrative in 

order to note how Laurence works against traditional modernist models, which end in 

hopelessness and/or destruction. A Jesr ofGod invites a cornparison to T.S. Eliot's "The 

Love Song of J. Alfied Prufiock," for example. Indeed, the final stanzas of the poem 

show Pru&ock, Iike Rachel, ruminating on growing old. He characterizes himself as 

At tirnes, indeed, almost ridiculous- 
Almost, at times, the Fool. 

I grow old . . . 1 gowold . . . 
1 shall Wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled. 

Shall 1 part my hair behind? Do 1 dare to eat a peach? 
1 shall Wear white flanne1 trousers, and walk upon the beack 
I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each. 

1 do not think that they wili sing to me. 

1 have seen them riding seaward on the waves 
Combing the white hair of the waves blown back 
When the wind blows the water white and black. 

We have lingered in the chambers of the sea 
By sea-g irls wreat hed with seaweed red and h w n  
Till hurnan voices wake us, and we drown. (1 18-3 1) 



Both Rachel and Prufkock i d e n t e  with the character of the Fool, and both of thern 

imagine growing old and waking upon the beach. The main difference between the two 

narratives is located in the tone of the nimination. Rachel embraces her h u e ,  while 

Prufiock laments his. Rachel sees herself as part of the rhythm of the landscape, borne 

by the wind. Prufiock lingers "in the chambers of the sa,"  but he drowns in these 

chambers overhearing but not participating in the mermaids' Song. Both of these 

narratives are love songs; Rachel sings her song, celebrating the sound of her own voice. 

while Prufiock hears the celebratory songs kom a distance. hopeless in a future where 

his own love song announces his death. 

Laurence begins A Jest of God with a child's chant that moves Rachel to a 

troubled reflection on her childhood, and she ends the novel with Rachel's joyful 

anticipation of her fùture. The language that Laurence gives Rachel at the end of the 

novel is riveting, evocative, humorous, insightfùl, and poetic. It is a language coming 

tiom a subject who kmws that she will not know d l .  It is a language that speaks of a 

damaged body learning to heal. It is a language that carries the speaker to a place by a 

sea that she has not seen. even as she imagines herseif there. It is a language that does 

not forget the body as it leaves the mouth: 

1 rnay become, in tirne, slightly more eccentric al1 the tirne. 1 rnay begin to Wear 
outlandish hats, feathered and sequinned and rosetted, and dangling necklaces 
made h m  coy and tiny seashells which I've gathered myself along the beach and 
painted coral-pink with nailpolish. And al1 the kids will laugh, and 1'11 laugh, too, 
in tirne. 1 will be light and straight as any feather. The wind will bear me, and 1 
will drift and settle. and drift and settle. Anything may happen, where I'm going. 
(20% 

This passage, like the child's chant that begins the novel, shows Rachel king rnoved by 

the wind. Instead of the wind blowing high and low but always blowing, this wind 

embodies both movement and stasis. Rachel no longer sees her condition as one of 



binaries, of extrernes. She no longer fears the passage of the. Instead, she 

acknowledges the potential of time and the fieedorn of space. She can act and also be 

acted upon. Her body signifies her eccentric subjectivity even as it is borne by the wind. 



4. POETIC REDRESS: HER BODY, HER HOUSE IN THE FIRE- 
DWLLERS 

Out there in unknown houses are people who live without lies, and who touch 

each other. One day she will discover them, pierce through to them Then 

everything will be al1 right, and she will live in the light of the mniing. (Fire- 

Dwellers 85) 

Sister novel to A Jest of God, The Fire-Dwellers takes place in the same period 

of time as A Jest of God; these two novels occur simultaneously, as do the lives of the 

two Cameron sisters, Rachel and Stacey. Simultaneity is a strategy that resists a 

patriarc hai, hierarc hic structure whic h privileges the iso lated individual over collective 

experience. As Sylvia Fraser states in the 1988 Afterword to The Fire-DwelZers, 

"Laurence recreate[s] the kaleidoscopic sixt ies as experienced by Stacey Mac Aindra . . . 

a woman caught at a particular tirne of her life, in a particular tirne of the female 

collective life" (285). This chapter explores how "woman" occurs "simultaneously ùi 

private and public spaces" (Spivak 1 58) and how tirne and space collapse in the theatre 

of memory where "the past doesn't seern ever to be over" (235). The simultaneous 

woman is layered even tùrther when we consider that, in addition to the simultaneity of 

Stacey's p s t  and present, she also exists simultaneously in the Manawaka cycle with 

her sister, Rachel. In The Fire-Dwellers, Stacey MacAindra performs past and present 

selves and in this way begins to recognize how memory can be resistance against the 

social pressures that bind her. 



Furthemore, Stacey ' s subject ivity and intersubjectivit y (her individually 

focussed self and her relational or communal self) exist and CO-exist simultaneously with 

Rachel's subjectivity and intersubjectivity. This relationship is made implicit in the 

memorialized voice of the prairie tieight train. Both Rachel and Stacey remember 

hearing the wail ofthe fieight trains oftheir childhood. It is a m o d l  sound that 

mocks the Iistener: *'ail the trains ever said was Get on your wuy, somewhere, just so 

someihing will happen, get up andget ouî of this town. So 1 did" (Fire 33). Stacey 

hears the train vo ice commanding her to leave Manawaka, promising her a life of action 

if she leaves. Similarly, Rachel remembers "the sound al1 prairie kids grew up with, the 

trainvoice that said don 't stay don 't stay j w t  don 't ever sfuy-go und keep on gaing 

never mind where. The mourning and mockery of that voice, like blues. The only 

lonelier sound 1 ever heard was the voices of the loons . . . I want to see my sister" (Jest 

174). The fieight train and its mournfùl voice signiS, fbtility, with its multiple 

implications of ineffectiveness, triviality, fluidity, and loquacity (OED). It is a voice 

that will utter Rachel and Stacey's longing and c o ~ e c t  thei  childhoods, but it will not 

provide a strategy of transformation. 

Janet Wolff in her article "The Invisible Flâneuse: Women and the Literature of 

Modemity" describes modemism as a literature concemed with the experiences of men. 

Wolff illuminates Western societies' coding of the public sphere as male and the private 

sphere as female: "The ideology of women' s place in the domestic realm permeated the 

whole of society" (37). Given that rnodernism privileged the public sphere and that the 

public was a place fiom which women were traditionally excluded, Wolff cites the 

following possibilities for fernale city-dwellers: the prostitute, the widow, the old lady, 

the lesbian, the murder victim, and the passing unknown woman. "Woman" can be 



neit her Goethe's Faust ian developer hero, nor Baudelaire's strolling flâneur. Stacey, 

while seemingly unaware o f  lesbian possibilities (unlike Rachel), tries the d e s  of 

heroine and flâneuse, resists old lady, and reclaims prostitute: 

A girl gets on the bus and sits beside Stacey. . . . What's she seeing? Housewife, 
mother of  four, this slightly too short and too amply rumped woman with coat of 
yesteryear, hemlines ail the wrong length . . . lipstick wrong color, and crowning 
comic touch, the hat. . . . 1 want to explain. Under this chapeau lurks a mermaid 
a whore, a rigress. ( 1 5 )  

Stacey recognizes herself as heroine of a tragi-cornedy, dressed for the part of fool, 

complete with hat. But she alsa realizes the falsity of  surface. Although she wears the 

costume of housewife, rnother, fool she identifies as characters living on the rnargins of 

society-in the water, on the streets, in the jungle. Stacey strategically reconstmcts her 

selc the fool' s cap becomes an exotic chapeau as she imagines herself off the bus and 

into ot her, more liberat hg, worlds. Stacey' s eccentric it y-her privileging of marginal 

spaces-enables her to move in a world that values her stasis. As Rachel claims her 

eccentric subjectivity, so Stacey declares eccentric spaces as enabling. Rachel revisions 

private spaces, and Stacey restores public spaces to women. 

It is crucial to examine an implied division between public and private spheres as 

one of the central gender issues within modemism. Men occupy the privileged public 

space of the streets while women are relegated to the private space of the home. 

Women, therefore, must Unagine other possibilities beyond this public/private dualism 

in order to recognize violence within collective practice turned myth. White, rniddle- 

class, housewives are segregated fiom each other, enclosed within theù houses. As 

alluded to in this chapter's opening quotation, the irony o f  a suburban neighbourhood is 

that houses and their occupants are unkno wn even in t heir paradoxical proximit y. 

Stacey knows she exists in a world that is divided into inner and outer-both inside and 



outside her house and her body. She rnust get past the houses and make it to the water in 

order to be touched. She must translate her inner motions to outer action. When she 

fmally meets her lover, Luke: "Crash. Out ofthe inner and into the outer" (161). The 

gent le hands of her lover mornentarily erase the violence of her husband's thumbs on her 

collarbones pressing her into lies and submissions. Stacey constantly strategizes within 

and against the confines of home, which is both her house and her body. 

Paramount to this necessary reconstruction is the need for Stacey to realize that 

her body is her bone-house and that home c m  be wherever she is in the world. David 

Harvey reads Gaston Bachelard's The Poerics of Space in whic h Bachelard theorizes on 

space containing compressed tirne and the house k i n g  the space that is crucial for 

mernory. Harvey States: 

Being, sufised with immemorial spatial rnemory, transcends Becorning. It 
founds al1 those nostalgie mernories of a lost childhood world. 1s this the 
foundation for collective memory, for al1 those manifestations of  place-bound 
nostalgias that infect our images of the country and the city, o f  reg ion, milieu, and 
locality, of neighbourhood and community? And if it is true that tirne is always 
mernorialized not as flow. but as memones or experienced places and spaces, then 
history rnust indeed give way to poetry, tirne to space, as the fîmdamental materia1 
of social expression (2 1 8) 

The one moment in which Stacey gestures towards being in space and tirne rather than 

becorning is when she dances poetry alone in her house in rebellion and celebration: 

'Tm not a good mother. I'm not a good wife. 1 don? want to be. I'm Stacey Carneron 

and 1 still love to dance" (124). She removes the roles of  mother and wife and dances 

hope and hurt and ''the ficking [she's] never yet done" (1 25). She puts on her 'im1ga.r" 

high heels, tight-fitt ing green velvet slacks, and a purple overblouse: "She puts her arms 

out, stretching them in &ont of  her, her fùigers moving slightly, feeling the music as 

though it were tangible there to be touched in the au. Slowly, she begins to dance. Then 



faster and faster" (123-24). Stacey embodies this space, which is both inside her house 

and outside. She is her body because she dresses it as she chooses and rnoves it as she 

likes. Music and space are tangible, but tirne is not. 

Stacey reaches into memory and finds music inside her body. Closing her eyes, 

she perfonis herself as Stacey Cameron and double dances her divided consciousness. 

S he dances alone in her house to Tomrny Dorsie Boogie. She dances h o p  and she 

dances hurt : 

-Once it seemed afmost violent. this music. Now it seems incredibly gentle. 
Sentimental, self-indulgent? Yeh, probably. But 1 love it. It's rny kat .  I can still 
do it. 1 can still rnove without knowing where, beforehand. Yes. Yes. Yes. Like 
t h .  Like this. 1 can. My hips may not be so hot but my ankles are pretty good, 
and my legs. Damn good in fact. My feet stiii know what to do without king 
toM. I love to dance. I love it. 1 love it. It can't be over. 1 can still do it. 1 don't 
do it badly. (125) 

In this one moment, Stacey recognizes music and dancing as places where she can go to 

name herself without labels. After being immersed for so long in a relational self, such 

as wife and mother. Stacey realizes that dancing is a way of recovering her subjective 

self, a way of bringing the subjective self to the surface of her body. What she does not 

realize, however, is that this bifiircated subjectivity is a possible survival strategy. 

Instead, she reflects that although she has not been Stacey Cameron for a long tirne, she 

will "always be her, because that's how [she] started out. But f?om now on, the dancing 

goes on only in the head" (276). While, as Harvey suggests, tirne rnay not be 

memorialized as flow. memory as a fluid space provides an alternative narrative for 

S tacey. Indeed, movement and music are alternat ives to the fixed stances of middle- 

aged wife and mother. 

No longer just, and yet still, Stacey MacAindra, she returns to Stacey Cameon; 

she is both at once. She is present and past, memory and forgetîing. She transgresses 



borders of body and house, touches spaces where Sound and voices and night translate 

into colour. She is merwoman heroine of the still untold story: 

The music crests, subsides, crests again, Mue-green s o u 4  sahater  with the 
incoming tide, the blues of the night fieight trains across snow deserts, the green 
beckoning voices, the men still unheld and the chiidren yet unbom, fhe voices 
cautioning no caution no caution on& dance. ( 1  25) 

Language and ïmagery flow into each other without end or beginning. Borders dissolve 

and senses blend. The lyrical rhythm recalls fieedom and the possibility of existence in 

several places at once. 

The ability to occur in multiple places recalls Harvey's reading of Bachelard; 

Stacey's subjectivity and intersubjectivity connect memory to  place and to childhood. 

This formulation of collective memory links al1 of  the inhabitants of Manawaka, 

especially those who were born in and grew up in Manawaka. By sharing a cornmon 

childhood space, each individual is connected to another and to her own childhood self. 

Furthemore, Harvey's reconceptualization of memory also addresses the need to 

fictionalize history and the need to look to artists for means of social expression. If an 

archetypal Faustian modernkm relies on the destruction of place as a means of narrative 

expression, then it follows that such a narrative would only allow for individual 

expression because the source of collect ive memory would be annihilated. Feminist 

modemism works to reclaim sentirnentality and nostalgia, which suffise discourses of 

place and home. 

The necessary redefinition of home is comected to sentimentality and to finding 

voice within the operation of domestic fiction. This generic engagement is a way of 

blending narrative and ideology to teimagine the world. The malestream modernist 

rnove towards a reversal of value is also a motion away fkom domestic fiction and 



women's writing. Sentimentality is intimately connected with women's writing at the 

same time as it is linked to historical conflicts of rniddle-class culture. Susan Clark. in 

her text Sentimental Modernism, argues: 

From the point of view of literary modernism, sentimentality was both a pst to be 
outgrown and a present tendency to be despked. The gendered character of this 
condernnation seemed natural: women writers were entangled in sensibility, were 
romantic and sentimental by nature, and so even the best rnight not ahogether 
escape this romantic indulgence in emotion and sublirnity. (2) 

Aniliated w ith the modemkt entang lement is resistance against the vemacular and the 

mundane. Clark explains this disconnection fiom the social and fiom history in terms of 

the gendering of intellectuality where a "crisis emerges fiom the rejection of the 

narratives that have explained and legit imated feeling'' (3). The modemist space is the 

public sphere where movement away fiom the home is celebrated even as the home is 

valued as a necessary woman's space implicit in the production of familial happiness, in 

part because the home provides a necessary harbour fiom the storm for husband and 

children. This is why Stacey's dance is so transgressive: Stacey is able to find 

movement away fiom the home while remaining in this valued woman's space. And she 

dances alone. Stacey's dance must be celebrated for the action but also lamented 

because she resolves to dance only inside her head. 

It is this type of voice and transfomiative movement inside the home that is 

silenced and unheard so that half of the history of modemism is muted. Clark believes it 

crucial that the sentimental be restored within rnodernism so that women's experiences 

might be heard and valued. If modernism is about revolution, then women are the key 

revolutionaries because they always already critique notions of individual identity and 

the bourgeois subject : 



But Bodemism also gendered mass culture, i d e n t i m  woman with the rnass and 
regarding its productions . . . like advertising, as objects of critical disdain. 
Modernism developed its antisentimentality into a contemptuous treatment of 
wornen, who had to struggle b t h  internally and externdly with that contempt. (4- 
5 )  

Stacey's internal struggle with male modernkt contempt is apparent in her tendency to 

criticize herself. She internalizes patriarchal criticism and tums it against herseif. This 

self-oppression is ano ther reason why Stacey 's dance is transgressive. S he liberates 

herself intemally and displays this liberation extemally. Her body dances to defi 

patriarchal critique. 

The gendered nature of advertising is made explicit as Stacey is battered by mass 

noise that rises fkom the pages of magazines and throbs 60m the television and radio: 

"'Salad Days-Here's How to be Slim in the Swim.' . . . 'Icings with Spicings.' Flick. 

'A Nervous Breakdown Taught Me Life's Meaning.' Flick" (1 53). Extemal 

disembodied voices teil Stacey how to protect her children and manage her weight. The 

internal voices collide with the external as she internalizes these directives and exerts 

these pressures on herself. She is pummeled by the world which surrounds and 

embodies her. She both recognizes and resists these intrusions: "Listen, God, 1 know it's 

a worthwhile job to bring up four kids. You don't need to propagandize me. I'm 

converted. But how is it 1 can feel as well that I'm spending my life in one unbroken 

series of trivialities" (89)? She speaks to God, who in this instance represents 

disembodied patriarchal voices, and problematizes a world that devalues mundane 

details. The persistent critique of the hegemonic structures is both embling and 

constraining. If mass culture is the feminized enemy of modemist authority, then Stacey 

distinguishes this authority and attempts to revalue the trivialities. By the end of the 



novel, the critique still persists, but the reader hears her question whether the "trivialities 

aren't so bad after ail. They're something to focus on" (280). 

Through multiple layers of voices and hgmented text, Laurence constmcts a 

paralle1 critique to the reality through which her protagonist flicks. While Stacey 

struggles to negotiate the jarring rhetoric, Laurence styiistically investigates social 

impositions. Laurence strategically politicizes her style by critiquing monolithic 

patriarc ha1 narratives w it h hgmentat  ions, mult iple-vo ic ings, and inter fer ences. S he 

goes fùrther in her collapsing of  the h e r  and outer world by bringing the noise and 

events of the world into the home and the city into Stacey's consciousness. In this act, 

Laurence problemat izes hierarchical binary distinctions. Clark highlights and calls 

attention to the notion that while rnodernisrn "practiced a po litics of style . . . it denied 

that style had a politics" (5). Furthemore, she elaborates on this impossible separat ion 

of politics fiom the home: 

Lest we think that the modernist separation o f  literature h m  the kitchen was 
politically innocuous. at worst resisting the influence of a rnass culture that was al1 
too powerfùl outside the domain of literature, consider what else was lost, along 
with the sentimental. The modernist exclusion of  everything but the forms of high 
art acted like a machine for cultural loss of mernory. (6) 

When culture is placed on the other side of the binary fkom politics, women are excluded 

and narned as the dangerous Other. Neither culture nor politics is made available for 

women as a positive identity, thereby leaving women without a viable subject position. 

One of the ways in which Stacey attempts to unifi her hgmented sense of self 

into a viable subject position is to collapse t h e  through rnemory. This strategy is both 

modernist and feminist in configuration. Stacey Cameron, small-town girl fiom 

Manawaka rnoves to the big city, Vancouver. Four years later, at twenty-three years old, 

her life is settled, and she becornes Stacey Mac Aindra. The recovery of  Stacey Cameron 



and the reaiization that the past never seerns to be over even while it is always already 

beginning, is implicit to the movement of the novel. A second ferninidmodemifi 

strategy is the way Laurence overlaps form and content by using five distinct voices that 

are represented by variations in typography. Regular font signifies a third-person point 

of view while regular font preceded by a dash ident fies a first-person point of view. 1 f a 

passage is in regular font, but is indented, this typography indicates a remembered 

moment. Words printed in italic s represent Stacey' s Stream of consciousness. Passages 

typed al1 in capital letters are the media interruptions that punctuate Stacey's life. 

Through this cacophony of utterances, Stacey reaches for a place where she can 

recognize herself without the labels of  mother and wife, where she can reconcile both 

subjective and intersubjective selves. 

Voices in advertisements are not the only voices that remind Stacey of her place 

in the home. If the intemal rhythrns of Stacey's body are poetic and liberating, then the 

traditional rhymes are the chants that tonnent her, that claim she cannot exist 

simultaneously : 

Ladybird ladybini 
Fly away home; 
Your house is on f i e ,  
Your children are gone. (7,209,280) 

Like A Jest of God, The Fire-Dwellers opens with a child's rhyme. This rhyme returns in 

the rnouth of Stacey's lover, Luke. Stacey also recalls this rhyme at the end of the novel, 

but the repetition of  the rhyme changes slightiy: the final line is now "Your children are ..." 

The ellipsis opens a space of possibility, an affirmation that Stacey has brought her children 

into king to script their own subjective and intersubjective relations. Along with that 

blank space comes hope and "another episode" (280). 



The rhyme taunts her, but it also provides her with the safety of an identity that 

the world values. This security in itself is seductive. Safe in the role of mother, she 

takes her children with her into the world because it is easier to face 'tvith one of them 

along. Then I know who I 'm supposed to be" (90). At the same tirne, the role of mother 

is one of the strongest bonds in her perceived entrapment. Paradoxically, she believes 

that this role is one at which she is not good. Stacey defines herself in the singular, 

provides only one option o f  how she can be in the world. However, through the 

resistance of memory and the fluidity of dance. she is capable of living simultaneously: 

Stacey, mother, wife, lover, dancer. She h d s  Luke because she leaves her house in an 

attempt to define herself outside in the worid. With Luke, she recreates her self by lying 

about her age and becoming a young lover. Confimiing a name that she has already 

chosen for herself, he transforms the medium in which she exists by calling her 

merwornan. She breathes both air and water. But, once there, once touched by him, 

home still haunts her, still surnrnons her back. Ladybird ladybird. Yet she is gratefiil to 

Luke for: "show[ing] me where 1 belonged, when you said What can 't you leaveT3 

(252). "You faced me and touched me. You were gentle" (253). With Luke, Stacey is 

faced instead o f  defaced, given fluid possibilities instead of fixed labels. Alone, she has 

no relational self and no story that tells of woman in motion negotiating both the public 

streets and the private rooms of her world. 

Hélène Cixous in "Sorties: Out and Out: AttackdWays Out/ Forays" writes o f  

the dilemma for women who look for, but do not recognize themselves in the world: 

"What is my place if I am a woman? 1 look for myself throughout the centuries and 

don't see myself anywhere" (5 74). Stacey looks for herself as she walks the city streets, 

flips pages of  magazines, takes evening courses, taks  to God, and travels in her 
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memory. Prevailing ideologies, which structure the world do not reflect her back to 

herself. Instead, she waks  the streets and sees a girl she misrecognizes as "myself 

coming back to meet me with a wiser chance" (85). She reads a magazine article that 

tells her there are"Nine Ways the Modem Mum May Be Ruining Her Daughter" (1 7). 

Her Aspects of  Contemporary Thought teacher admonishes Stacey not to spend her Iife 

worrying because "Pre-mouniing is a f o m  of self-indulgence" ( 1 5). S he imagines God 

asking her, "Siacey MacAindra, whar hove you done wiih your life?" (14). And her 

memory takes her dancing: "Knowing by instinct how to move, loving the boy's 

closeness . . . loving the male smell of him. Stacey spinning like light, like al1 the 

painted singing tops of ail the spinning world, whirling laughter across a polished floor. 

Five minutes ago. Is tirne?" ( 1 5). Stacey inst inctually recognizes cyclical spatial and 

tirne patterns in the world, yet the closest she comes to recognizing her simultaneous 

selves is in memory. She has no way to different iate inside from outside because she 

has not yet realized that the two are not separate. 

Stacey remembers seventeen, remembers her sensual body. She is al1 the singing 

tops of ail the spinning worlds. She is seventeen-twenty-two years ago, five minutes 

ago. She moves through tirne, cornpressing it, and simultaneously moves through space. 

She is simultaneous with the motion of the world. In this moment of  Stacey's 

remembering, she tmnscends the ordinary and becornes mythic in a fleeting eternal 

moment of childhood. She defies both God and a popular culture that defme success in 

an American Drearn of m t h e r  and wife as the supenvoman who loves staying at home 

to care for family and home. Instead, she is a modem subject working towards a 

strategy of reconstruction by redefining home. 



S tacey 's vo ices mediate bet ween domest ic concenis and popular culture, internal 

remembering and extemal forgetting. She defines herself through her role as wife and 

mother and moves through the world with more ease wearing these masks because they 

signifi who she is supposed to be. It is the remembered passion and &dom propelling 

her past that she does not know how to embody. Her language dislocates her fiorn her 

family, who speak through silence instead of in: "full technicolor and intense detail. 

And that's okay. . . . Ian gets the message. It's his language, t w .  I wish it were mine. 

Al1 1 can do is accept that it is a language, and that it works, at least sometimes. And 

maybe it's mine more than 1 like to admit" (269-70). The tenuous balance that Stacey 

achieves collapses even as it rebuilds in her internal dialogues. Through unconscious 

speech, like Rachel's glossolalia, she attempts a movement away fiom the sites of her 

confiement. 

Hélène Cixous theorizes the parallel location and dislocation connected with 

wornan's movement within and towards her seE 'Through the same opening that is her 

danger, she cornes out of herself to go to the other, a traveler in unexplored places; she 

does not refùse, she approaches, not to do away with the space between, but to see it, to 

experience what she is not, what she is, what she can be" (Newly Born 86). 1 would add 

to Cixous's list that a woman also experiences what she has been, incorporating her past 

into her present subjectivity. Stacey approaches the unexplored places and glimpses the 

possibility of a reimagined self. 

However, Stacey's rnodernist condition is one of tragedy. Though Stacey writes 

herself as heroine, she ends her story in suspension between death and dancing. Seeing 

the world as trap and not travel, she condemns even while she consoles herself: "Well, in 

the head isn't such a terrible place to dance" (276). Stacey is becoming rather than 



king Spivak's "appropriate subject for . . . a new story . . . that &es visible al1 the 

plural arenas that are suppressed when history is written with the representative man as 

its subject" (158). This story is possible for Stacey because she damed and remembered 

and forgot. She imagined herselfaway from the house where Mac invades her space. 

She lived alone in her body, away fiom his hands on her collarbones forcing her to say 

there is no pain. But her forgetting is too great. Instead, as Cixous tells us, the mother 

listens and dances inside, quiet in her rnovement fiom bed to bed to bed: 

Bridebed, chiidbed, bed of death . . . a bed of pain in which the mot her is never 
done with dying . . . the bed fkaming endless erotic daydreaxns . . . voyages in her 
mernories. S he wanders, but lying down. In drearn. Ruminates. Talks to herself. 
Woman's voyage: as a body. As if she were destined . . . to be the n o m i a l ,  
nonpolitical, nonhuman half of the living structure. On nature's side o f  this 
structure, of course, txelessly l i s t e h g  to what goes on inside-inside her belly, 
inside her "house." ("Sorties" 563-64) 

Stacey will listen to the dance inside her belly and inside her head and will try to believe 

that inside is not such a terrible place to be. 

Relentlessly, inside pursues outside. There is hope for the fùture because 

although Stacey may have suspended dancing, she has not stopped questioning: "She 

feels the city receding as she slides into sleep. Will it return tomorrow?" (28 1); this final 

line of the novel implies the possibility of movement. For Stacey, her movement brings 

the extemal to the interna1 where the objectified outer city pulses inside her house and 

her body. She is joined both to the city and to her family by fluid bindings. The 

question o f  tomorrow coincides with her slip into sleep where al1 tomorrows and p s t  

tomorrows occur simultaneously. The ambiguous it both reveals and disguises whether 

she is speaking of her sleep or the city or the quietly secured house and family. The 

ending disrupts closure and incorporates fhgility into prolonged reopenuigs of 

possibility. 



In The Fite-DweZZers, Margaret Laurence constructs a feminist rnodenùst 

narrative by using subversive narrative strategies as a way to invent stories with a female 

subjectivity. Through mmentat ion and polyphony, memory and movement, Laurence 

represents Stacey MacAindra's experiences as types of stmggles in which Canadian 

women must engage if they are to persistently critique traditional social conventions and 

produce social change. The Fire-Dwellers is a novel that resists stasis and disrupts a 

malestream modernist practice which names wonian as contemptible. Instead, Stacey 

questions power structures which threaten to keep her body confmed. She strategizes 

beyond endings in movements toward uncertain fùtures. She resists isolation by moving 

through time in her rnemory and through space with her body. She redresses herself in a 

poetics of dance and articulates herself in a multiplicity of voices. 



5 .  FLOATING PIQUE: "HARBMGER OF MY DEATH, CONTINUER 
OF LIFE" 

The preceding chapters have dernonstmted how the train signifies loss and 

leaving in The Stone Angel, division in A Jest ofGod, and rnourning and escape in The 

Fire-Dwellers. Each of these meanings provides insight into the identity of each novel's 

protagonist. In addition, individual chapters address the complex relationship each 

protagonist has with her children For example, in The Stone Angel, Hagar deals with 

the death of her youngest son. In A Jesf of God, Rachel becomes rnother to her mo ther 

and to the children whom she teaches. In The Fire-Dwellers, Stacey pre-mowns the 

death of her children and escapes through rnernory into her own childhood body. 

In The Diviners, the train signifies infinite possibility: the train "[goes] into the 

Everywhere, where anyt hing may happen" (303). Pique, Mo rag ' s child, also signifies 

unknown possibility. Through Pique, Laurence brings attention to the fullest range of 

contradictions in Canadian society, historically and presently. One aspect of Laurence's 

modemist impulse is to put instability to work by showing how it encourages movement 

and intervent ion. Laurence writes against a malestream rnodernist narrative of an 

archetypal Faustian individual destructive hero by constmcting a heroine-Morag 

Gunn-who transforms and creates community by enabling the multiple voices that she 

hem to be heard by others. This chapter argues that Pique is a floating signifier-both a 

character with an individual identity and a signifier that charts Morag's entrance into 

story-who de fies and displaces the hegemonic centre by adding multiple individual and 



communal stories to alreaày existing narratives. Through Pique, a community is created 

that expands beyond the breadth of a country and the length of a novel. 

The complex relationship between Pique and Morag, between a Métis w o m  

and her white mother, opens a crucial space simultaneously hl1 of potential and fraught 

with adversity. Pique is a h s t  wnstantly on the move. The space that opens is the 

literal geographical space that is created as Pique moves away iiom Morag. It is also a 

storied space. As Pique travels across Canada, she charts Morag's story. Each of 

Pique's movements, or anticipated rnovements, prompts Morag's mernories, which 

become narratives. As the novel progresses, Pique's physical mvement through space 

propels Morag's narrative rnovement through tirne and memory and into story. 

Together, they embody and create a revisionary modemist narrative. one that contains 

many stories within The Diviners. The body of the mother and the body of the child are 

both independent and interdependent as they de@ destruction and create alternatives. 

I t  follows that the signifier Pique is a narrative strategy which enables a plurality 

of meanings. Pique constructs herself as a literal floating signifier on  the f is t  page of 

The Diviners when she leaves the following note for Morag : 

Now please do not get al1 uptight, Ma I can look d e r  myself. Am going West. 
Alone, at least for now. If Gord phones, tell him I've drowned and gone floating 
down the river, crowned with algae and dead minnows, like Ophelia. ( 1 1 ) 

Pique imagines herself as a floating Ophelia figure, regal and tragic in her drifiings. 

Significantly, Pique uses this image as a way to elude Gord. When she compares herself 

to Shakespeare's Ophelia, Pique understands that Ophelia is an archetpal image that 

Gord will understand. Pique uses the Ophelia figure to cut across t h e  and place, gender 

and race. To construct herself as an Ophelia figure is to write baçk and in to an Anglo- 

Saxon literary tradition while she searches for languages and stories that represent her 



own history. Notably, Pique chooses the female water figure Ophelia as her model. In 

this cornparison, Pique is connected to a wornan in Literary history and to the other 

Manawaka heroines who see water as a transformative element. Pique's description of 

Ophelia also connects to a modem condition in its arnalgamation of the horrific with the 

beautiful: Ophelia is described as a regal figure even in death. When Pique retunis fiom 

her watery travels, she has songs that her father has given to her and her landscape now 

includes the mountain and the valley. Pique's history includes the literary and the oral. 

Shakespeare and the ferninine, Métis tales and the masculine. When Pique leaves a note 

in Morag's typewriter telling Morag that she is "going West. Alone, at least for now" 

(1 l), Pique writes herself into Morag's story while also writing her own wornan's life 

and her own story. 

The condition of a feminist Canadian modernism is composed in part by 

impossible contradictions that are made apparent and possible. It is this notion of 

making something apparent out of the impossible that defines both a feminist aesthetic 

and a modernist challenge. The opening paragraph of  The Diviners provides a usehl 

metaphor for a contradictory condition that becomes a feminist strategy, especially when 

taking into consideration that Pique's Ophelia figure floats in this river: "The river 

flowed both ways. The current moved fkom north to south but the wind usually came 

fiom the south, rippling the bronze-green water in the opposite direction. This 

apparently impossible contradiction, made apparent and possible, still fascinated Morag, 

even after the years of river-watching" (1 1). Morag watches the river ''trying to avoid 

thought. but this ploy was not successfiil. Pique had gone away" ( 1 1 ). The connection 

between Pique and the river is explicit. In previous chapters, 1 have looked at how the 

death of a child, or the fear of  a child's death, influences a mother's identity. This fear is 
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examined again in The Diviners. However, in this case, Pique's floating body is 

enabling, regenerative, defiant, and contradictory. Her body simultaneously resists and 

contains Morag's stories-both irnagined and realized-while writing its own stories as 

well. It follows then that this paragraph also speaks to the importance of the female 

gaze, whiç h bears witness to and then translates apparently impossible contradictions 

into accessible rnulti-voiced narratives. 

Laurence's use of simultaneity in The Diviners is an important mdemist and 

feminist strategy. For women, simultaneity connects su bject ivity and intersubject ivity, 

the individually focused self and the relat ional or communal self Cixous clairns that 

"As subject for history, woman always occurs simultaneously in several places . . . 

personal history blends together [sic] with the history of  aU women, as well as national 

and world history" ("Laugh" 882). This spiraling outward-fiom the individual to the 

communal-embraces women without erasing difference. Communities connect with 

comrnunities and individuals touch each other. even if only for a fleeting moment. In 

other words, when an individual woman sees herself represented in narrative, she 

imagines a cornrnunity of women that share her experiences. She is simultaneously an 

individual and part of a collective. 

One way that a feminist aesthetic of simultaneity is created is by interweaving 

memory and imagination. Simultaneity is especially important when the fernale subject 

is a writer because through her creation of story, she connects to herself and to other 

women. Cixous expresses the necessity of  writ h g  as a 

process of different abjects knowing one another and beginning one another 
anew only h m  the living boundaries of the other: a mu hiple and inexhaustible 
course wit h millions of encounters and transformations of the same into the other 
and into the in-between, h m  which woman takes her fom. (i2augh" 883) 



This ideology dismant les a binary logic that names and places the other as Other without 

exploring the possibilities of  self and the in-between or lirninal, space. The -'living 

boundaries of the other" intemiingle with the self s boundaries so that at moments, one 

is indistinguishable fiom the other. For example, when Morag is writing Spear of 

Innocence she taks about how she "has felt Lilac's feelings. The blood is no less real 

for k i n g  invisible to the extemal eye" (249). In this moment of me- and 

imagination, Morag recalls Eva and experiences pain for Lilac. The boundaries of 

Morag's self intermingle with both her remembered past and the present she is 

fic t ionalizing . 

One aspect of moving beyond fieshed boundaries is recognizing the complex 

multiplicity of existence. Knowledge is not sirnply contained in the present moment, but 

in al1 the intricate connections that form this moment. Morag speaks of this bulk as an 

embodiment of present and past selves, as multiple, connected beings: 

We think there is one planet called Earth, but there are husands, even millions, 
like a snake shedding its skin every so ofien but with al1 the old skins still 
bunched around it. You live inside the creature for quite a while, so it cornes as a 
shock to find you're living now in one of the husked-off skins, and sometimes you 
c m  touch and know about the creature as it is now and sometimes you can't. 
( 188) 

When Morag thinks about the past, she thinks about it as "Another shed skin of another 

Me'' (1 88). She is the creature at the centre of these lives, but she cannot decide whether 

she wants to leave her other skins behind as remnants, as evidence to others of her 

living. or whether she wants to keep them attached. as proof to herself that she has lived. 

This experience is a modernist condition, for she is awkwardiy connected to the past 

while uncertaidy anticipatory about her place in the present and future. 



Another way of  reading these "husked-off skins" is to see them as roles that 

Morag has worn (and still wears) at various moments in her life. Like Hagar, Rachel, 

and Stacey, Morag has lived in several skins as daughter, lover, wife, and mother. 

Stacey characterizes these roles as  masks that she wears, but Morag sees them as skins 

that cannot be completely removed. The skin that she is presently living inside is the 

skin of the mother, and it is a skin that cannot be shed. Pique's absence, the physical 

separation of a mother from a ctiild, is what shocks Morag into realizing that she is 

living in this mother-skin. She is covered with Pique. Everything she touches contains 

traces of her self as mother and of  Pique as the always present child. 

5.1 "going west" 

Pique's movements are the impetus and fiame for Morag's own stories. As 

Pique leaves to go West so Morag remembers and narrates her own series of leavings. 

Leaving, however, a h  implies arriving. Each time Pique leaves, both Pique and Morag 

simultaneously anticipate an arrivai, which signifies an entrance into knowledge and 

story. Leaving does not mean leavïng behind. Pique's travels contain both the past and 

the present. Stones are not replaced but displaced. They are not erased but added to. 

Laurence's feminist modemist mode1 for a transformed society is not based on a 

paradigm that replaces one story with another. She suggests that stories be added to 

each other so that ail voices are heard. Importantly, Pique, as a signifier tbat floats 

throughout the novel, is the surface. the skin through which meaning is produced and 

stories are reproduced by Morag. Indeed, one cannot read The Diviners without 

acknowledging Pique's (primarily absent) presence throughout Morag's narrative. In 

other words, Morag 's narrative is informed by Pique's presence. 



The mother's body defies singularity in that it contains traces of the child. 

Morag explores this embodiment when she looks through old photographs. She sees the 

photographs as both a totem and a part of her spirit, and she keeps them not for what is 

apparent but for what is hidden (14). This dual-voicing, the way in which a signifier 

produces multiple meanings that are apparent and hidden on the page, demonstrates how 

meaning is layered and how some meanings are more accessible than others. Robert 

Kroetsch in his article "Beyond Nationalism: A Prologue" talks about the snapshot as a 

mocking of authority because it depends on an amateur to provide proof, and it relies on 

memory to analyze this novice evidence: 'The snupshor suggests the local it suggests 

the magic of recovery, the metaphysics of tirne stoppeci, the validation of art by art 

denied. And it adrnits, through its lack of intentionality, that even in knowing we cannot 

know" (Lovely Treachery 69). The photograph, there fore, represents bo th the local and 

the mythic, the individual story and the collective history. In the recreation of a 

photograph in words the writer re-collects the image and processes it again to tell a 

story beyond and behind the story already seerningly apparent in the snapshot. 

The füst snapshot at which Morag looks is a photograph taken in the middle of 

the 1920s. Morag is both hidden and apparent. She is "concealed behind the ugliness of 

Louisa's cheap housedress, concealed in her mother's flesh, invisible. Morag is still 

buried alive, the first burial" ( 1 5). Morag's reading of this photograph is infiormed by 

her fear of her own child's death; she reads this photogaph as an image that contains 

both life and death: her own life and death. This is the first visible contradiction. There 

is a simultaneous revealing and concealing, and Morag embodies the fiiture and is 

embodied by the past. She is both mother and child. Now forty-seven, Morag is no 



longer contained in her mother's body even as she will rernain so in the fiame of the 

photograph. 

By the end of Part One, "River of Now and Then," Morag and her parents have 

switched places. Morag is five years old when her parents die of polio, and looking 

back forty-two years later at their nearly simultaneous deaths, Morag tries remember ing 

the life she shared with her parents. She sees that story is the way that death is 

transcended. The death of  a person does not mean the end o f  his or  her story. Initially, 

Morag is hstrated because she only remembers theu deaths with any certainty. She 

does not trust her mernory to give her an accurate account o f  their lives. She then 

questions whether an inaccurate memory is really more important than the alternative 

life that she has invented for al1 of them. Morag's fear of forgetting is lulled by the 

assurance that she embodies her parents as much as her mother once embodied her: 

They remain shadows. Two sepia shadows on an old snaphot, îwo barely moving 
shadows in my shadows whose few remaining worak and acts I have 
invented Perhaps I only want their forgiveness for having forgotten ihem. I 
remember their deaths, but not their lives. Yet they 're inside me, jlowing unknown 
in my bZood and moving unrecognized in my shll .  (27) 

Her ancestors remain with her in visible and invisible ways. While her parents once 

gave life to her, now Morag invents life for her parents. Creation flows both ways. 

Underlying this realization is the idea that Morag's own story is king created by Pique. 

While Hagar, Rachel, and Stacey al1 embody characterist ics of Canadian ident ity, 

it is Morag who takes these lives one step firther as she recreates them in writing. Each 

of these protagonist 's narratives is a narrative of Canadian experience. Robert Kroetsch 

discusses the search for shared rneta-narratives as necessary for the writing of individual 

stories. He claims that these meta-narratives evade the Canadian imagination in the 

same way that Canadians cannot decide upûn a moment of  origin. Canadians can 



neither be united nor disunited because "each move of  a generation back into t h e  

doubles the number of  ancestors instead of refining itself toward a sacred moment" 

(LoveZy Treachery 27). Rather than a linear history, fiagments of a story are unearthed. 

Kroet sck reading Michel Foucault, uses the imagery o f  archaeo logy to ground the 

layered, ftagmented, discontinuous narratives of the past against the "coerced unity of a 

traditional history" (7). This insistence upon mult iplic ity and uncertaint y and the 

persistent critique of Canadian history are reflected in the literature that modem and 

arguably postmodern Canadians produce. 

This experience of going back to ghostly shadows of ancestors leads Kroetsch to 

laugh at those who say that Canada has no ghosts: "Canada lacks ghosts. H a  We are 

our own ghosts" (Loveiy Treachery 57). Certainly, this insight is usehl when thinking 

about the spectral presence of Wagar in The Stone Angel. Indeed, Hagar's presence also 

haunts The Diviners as her plaid pin becomes Morag's ancestral pin. Canada's meta- 

narrative then becornes a meta-narrative about multiplicity and difference, mernory and 

forgetting. For example, Morag's shadow parents are two of the ghosts whom she 

makes live by her own living. The more she writes of their shadowy existence, the more 

solid they become. 

Morag's struggle with language exists throughout the entire novel, both in the 

present and the past. Fonn and content echo each other as Morag experirnents with 

words. Her fkagmented and repetitive life is reflected in sentence fragments and 

repetition, especially as she runs her "Memorybank Movies": 

The long long long long street, and Morag wallcing, slowly. Her hand, sweaty, in 
Christie's hand. His hand is like when you feel the bark of a tree, rough rough. 
Not far now. She wishes it was about another million miles. Al1 kids have to go 
to school when they are six. It is LAW. What means Law?'(38) 



Even as early as six years old, Morag is questioning and asking for clarification about 

words. At this point, law means she has to go to school and in this hierarchy she, with 

Eva Winkler, is near the bottom. 

One of the enforcers of this law is the teacher, and, interesthgly, Morag sees her 

teacher much the same way as Rachel, in A Jest of God, sees both herself and the teacher 

before her, as though al1 teachers are giants emerging Eom the landscape, part hero, part 

tormentor, part jester: "The teacher is a lady. Tall, giant, like a big tree waking and 

waving its arms. A tree wearing spectacles. Morag giggles, but inside" (40). Morag 

reflects upon how as a child she understood that part of a female's survival in a 

patriarchal world depends upon keeping her body under control and keeping her sounds 

silent, inside. Laurence shows how the status quo is perpetuated and also how it can be 

resisted by showing Morag's transformation into a woman who understands how her 

voice and her body can displace and defi authority. 

If Morag's fkgmented childhood world is reflected in sentence fragments, the 

teacher. Miss Crawford, is effluvium that gushes and touches all. It seems, to Morag, 

that Miss Crawford pushes al1 her words together into an incomprehensible lump. 

Morag leanis from watching Miss Crawford that a person needs to be careful with how 

she uses words: 

The teacher says a whole lot of stuff welcome boys and girls 1 know we're going 
to get along just beautifùlly and 1 know you're going to work hard and not make 
any trouble and 1 may as well say right now that troublemakers will find 
themselves in trouble and it is the ruler across the hands for them and the really 
bad behavers get the strap h m  the Plincipal. (40) 

The body is the site of debasement and of the inscription of power. By darnaging the 

body, authority figures assure theu dominant position. This passage brings together 

language and the body and shows how both words and gestures cm  speak. 



Morag leanis a language of words and a language of the body and redefines both 

to rnake them more representative of her own experiences. Miss Crawford becornes 

Miss Crawfïsh and Morag translates Eva's tears into sound "dripdripdrip-splot," using 

assonance to connect the dripping of her tears to the dropping of her excrement: "Eva 

scuffs out. Plopplop-plop behind her as she begins to nin and the floor has stuff on it 

yellow-brownish and smelly" (41). M e r  the first &y o f  school is over, Morag is 

disgusted that she does not yet know how to read the page (42) although she reads the 

world very effectively. She lems to control her body: 'Wang ont0 your shit and never 

let them know you are ascared" (42). 

Morag's swearing, watching, and listening are tools that she uses to resist and 

subvert authority. She watches how teachers react to students' behaviour; she listens to 

how students talk about and to each other; and she conducts herself accordingly. The 

contradiction between her tirnely swearing (never at school) and silence (at school), 

between her bisterousness and her sulleness rnakes her dificult to read. The teachers 

cannot determine whether she is bright or dim. Morag uses this confision to her favour. 

Her strategy is never to "let on" (72). Once you are named and categorized, then they 

have possession of you in a way that Morag refbses. 

Through poetic play, Morag's words also generate new understandings. As an 

adult, Morag makes sense of the world by watching and listening and then translating 

into written language. When she remembers her childhood, she sees that even as a child 

she was interested in a modemist comection between death and beauty, deterioration 

and decoration. These apparent contradictions ùiform the questions that Morag 

explores. How can something be both beautifûl and ugly? Both alive and dead? These 

questions also stem ffom Morag's own fears surroundhg Pique's well-king. When 
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Morag is a child, bluebottle flies burrow, nuzzle, and crawl across the kitchen table, and 

Morag watches the ugly flies with the beaut ifid name: "When she peers close, she can 

see that their wings are shining, both blue and green. Can they be beautifid and filthy?" 

(49). When Prin explains to Morag about how her only child was born dead, Morag is 

shocked: 'Dead when born? Oh. How could you be born and dead at the same t h e ? '  

(53). Morag investigates the dominant binary thinking and begins to discover that the 

world is not dualistic. Although to some the gap between beauty and filth, life and 

death, may seem impossible to bridge, to Morag that gap is what is important. What 

exists in that gap is possibility. 

Morag fmds possibility within gaps because that is where she stands. The 

hidden, the unsaid, the unmentionable are what she sees and what she translates, and 

therefore d e s  visible and spoken. She is of  the farm and of the town. Her parents are 

dead, yet Christie and Prin becorne her parents. The past and the present exist 

sirnultaneously. Her education cornes fiom books and mouths. She reads Wordsworth 

and Christie reads old songs and performs them for Morag. Christie believes in the 

power of songs and tales. He believes in passion and conviction. He shows Morag how 

to embody both, fiom the pages of books and fiom the seat of his wagon. Morag takes 

fiom many places and rnakes this knowledge her own. Pique's leaving in search o f  her 

own knowledge leads Morag to reflect on her own processes of acquiring knowledge. 

What Morag remembers is related to trying to understand Pique's desires and needs. 

Morag's sees that her education cornes fiom a variety of places, and what she 

l e a m  as a child fiorn the LAW is very different than what she learns fiom other places 

and people, especially in t e m s  of her identity and her place in the social order. Morag 

rolls her "Memorybank Movie: The ThistZe Shamrock Rose Entwine the Maple Leuf 
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Forever," and the reader sees Morag's identity king constructed by what is inside and 

what is outside: 

Morag is twelve, and is she ever tough. She doesn't walk al1 hunchd up any 
more, like when she was a little kid. Nosiree, not her. She is taIl and she doesn't 
care who knows it. Her tits have swollen out already, and she shows them off by 
walking straight, swinging her shoulders just a little bit. Most of  the girls are still 
as flat as boards. She has started her monthlies, too, and occasionally lets kids like 
Mavis or Vanessa, who haven't started, know it by a dropped remark here and 
t h e .  She is a woman, and a lot of them are just kids. (70) 

Morag's body and attitude, even more than the length of her dresses, provide her with an 

identity that is distinct and separate fiom that of the other children, especially the other 

girls, and she uses what she has to her advantage. Morag chooses not to let class be 

what distinguishes her. Instead, she fashions her own image and identity, and that 

identity is, again, one built on contradictions. Although her body is developing as a 

woman. she uses her body in a way that resists the female stereotype. She is tough, and 

she does not "fight like a girl scratching with her fingemails. She slugs with her closed 

fist. Boys or girls, it makes no difference" (70). Morag will confiont anyone and 

protect Eva Winkler against anyone, except Eva's father. Morag is tough, but she also 

knows when she c a ~ o t  win a battie. 

Aspects of Morag's identity are founded on what is present outside her body, as 

well. For instance, she overhears her teachers' conversations as they discuss her 

attitude, but she uses this information to her advantage. By knowing how she is being 

labelled, she can subvert their expectations, contradict their labels. People with whorn 

Morag has contact are one aspect of identity-making and place is another. If landscape 

and place are meta-narratives that speak to a Canadian identity, then the school building 

where the LAW is taught and applied also informs Morag's sense of s e l f 4  it is a 

distinctly British identity that is prornoted. Although as a child Morag criticized the 



classroom when she stopped singing because of Jules, the fact that Morag's daughter is 

Métis suggests that Morag 's present critic ism of  her grade six classroorn gains force and 

is idormed by Pique's racialized identity. Morag sees the classroom as  she did when 

she was twelve, but she also sees it more clearly as  a space that would exclude her 

daughter as it excluded Pique's father. 

On the walls o f  the Grade Six r m m  are two "great big h m e d  pictures. No 

colours, just very dark brown or black, shadowy. One is of two people, a man and a 

woman, dressed in olden days poor clothes, kneeling down. me Angelus. Which means 

a bel1 is tolling, telling them it is tirne to pray" (79 ."  Painted between 1857 and 1859, 

The Angelus, by Jean-François Millet, depicts a man and a woman standing in a field 

that they are harvesting with a pitchfork, a basket, and a rustic wheelbarrow. The 

Angelus is a French realist painting that privileges b t h  the individual and the Iandscape. 

These peasants dominate the foreground of  the painting with the land stretching beneath 

their feet and the church steeple a mere shadow on the horizon. The man faces forward 

with his hat in his hand and the pitchfork beside him as rigid in the soi1 as the man 

hirnself. The woman is in profile with her head so bent that her nose almost touches the 

horizon. These are pious people who respect both land and God-a good lesson for 

children to learn. While the criticism of the time objected to the "dirtiness" o f  the 

painting, contemporary critic John Canaday says that "Millet's noble poor seem a little 

self-conscious of their symbolic importance, a little too cleaned up to srnack 

convincingly of the soi1 of which they are supposed to be an emanation" (164). Morag, 

however. sees the two figures as the school intends her to see them. They are poor and 

" Laurie Ricou and Gillian Siddall discuss The Deah of Generd WoI$e, but neither of 
them discusses The Angelus. 



humble, and the picture speaks of days past. They are a reminder of  how far society has 

corne, while reminding the children that these pious and humble figures are still 

recognizable and familiar. 

Furthermore, Morag's memory expands upon the symbolism embodied in The 

Angelus. Morag remembea the picture wit h the two figures kneeling-not standing- 

on the soil, subordinate to both God and land. This mis-remembering illustrates the 

effects of time and the expansion of story. While the figures change positions in the 

remembered image, the content and intent of the painting remain the same. Nothing is 

lost in this transiation. Rather, the symbolism is intensified as the landscape disappears 

!?om memory and the figures' poverty and subservience are foregrounded. Morag's 

earlier questions about the importance of inaccuracies are answered; the inaccuracies are 

less important than the poetically truthfiil telling. Like the snapshot, the painting also 

demonstrates Kroetsch's notion of the unknowable. Morag cannot know the life of  

those two figures, but the famil iar landscape gives the illusion of knowledge. Unlike the 

snapshot, the print o f  the oil painting represents not the local, but the foreign-the 

foreign in both tirne and place. This painting represents another time and another place, 

yet even the familiar can be found in the unfamiliar. Both the snapshot and the painting 

are an attempt to create the mythic and the noble. 

The second painting on the wall of the Grade Six classroom is even more 

complex, both for what is present and what is hidden: "The other picture is worse-a 

whole lot of soldiers looking terrible, and a drooping Union Jack, and in the rniddle a 

man falling or fainting (dying, actually) with his eyeballs rolling upwards. The Deuth of 

General Woljé" (75). Painted by Benjamin West in 1770, The Death of General Wove 

portrays James Wolfe's death on the Plains of Abraham in 1759. The painting 



represents a pivotal event in Canadian history . The painting's cornplexit y, however, 

stems fiom its context, its content, and its reception. As Daniel Francis explains in The 

Irnaginary Indian: The Image of the Indian in Canadian Culrure, the painting 

became one of the most enduring images of the British Empire, reproduced on tea 
trays? wall hangings and drinking mugs. . . . Today it still appears in history 
textbooks as an accurate representation of the past. Yet as an historical document. 
it is largely a work of fiction In reality, Wolfe died apart h m  the field of baîtle 
and only one of the men seen in the painting was actually present. Other officers 
who were present at the death refùsed to be included in the painting because they 
disliked General Wolfe so much. (1 3)  

Painted by an American living in London, it depicts a romanticized view of a victory 

that rnakes Canada a British colony. A hero is made on a canvas, not on the battlefield, 

and Morag recognizes the posturing present without understanding al1 that is hidded2 

Benjamin West was bom near colonial Philadelphia in 1738. At twenty-one, he 

was sent to Rome to study art. An American with flair, West used Europe's fascination 

with Native peoples to his advantage, "claiming to have had his k t  painting lessons 

tiom wandering Indians who had shown him how they made colors fiom clay to paint 

their faces" (Canaday 25). He becarne immensely popular in Italy and then went to 

London three years later and was equally successful. He received many commissions 

fiom king under the patronage of King George III, and he was a leader in the founding 

of the English Royal Academy. For an American, West was steeped in English 

" In The Stone Angel, The Death of GeneraI Woye is one of the paintings that Hagar 
hangs in the Shipley place: "The Shipley place didn't have a single solitary picture when 
1 went there. 1 could never get hold of many, but over the years 1 managed to put up a 
few, for the children's sake, especially John, who was so impressionable. . . . 1 recall a 
steel engraving, entitled m e  Deafh of General Woljè" (82). Hagar wants to impress 
upon her children the values represented in this British victory. By revisiting this image 
in The Diviners, Laurence demonstrates the instability of the text, the multiple ways of 
reading, and the importance of having multiple readers and speakers. 



tradition, and he combined his North American past with his European present to create 

The Death of General Wolfe. 

The painting combines the classical with the contemporary, both in form and 

content. The painting was an innovation because it dealt with a contemporary event 

when the Royal Academy was privileging the past over the present and the general over 

the particular. To paint a particular event that occurred a mere ten years earlier, and in 

one ofthe colonies, worked against the grand manner in painting. However, the style of 

the painting and the positionhg of the figures in a tableau that echoes Christ's 

deposition fkom the cross borrows fkom the classical tradition. As Morag remembers, 

General Wolfe is the central figure in the painting as he swoons in the foreground. The 

"drooping Union Jack" is hardly recognizable as it billows down a pole held by a 

soldier. The sweeping billow of the flag contains the same sweeping line o f  Wolfe's 

body while the flagpole is a strong vertical line that draws the eye to the general and 

then to a crouching figure in the left foreground. One contradiction contained in this 

image is that while Wolfe dies and the Union Jack sags, victory is at hand. Wolfe's 

death is a noble and valiant death, his life given for Britain; he is a Christ figure 

sacrificing his life for his people. 

The classic and the contemporary, chaos and order, fàct and fiction also exist in 

this painting. The background of the painting is a mass of upright, shadowy bodies 

rnoving beneath billows of  smoke that make up the sky. The foreground, however, is 

divided between three groups of soldiers who look down on Wolfe's body. In one of the 

clusters of soldiers, an Iroquois warrior crouches with his chin resting on his fist. This 

figure is closest to the viewer and imrnediately apparent because of  the h e  fkom the flag 

to the general to the warrior, but also because his torso and legs are bare while al1 the 



other figures in the painting are fully clothed in army uniforrns. This inclusion of the 

Iroquois warrior is West's own fabrication. While he rnay have k e n  interested in ''the 

Noble Savage of the Arnerican forest" (Francis 13)' West a h  cornmodifies the body of 

the warrior knowing that "Europe was fascinated by stories of the Indians, who were 

sometimes regarded as exotic savages and sometimes as personifications of nature's 

nobleman" (Canaday 26). Furthemre,  there were certainly no Native peoples at 

Wolfe's side, for Wolfe despised Nat ive peoples, "al1 of whorn fought on the side of the 

French. anyway" (Francis 1 3). In such a way, history is fict ionalized, humans become 

mythic, and those in positions of authority are the ones who control what stories are 

disseminated. 

The Death of General Wolfe creates a fictionalized history that represents Wolfe 

as a powertùl and noble hero for Canada. There is another aspect of Wolfe's military 

history that further complicates who is privileged in Canada's identity formation because 

Wolfe's story is another side of  Morag's story. Morag's sense of her history is 

intricately comected to the stories and books that Christie shares with her. Without 

parents to narrate her own personal history, she borrows fiom Christie, who tells Morag 

both his history and hers. Christie's ancestry is located in the Scottish Highlands. The 

Logan mo tto, 'This is the Valour of My Ancestors, " and the war cry, " n e  Ridge of 

Teors," signiS unity and disunity. Christie uses these symbols to tell Morag the story of 

the lost battle at Culloden: "A cry heard at Culloden, in the black days of  the battle, 

when the clans stood together for the last tirne, and the clans were broken by the 

Sassenach cannons and the damned bloody rifles of the redcoat swine" (57). James 

Wolfe was one of the "redcoat swine" who defeated the clans and Charles, The Young 

Pretender, in the Forty-Five Rebellion when Charles tried to drive King George II Eiom 



the British throne. The contradictions between the images and stories Morag hears at 

home and those she hears and sees at school create an identity that is multiple and 

fhgmented. As the layers of meaning in Morag's story become more apparent, so the 

complexity of  Pique's story surfaces. It is important to recognize that many of  these 

layers are not overtly apparent on  the page. Pique's presence as a floating signifier 

shifis what is said and what cannot be said. Morag recalls her own story as it is altered 

by Pique's presence. 

There are a number of important aspects to the fact that West's The Deaih of 

General Woolfe hangs in Morag's classroom alongside Millet's The Angelus. The stories 

and histones that are king privileged are not the stories that affm either Morag's 

identity or Jules Tonnerre's ident ity or  that of many o f  the other children in the 

ciassroom. These two paintings reinforce the myth that Canada has two founding 

cultures-English and French. While The Death of General Worfe fortifies an image of 

British superiority, The Angelus serves as a testament to survival in the face of adversity 

and to hope through faith in God and Church. These images and the stories they tell 

rernind the children o f  the power of church and state. 

The state's powerflll role in identity formation is also reinforced through song. 

Every morning "Grade Six shuffles to its feet" to sing "O, Canada" in English and 

French (76). Besides strengthening the binary construction of  Canada into English and 

French, the song also encourages a patriarchal structure where war is privileged. While 

there is reference to the forefathers' land and the sons' cornmand, there is no ment ion of 

Canada's daughters or the role women play in patriot love and guarding of the 

fatherland. At this tirne, the mid-1930s' 'Q Canada" is not yet the national anthem, but 

it is stiIl part of the ritual of k i n g  a Canadian and therein affects the way people 



understand the role of Canada and the role o f  the individual in Canada. Through song, 

voices come together and blend into one. Difference is erased, while a single identity is 

reinforced. 

At the end of the day, Grade Six rises again as "Miss McMurtrie leads the class 

in 'The Maple Leaf Forever."' I f  the students were unsure as to General Wolfe's 

position of hero, then the song clarifies him as a British hero who "planted fkm 

Britannia's flag 1 On Ca-na-da's fair do-MAIN. / Here may it wave / Our boas' our pride 

/ And j o b  in L W  together / The THISTLE SHAMROCK ROSE entwine / The 

MAPLE LEAF FOREVER!" (79-80). Morag loves this song and she "sings with al1 her 

guts." This song f d y  establishes her Scottish identity as one that is intncately 

embedded in Canada's identity, regardless of  class. Through the emblem of the British 

flag, Scottish, Irish, and English join together to form a Canadian identity. Morag also 

notices, however, whom this emblem excludes: "Suddenly she boks  over to see if 

Skinner Tonnerre is singing. He has the best voice in the class . . . He is not singing 

now. He cornes from nowhere. He isn't anybody. She stops singing, not knowing why. 

Then she feels silly about stopping, so sings again" (80). In that instant, Morag 

recognizes a fallacy about Canadian identity-in order to be Canadian, you must come 

fiom sornewhere else. 

Jules (Skinner) Tonnerre, like Christie, untangles the entwined emblem of 

Britannia by telling stories about f ~ l y  history that are part of an intricate Canadian 

history. These oral histories are the bookends of Morag's education; without them al1 

the information she receives fkom school is unsupported, unquestioned. For Morag, 

home and the Nuisance Grounds are equal to the classroom as important places of  

learning. The k t  time that Morag goes to the Nuisance Grounds, she goes by herself in 
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order to bear witness to Christie's Life without king witnessed. In another 

contradiction, which becornes one of the ordering principles of Morag's life, Morag 

fmds Life where she expected to find only death and rot: "She knows exactly where the 

spot is [the Nuisance Grounds]. Everybody knows that. A little above the town, the 

second hiIl the same hi11 as the Manawaka cemetery. All the dead stuff together there 

on the saine hiIl" (80). Morag rnakes an extensive list of  al1 the "heaps of old rnuck" 

(8 1 ), but when she tums around she k d s  she is no longer alone among the heaps: 

Skinner Tonnerre is there with her. 

Skinner brings another aspect to Morag's life. While she l e m s  her own 

ancestral history through Christie's stones, Morag has not thought that others might also 

have unwritten, unrepresented stones. Skinner begins to share his family histoiy with 

Morag there, that fist day in the Nuisance Grounds, among the refuse. His stories, like 

Morag 's and Christie's, are unacknowledged by rnainstream Manawaka society, and 

even if Morag's Scottish heritage is shared with the Carnerons and the McVities and the 

MacLeods, then her class position keeps her fiom this knowledge. Morag feels 

extremely wlnerable to this absence because she is separated fiom her immediate 

ancestors, her parents, and is looking for an identity, a history, with which to fil1 her 

parents' absence. Only through Christie's stories of Piper GUM is Morag able to feel a 

connection that reaches back fbrther than her rnemory: 

"My family name is GUM, see? And you better not forget it." 
Skinner's eyes p w  narrow. Cruel Mean. 
'That so? You t'ink that means yer sornebody? You're a little halfcunt, 

dry one at that 1 betcha." 
"Listen here," Morag spits, "my fàmily's been around here for longer than 

anybody in this whole goddamn town, see?" 
'Wot longer than mine," Skinner says, grinning. 
"Oh yeh? Well, I'm related to Piper Gunn, so there." 
"Who in hell's he?" 



"He-" She is afiaid to speak it, now, in case Christie has got it wrong after 
aii, but she can't quit. "He came h m  Scotland, and he led his people ont0 the 
ships when they were living on the rocks there in the Old Country and poor 
because they didn't have their farms because the Bitch-Duchess took them, and 
di, and they were scared, leaving there, but then Piper Gunn played the pipes and 
put the heart k k  into them" 

Skinner gapes at her. Then gins again. 
"Where'd you get that crap, eh?" 
"It's true. It's true!" (82-3) 

Morag and Skinner share stories that supplement &or correct the education they 

receive in the classroom Here, in the Nuisance Grounds, they debate the power of 

naming and cal1 attention to the gaps in history. Skinner, too, finds identity and history 

through the stories of his family, and they both work through their own conflicts to Listen 

and accept each other's histories: 

"My grandad," Skinner says, "he built the fust of our place, and that was 
one hell of a long tirne ago, I'm tellin' you. He corn back h m  The Troubles." 

" What ' s t hat T' 
"Out west. there. You wouldn't know. You don' know nothin'. My 

grandad was lucky he never got killed. there. Lucky they never shot his balls off. 
my dad says. But they couldn't, because he was a better shot than them soldiers. 
I can shoot pretty good, too. 1 got his narne, see? That means 1 got-" (83) 

If Skinner has his grandad's name, then Skinner a h  has his grandad's history and 

destiny. The d in i shed  sentence demonstrates Skinner's hesitance to be proud of that 

destiny in fiont of Morag. As Morag fears finishing Christie's story, so Skinner fears 

the possibility that this history is inaccurate or  that Morag will discount or scorn his 

story. 

Morag, however, yearns for an alternative knowledge, one contained in stories, 

in histories, and asks Skinner to share his story with her: 

"Tell me about your grandad. Aw, corne on" 
He jumps to his feet and leaps over the tar barrel. 
"Shit, 1 can't remember. It's all crap. Anyhows, 1 wouldn' tell you." 
"Why not? Why not?' 



"It ain't none of yer business. 1 tell you one t'hg, though Long tirne 
before my grandad, there's one Tonnerre they cal1 Chevalier, and no man c m  ride 
like him and he is one helluva shot. My grandad, he tol' my dad about that guy, 
there." (84) 

Skinner's response teaches Morag that there are some stories that are not hers to hear or 

to tell and that this silence is to be respected. Skinner's stories reach back and back in 

order to frnd heroes and histories that define his identity positively. With this 

knowledge is a sense of belonging to something more than the present. Myth and fact 

combine to disrupt the authorities that try to silence non-hegernonic histories, like 

Morag's and Skinner's. 

Christie embodies what Morag both cherishes and loathes. His stories are vital 

to Morag's existence while his appearance and his public behaviour are a repeated 

embarrassment. This contradiction is fùndamental to how she sees the world fiom 

multiple perspectives rather than a predominantly dualistic view. Christie teaches 

Morag to question the relationship between words and meaning, truth and fiction. 

Christie's stories are, according to  his report, often based upon narratives that he reads: 

"'Well now, then, 1 read it al1 in a book sornewheres, so help me, and it is al1 there in 

the books, but you don't want to beiieve everything them books Say, for the good 

christ's sake. We believe what we know'" (94). Christie privileges not only a text- 

based knowledge but aIso a knowledge based on experience and story. His knowledge 

rnakes a space for a spectrurn of possibility where contradiction is not about 

disagreement but about multiplicity. 

Morag, therefore, learm that one way of telling a story or relating a tale is both 

true and not true, where Yhe opposite is also true" (99) and "it was Iike the book says, 

but it wasn't like that, also. That is the strangeness" ( 101 ). Morag's own writing 



becornes another version of the tales that Christie tells and a combination of imagination 

and experience, mythical heroes and everyday people: "Morag is working on another 

story as well. In another scribbler. She does not know where it came fiom It cornes 

into your head, and when you write it down, it surprises you, because you never knew 

what was going to happen until you put it down" (98). This blending results in a process 

and a product that speaks to both fact and fiction. imagination and reality, past and 

present, joy and sorrow. Her stories expand upon the stories she hears and are 

alternatives to those others insist are true. She is creating stories of a new generation 

that question the given authonties and do not accept history by default. 

Instead. Morag's history becomes entwined with the history of those who 

surround her. Her ancestors are comected to her by more than blood and the ones 

comected by blood become indistinguishable: "Morag Iooks at the long-ago picture. 

One of these men is Colin Gunn, her father. But it could be any one of them" (101). Al1 

that Morag has of her father is a few photographs, some mernories, and the stories that 

Christie tells. When Morag asks whether she can keep The 60th Canadian Field 

ArtiZZery Battery Book in which she sees her father in the "long-ago picture," Christie 

refüses. Instead, he gives Morag a knife with a sign burned into the handle ( 1 03). At 

the time. neither Morag nor Christie understands the significance of the sign, but it binds 

Morag inextricably to the past and to her future. With the knife, she touches a symbol 

that has changeci hands several times and with each touching becomes another story as 

well as part of the same story. 

The knife first appears in The Stone Angel when John Shipley trades the Currie 

plaid-pin for Lazanis Tonnerre's knife. Both the plaid-pin and the knife embody stones 

and people of past and present : 



When John was six, 1 [Haga.] gave hirn the Currie plaid-pin. It was sterling 
silver, and although it had grown black in the years it was put away, I polished it 
for hirn 

"Your grandfather got this when his father died. That was your great- 
grandfather, Sir Daniel Currie. The title died with b i t  wasn't a baronetcy. . . . 
You're to look after this plaid-pin, do you hear? And not use it for playing with 
The C mies  were a sept of the MacDonald c h  the C lanranald Mac Dodds.  
You can see thek crest on the p b a  the-towered cade and an arm holding a 
sword. Their mono was Gainsay GYho Dare. They were Highlanders. Your 
grandfather was bom in the Highlands. I've heard him tell b w ,  when he was a 
boy, before they moved to Glasgow, he used to waken early in rnidsurnmer and 
hear the pipers bringing in the dawn 1 always wished 1 could have heard them." 
(Stone Angel 1 24) 

Init ially, this story belongs to Hagar's family history, but by the end of  The Diviners the 

plaid-pin and its accompanying history becorne a history that Morag adopts in trade with 

Jules Tonnerre, and the knife returns into the hands of a Tonnerre. 

5.2 "on to the coast" 

It is fitting that the Tonnerre knife should end up in Pique's hands because the 

knife provides Pique with a tangible symbol to connect her with her Tonnerre past and to 

complement the link evident in her name, which connects her with Jules's sister 

Piquette. Pique drifts through most of The Diviners in search of her past, desperate for a 

history that will give her some answers about her future. Pique is also the p e t  

musician, synthesis of both rnusician father and writer mother. Pique goes back to 

Morag and Jules's hometown and provides another voice for her parents' histories. 

When Pique phones Morag to tell her that she is okay and that she is "going on to the 

coast" (l20), Morag sees in her rnind's eye "Pique sauntering along Main Street in her 

jeans, her guitar on her back, a stranger in a place strange to het. What had she seen or 

found? Who?' (1 17). But Pique refùses to share her stories with her mother, at this 

t h e .  She opens the space of the story but does not fil1 that space with her words. 



Instead, she reinforces to her mother that Morag cannot know what Pique expected or 

what she found. and Morag acknowledges that her daughter's experiences cannot dways 

be s h e d  ( 1 1 8). 

By delaying Pique's story of Manawaka and by showing how Morag lems 

silence, Laurence dernonstrates how stories are porous, like skin, and how even when 

one person's flesh touches another there is space in between. This space allows for 

movement. The body, as a material presence, resists the solidity of another's flesh, but 

when flesh touches flesh the surface is warmed by the contact or friction, if the touching 

is gentle. Bodies, like stories, need room to breathe, and Morag is learning that she 

needs to allow space for Pique's stories. Pique represents what cannot be said on the 

page, what does not need to be spoken, what Morag cannot speak. Morag cannot and 

does not try to force Pique to speak, and she does not try to fil1 in the space that Pique 

has lefi. 

Although the geography rernains constant, time and experience change the 

occasion. Pique is both Scottish and Métis, and despite Morag feeling as though her 

class marks her indelibly, Pique's skin is more of a signifier than Morag's class. Class 

origin is more easily disguised than skin When Pique is harassed by a carload full of 

"middle-aged guys, pretty jowly and obviously the local businessmen or sornething" 

(1 19) when she is "outside of some little nothing-type town just inside Manitoba" (1 18). 

Morag beg ins to imagine Pique's experience by remembering her O wn exper iences. 

Morag remembers how her Manawaka world saw and treated the Tomerre family: "My 

world in those days was a residual bad dream. with some goodness and some chance of 

climbing out. Hers is an uccomplished nighlmare, wilh nowhere to go, and the only 

peace is in the eye of the hurricune" ( 1 1 9). Pique's body carries traces of her Métis 
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ancestry and because of this biological heritage, she searches for ways to find the histoxy 

that her mother cannot give her. Pique cannot climb out of her own skin, but she can go 

to experience places and listen to people who will share with her the gift o f  her own 

proud but often painfiil history. 

Morag understands that she cannot reach out to Pique on the level o f  surface, of 

skin, but Morag also knows that exterior is intricateiy comected to interior and cannot 

be separated. When Pique's arm is cut kom the broken beer bottle that is thrown £kom 

the car. her blood "kind o f  scared them" ( 1 1 9). While her skin provokes anger and 

hatred, her blood invokes fear and sharne. The rniddle-aged jowly men take offand the 

authorities in the small town give Pique a waming while dismissing the actions of the 

men. A young Métis wornan wandering the streets alone is a source of discornfort for 

the townspeople. They prefer the cornfort of  their own closed world. Pique represents 

the unknown, the uncontrollable, and they are not ready to face her possihilities. Morag 

asks Pique if her arm is okay, but is also concerned about the "other dimension" (1 19), 

the interior dimension that is also harmed by closed hateful eyes that construct her 

difference as inferior. 

Pique's "hardluck story" (1 20) c o ~ e c t s  Morag back to her past. Although 

Morag perhaps cannot fblly understand raciaiized subjectivity, she does know that class 

also marks the body and is, in some ways, as identifable as one's race. Language and 

clothing are two signifiers o f  class, and fourteen-year-old Morag believes that she can 

disguise herself by changing the way she speaks and the way she dresses. M i l e  Morag 

in Grade Six loves to swear, fourteen-year-old Morag "does not swear. If you swear at 

fourteen it only makes you look cheap, and she is not cheap, goddarnn it. Gol-dam it" 



( 122). Morag also discovers, however, that it is not easy to Wear disguises, for 

sometimes the body uncontrollably reveals itself. 

Regardless, fourteen-year-old Morag wears c l o t h g  that she believes wili 

disguise her working class context: 

Morag is dressed nicely. Nobody could deny it. She spends on clothes everyt hing 
she earns Saîurdays working at Simlow's Ladies' Wear. Her hair is done in very 
neat braids, twisted around her head, and h a  hat is that very pale natural straw, 
with just a band of turquoise ribbon around it, in good taste. Het coat, also 
turquoise, matches the ribbon exactly and is princess-style, fitted, and flanng at 
the bottom It shows off her figure, which is a goddamn good one--that is, a very 
nice one. But al1 this makes no difference. When church is over, and they're al1 
filhg out, chattering, the Camerons and MacLeods . . . and hem, no one will say 
Good Morning to Morag and Prin. Not on your life. Might soi1 t heir precious 
mouths. (121-22) 

Morag simultaneously believes that she can disguise her class while knowing that her 

history S o m  her identity in ways that she can never disguise. While she lives in 

Manawaka she cannot disguise her past. In contradiction to this, Manawaka forgets that 

before Christie and Prin Logan were Colin and Louisa Gunn, Morag's parents, and 

before them AIisdair GUM, Morag's grandfather, who came to Manawaka "a long long 

time ago and built the house and started the f m  when probably nothing was here 

except buffalo grass and Indians" ( 1 6- 1 7). But the farm and the house no longer belong 

to the Gunns, and Morag is the only GUM lefi. Manawaka now sees Morag as a Logan, 

a iow Gunn. 

Morag recognizes that body image is informed by the people with whom one 

associates. Like clothing and language, fkiends and relations are also part of an 

individual' s ident it y. No rnatter how well fourteen-year-old Morag speaks or dresses, if 

she is in public with Prin or Christie, Morag is seen in the light of the Logans: "She 

loves Prïn, but can no longer bear to be seen with her in public. Prin maybe knows this, 



and is gratetùl when Morag goes to church with her, whkh makes Morag feel bad, that 

is, feel badZy" (121). Morag tries to compensate for k i n g  with Prin by attempting to 

speak grammat ically correctly so that Manawaka can see how well-spo ken Morag is 

despite Prin's influence. 

Morag's feelings are also part of what she wears for when "Morag stands beside 

PM, [in] the back row of the church, [she hates] her own embarrassment but mugs] it 

around her" ( 12 1). Morag wears embarrassment and guilt as she wears her natural straw 

hat and her princess-style coat. She tries to reinvent herself, and, in this way, dissociate 

herself Forn aspects of her present reality. This making new does not work when she 

tries to discard the old. Instead, over t h e ,  she learns that she must create with what 

surrounds her and in this way, represent fier multiple selves, which include al1 those who 

have informed her sirnultaneous and contradictory identities. Forty-seven-year-old 

Morag makes herself possible by denying neither her blood nor her adopted heritage. 

Fourteen- year-old Morag, however, denies both P i n  and her childhood tiiend 

Eva Winkler because both of them seem "beaten by life already. Morag is not-repeat 

not-goïng to be beaten by life" (1 26-27). Morag senses that she will pick up the 

characteristics of those with whom she associates, yet these denials are in contradiction 

to what she wmts to do. For example, Morag does not want to be seen talking to Eva 

while at work, so she uses the excuse that Millie, the boss, does not want employees to 

talk with fi-iends while working. Afterwards, "Morag wants to cal1 Eva back. But 

doesn't" (127). With Eva7s exit comes Stacey Cameron's entrance and this crossover 

demonstrates to Morag, once again, that perception is often both tme and not m e .  

Morag both envies and detests people whom she sees as having rnoney and who, 

therefore. believe themselves to be better than Morag. Stacey Carneron and Vanessa 
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MacLeod are two such people. Vanessa MacLeod, however, has bst her father and 

because of this loss, Morag is forced to reconsider Vanessa's social position. 

Similady, Stacey Cameron changes in Morag's eyes. Morag believes that part of 

her perceived failure as a valued member of Manawaka society lies in the fact that her 

birth parents are dead. However, when she sees that "real parents" are also problernatic, 

Morag's perception alters. One night when Morag is working, Mrs. Cameron cornes 

into Simlow's with Stacey. Morag can see that Mrs. Cameron is embarrassing her 

daughter, just as Morag is embarrassed by Prin. When Mrs. Cameron openly, if 

unintentionally, insults Morag, Stacey is horrified and runs out of the store. With this 

act. Morag knows that the power relationship between herself and Stacey has changed, 

al1 because of sornething that a parent has done (1 27-29). With this realization, Morag 

begins to recognize the spectrum of possibilities for both constructing oneself and king 

constructed by others. 

Morag is caught between the need to change and the desire to be authentic. 

Charles Taybr, in The Malaise of Modernity, discusses rnodemism as a forrn of 

authenticity (66). Taylor claims that an individual may reclaim a modernist sensibility 

by striving for individual authenticity, which remains comected to one's past. Pique 

signifies such characteristics and therefore enables Morag to remember her own efforts 

to achieve authenticity and i n t e r co~e~ ted rbe~~  as she struggles to recreate herself as a 

modern subject. She senses that it would be quite easy to wnstruct a new identity and 

then lose herseif in the process. She, therefore, searches for role models, like Julie 

Kazlüc, both within her present and her past. 

If Morag is embanassed by Prin and Eva, then she is envious of Julie Kazlik. 

Julie works at the Parthenon Café, liking the "sociability of the job" ( 1 29). Morag looks 



at Julie and sees that she has style and "Good Taste": "The light applegreen smock-dress 

[waitress uniform] goes really well wit h her blonde hair which she wears in a smooth 

French-roll when at work although long or in braids at school" (129). Julie is someone 

afier whom Morag c m  mode1 herself because Julie and Morag occupy sirnilar social 

positions (Julie king the daughter of the milkman). Morag observes Julie and envies 

her her boytiiend and her 

breeziness. Ever since she herse If decided to &op k r  tough act, she has been not 
too certain what to a h  for. To act really ladylike would be too old for her, and 
a h  kind of phoney. She has t herefore gone back to not speaking much, like 
when she was quite a little kid and scared. She7s scared again, now, but she 
doesn't know what she's scared of  (130) 

Morag is caught between wanting to be authentic and fearful of  king disliked because 

of her authenticity. She looks around for role models, while trying to be unique. In this 

process, she frnds herself moving back to one dimension of her childhood self, a position 

both authentic and rejected, one made new in its move backwards in tirne while Pique 

moves West in space. 

Marshall Berman, in his Al1 That is Solid Melts into Air, considers Goethe as a 

prototype of modernisrn and sees that in Goethe's vision "the rediscovery of childhood 

feelings can liberate tremendous human energies, which may then generate much of the 

power and initiative for the project of social reconstruction'' (45). Much o f  Morag's 

individual and collective re-creation and reconstruction is based upon both a return to 

child hood experiences and a rernembrance of  security and safet y in chi Mhood feelings. 

To recomect with sanctified moments, she returns both to silence and to speech. She is 

both a listener and a storyteller. In these subject positions, she is an agent of re-creation 

and revolution by actively creating art and history that reflect the t h e  in which she is 



living and the past times that have informed her present. She also respects the silences 

that are the stories which are not hers to tell. 

Pique's travels to Manawaka and Morag's vision of Pique sauntering down Main 

Street recall Morag's own experience on that street. In this moment, Pique signifies a 

compression of tirne as Morag's mernorybank movie rolls and Morag remembers herself 

going with Julie to sit in a parked car on the main drag o f  Manawaka, watching 

everybody go by on Saturday night. Morag recreates the moment as a series of 

fragments describing the people, the sounds, the smells: 

Farmers . . . their women . . . kids . . . town whores . . . some girls . . . Noise 
hooting yelling DIN WOW. Srnells, dust from the streets, grittily blown by the 
wind-French f ies  fiom the Regal Cafë dusky musky smell o f  perfùme Lily-of- 
theValley Sweet Pea cheap Bad Taste and also Tweed Evening-in-Paris 
expensive Good Taste and h l l y  the smells al1 mashed into one smell inside 
your mstrils. (1 3 1) 

Laurence plays with language by placing extra spaces between words and capitalizing 

and italicizing words to represent Morag's heightened responses to the street scene. 

Fragmented sights, sounds, smells, turnble together into one as Morag takes it al1 into 

her body. Her silent watching loses its separation as the pet, the watcher gets caught up 

in the movernent of the street. The language reflects the chaotic business and Morag's 

own excitement at partaking in the evening, where senses are not separated from people, 

and the people are not distinct fiom the street. Town and sounds and people combine in 

a joyous celebration of living. 

Morag's stilted observations run into each other, parallehg the ways that people 

pass and meet and greet each other. Morag herself is carried away by the flow and even 

the mult iplicity unt il one figure emerges, "sauntering" (1 1 7, 13 1) like Pique, fiom the 

nameless cro wd: Christie Logan. Suddenly her watching changes and specific people 



come into focus. Morag's clearly focussed return to her past is crucial in order to inform 

her present narrative. The aesthetization of the Street scene disappears so that the drama 

k ing  enacted on the sidewak does not become blurred or rnisread. Simon Pearl and 

Archie McVitie, both lawyers, come out of their offices and meet Christie right in fiont 

of where Morag sits unseen. While Morag struggles to create an identity for herself, she 

learns fiom Christie about subversive strategies of survival. Christie's conversation with 

the lawyers swings between humour and seriousness, and Morag's reactions to this 

exchange are also contradictory, multiple, and simultaneous: 

"Hear you're keeping off Relief so far, Christie," Mr. McVitie says. 
"Sorne are still on,'' Christie says sulleniy, "despite this life-giving War." 
Then oh ptease NO 
Yep. Christie goes into bis doormat act. Bone-grin, hl1 of bmwn teeth. 
'Dch aye, an honest job is al1 1 ask in this very worlà, Mr. McVitie, and 1 

tell you, sir, that's God's tmth. An honest wage for an honest &y's work, as you 
rnight phrase it." 

Mr. McVitie fiowns, suspecting dirty work at the crossroads sornewhere 
here but can't put his h g e r  on it. Morag stifles a laugh. But wants to cry. Wants 
to go out and be there with Christie. Also, wants Christie not to be there, just not 
to be there at al1 and if she had a loaded gun in her hands this very second, would 
take carefiil aim and shoot hirn in the throat. Failing a gun, a stone. Or maybe 
would shoot McVitie & Pearl, Barristers and Solicitors. 

She does not move. (1 32) 

Pique is aligned with Christie as a marginalized figure, while Morag occupies the middle 

space between the oppressed and the oppressors as she desires to both support and hurt 

Christie. In this middle space, Morag learns subversion and resistance by performing to 

excess what people expect and then contradict h g  t hose expectations through cleverness 

of speech. Morag watches as Christie upsets Manawaka's social order by calling 

attention to the notion that al1 people are equal in God's eyes. Christie uses the 

patriarchal authority of God to subvert the patriarchal authonty of men. The irony of 

this situation is that while Christie uses God as an equalizer, Morag (and therefore the 



reader) understands that this usage is a strategy and not a belief, for Christie believes 

that the divinity of garbage makes people equal. This subversion, however, has 

obviously not been completely successfùl over t h e  because Pique has experienced 

racism in the present as Christie and Morag experienced class bigotry in the past. 

Pique's search for her own stories, for her own sense of belonging, also recalls 

for Morag how she needed to hear, and how she subsequently revised, Christie's stories. 

When Christie tells her "Christie's Tale of Piper Gunn and the Rebels" (1 43-46), 

Morag's own commentary supplements Christie's narrative. She is beginning to retell 

the tales based on her own knowledge and experience. Riel and his supporters are now 

Métis not halfbreeds, and Morag likes both sides of the story. Piper Gunn and Louis 

Riel are both heroes to her, and although she incorporates some of her own narrative into 

Christie's story, she does not silence him. Her telling does not mean the erasure or 

silencing of another. Instead, she finds ways of teiling stories that include multiple 

voices. She is fmding her own identity-one that is rnodernist in its privileging of 

simultaneity, revolution, and re-creation. Her revolution is a revolution of blood and 

language. It is of the body and the mind. 

Pique's struggle on the streets informs Morag's personal revolution, which is 

intimately connected to a public battle, World War II. This next section of Morag's 

memories is full of the battles of the present and of the past. Stones of World War II are 

intertwined with Skinner's tales o f  Rider Tonnerre fighting the "goddamn Anglais" 

(1 60) and Christie's tale of Piper Gunn and the rebels. Significantly, Skinner refùses to 

tell Morag a tale of Dieppe in the same way that Pique refuses to tell her a tale of  

Manawaka. Laurence signals Skinner's silence with a heading that reads, 



SKINNER'S TALE OF DIEPPE 

? (164). 

By using the question mark to signib an absent presence, Laurence reminds the reader 

again that the silences as well as the stories must be heard. Laurence also asks the 

reader to connect the damage that occurs on the streets and in the homes with the 

damage that occurs on battlefields. Whether people are firing guns or hurling beer 

bottles or flinging words, these destructive actions must stop. By connecting such 

narratives of struggle and determination Laurence shows that modemist narratives of 

change need to be informed by the past. 

Morag-s Grade Eleven class has a few boys, but the Grade Twelve class has 

none. They have al1 jo ined eit her the Army or the Airforce or the Navy. S h e r  

Tomerre is one of these boys. Skinner is one of the Queen's Own Carneron 

Highlanders, complete with kilt, "Fighting for King and Country" (148). In uniform, 

men become uniform-and disposable. Before Dieppe, the soldiers-those men and 

boys in unifom-rnarch through the main street of  Manawaka, following the pipers who 

play 'The March o f  the Cameron Men." Morag hears splendour in that march; it is 

music that leads to the "ends ofthe world. It is in fact to the end oftheir world that m o s t  

ofthese men are foilowing the music" (158). The splendour ofthe march quickly 

dissipates into the h o m r  of death as Dieppe changes the face of Manawaka and the face 

of Canada. 

The newspaper tells two stones sirnultaneously, and Morag l eam again how fàct 

and fiction work together, how what is true is also untrue: "Morag reads the casuaity 

lists. Column after column, covering page after page. it seems, in the Winnipeg Free 



Press. Among the men fiom Manawaka, she looks for those she knows" (1 58). There 

are too many men she knows and has known. She is connected to each name, either 

through association or  memory. Each name is a man who had his own stories to tell. 

Beside the story that is the list of the dead is the story of heroism: "The newspapers for 

days are full of stories of bravery, courage, camaraderie, initiative, heroism, gallantry, 

and detennination in the face of heavy enemy fire. Are any of  the stories true? 

Probably it does not matter. They may console some" ( 159). Intent is more important 

than content. Mourners need heroes for cornfort. and the newspaper tries to make heroes 

of the dead. 

Morag wonders about the teliing, wonders whether truth is possible. For her 

'The only truth at the moment seerns to be in the long long Iists of the dead. The only 

certainty is that they are dead. Forever and ever and ever" ( 1 59). In the repetitive 

language that invokes the agonizing list, in those alphabetical last names, followed by a 

comma followed by a capitalized initial (or two), lies a truth. Later that truth may 

change, but for now, names present and names absent are the only truths that rnatter. 

When Jules Tonnerre returns ikom Dieppe, he transfonns the newspaper's stories of 

heroism into another truth. Suddenly, the truth of the list of last names, with Morag's 

own bracketed comrnentary, changes forever. In an instant, "Lobodiak, J. (Mike's 

brother John, the handwme one)" (1 58) becomes a John Lobodiak who died next to 

Skinner, his guts like a %hot gopher," his eyes "Like a horse's eyes in a barn fie" (1  80). 

Simultaneously, the name John Lobodiak signifies handsomeness, death, and horror. 

The spring before Dieppe. before a list of narnes becomes truth and untruth, 

Morag leanis another language, a language that pushes boundaries between words and 

sounds. inteiiect and body, containment and release. In this spring, this t h e  of rebirth, 



Morag learns to Live and act in the sphere of erotic life. Berman claims that sexual 

power is crucial for rebirth (52). I f  part of rebirth is learning a new language, then 

Morag l e m  her lessons well. The language she hears herself uttering is a language of 

her body, one she feels she already knows, which is now becoming more enriched. This 

language contains other truths, ones that she discovers with Skinner, no w through 

intimacy renamed Jules. She finds beauty in her own body and in his body. She looks 

at herself, she looks at him, and what becornes important then is 4he need to feel him al1 

over her, to feel al1 of his skin" ( 1 52). In this feeling, in this touching, she discovers this 

other language that begins inside her body and moves on and out: "The pulsing between 

her legs spreads and suffuses a11 of her. The thro bbing goes on and on, and she does not 

realize her voice has spoken until it stops, and then she does not know if she has spoken 

words or only cried out somewhere in sorneplace beyond language" ( 1 53). This moment 

recalls Rachel's glossolalia positively recast. Here the voice of Morag speaks of desire 

that is realued and pleasure that is voiced. This sorneplace, somewhere is followed by 

silence and stroking and srniling, not the fear and embarrassrnent that follows Rachel's 

uncontrolable sounds. Instead ofthe separation that Rachel feels fiom her self, this 

moment brings Morag and Jules together. They are now strangers who know each other, 

conspirators against . . . Against what? Order. Hierarchy. Division. Racism. Classism. 

Their skins touch. They enter each other's homes. They share their bodies, and, later, 

the y again share their stories. 

In these sharings, in these t ehgs ,  bodies and histories combine. These 

renderings are living histones that cycle and recycle as long as there is a teller and a 

Mener. Precision and exactitude are secondary. The process of telling is prirnary, and 

Jules tells Morag Lazanis's Tale of Rider Tonnerre: "Well my old man, he told me this 



about Rider Tonnerre, away back there, so long ago no one knows when, and Lazanis 

Tonnerre sure isn't the man to tell the same story t e e ,  or maybe he just couldn't 

rernember, because eac h tirne he told it, it would be kind of different" ( 1 59). Heroes 

remain, but circumstances change, and as Jules and Morag walk along the streets of 

Manawaka, Rider Tonnerre cornes alive bringing hope and heroism and pride and 

determinat ion on the eve of another battle. Like the hero in Christie's taie of Piper 

Gunn, Rider Tonnerre motivates his people to fight against the "goddarnn Anglais" 

( 160)' an enemy in cornmon. Piper Gunn and Rider Tomerre are heroes of the same 

event, although the stories told and heard about that event are different. The differences 

are in the tellings and in the listenings-both are true and untrue. 

Familial history and experience are one context in which heroes are made. These 

tales subvert patriarchal histories that foregound battles where those in power are 

always heroes, no matter who lives or dies. In this way, the status quo is maintained, 

and power structures are unaffected. As Christie reminds Skinner before he leaves with 

the Army, "It's never the generals who die, you know. Don't let the buggers on either 

side get you" ( 1 48). Like Wolfe, contemporary generals may be immortalized. There 

are enemies and heroes on both sides. On al1 sides. It depends upon where a person 

stands. It also depends upon who is doing the telling. 

Morag learns these lessons through h t -hand  experience when she works for the 

Manmaka Bunrzer, the local newspaper. Morag writes and rewrites articles, suc h as 

obituaries, town council meetings, and news. Lachlan MacLachlan and Jock MacRae 

teach Morag how to read proof and to write in newspaper style. Lachian also teaches 

Morag about experience as knowledge, about language as power, about pride as bigotry: 



"if you think your prose style is so much better than theirs, girl, remember one 
thing. Those people know things it will take you the better part of your lifetime to 
leam, if ever. They are not very verbal people, but if you ever in your lifetime 
presume to look down on them because you have the knack of words and they do 
not, then you do so at your e t e d  risk and perïl." (1 70) 

Morag looks at h i  only partially recognizing herself in his description. He warns her 

against perpetuating in herself what she detests in others. She will not become an 

oppressor. 

Instead, Morag will tell stories of the tirne in which she is living, as a participant 

and a protagonist. She will try to tell her own stories and the stories of those who could 

never, or can no longer, speak. Sornetimes she will accept knowledge fiom others. 

Sornetirnes she will be afiaid that language will fail her. Sornetimes the language of a 

visual image is not tramlatable into words. For instance, when she tries to write about 

Botticelli's Venus, she is a h i d  that verbal language is not enough. It is not enough for 

her: "There have to be words. Maybe there are not. This thought is obscurely 

fiightening. Like knowing that God does not actually see the little sparrow fali" (1 72). 

Since she does not believe that God sees al1 sparrows or al1 people, she crumples her 

words. and accepts silence as another language. 

Morag ' s first assignment as a reporter is to report on the fire at the Tonnerre 

home that kills Piquette and her two children. When Morag bears witness to the tragedy 

of Piquette's death and tries to tell some of Piquette's history in her obituary, Lachlan 

"deletes it, saying that rnany people hereabouts would still consider that Old Jules back 

then had fought on the wrong side" (1 76). Morag's inclusion and Lachlanrs deletion 

teach Morag that not everyone wants to hear both sides of a story. Morag's first story 

that includes silenced voices is silenced, and through this act, Morag learns that silence 



as language can be either imposed or respected. Silence is a signifier whose plurality of 

meanings invokes fear and hstration as well as pnvacy and respect. 

5.3 "This city the end" 

Back in the present, Morag is not writing but looking at the river: 'Getting 

started each rnorning was monstrous, an almost impossible exercise of will . . . and it 

had to be begun on faith" (1 85). It is not faith that impels Morag to write, however; it is 

a postcard fiom Pique which reads, "This city the end. They Iike to classify people here. 

Matthew Arnold clash by night right on with this place. Gord and 1 do not relate so why 

fight it? Am okay, so no dramatics. Tell Tom seagulls fabulous" (188). Like the note 

that Pique wrote when she left to go West, this postcard uses imagery created by a male 

aut hor, whic h she transforms into a language that speaks of her own experience. The 

ambiguity of the language recalls for Morag her own letters back to P h  and Christie 

after Morag leaves Manawaka to go to university. If the first note constructs Pique as a 

floating signifier and the phone cal1 signifies silence and struggle, then this postcard 

signifies classification and arnbiguity. Furthermore, Pique has again placed Morag in a 

liminal position between oppressed and oppressor, between Prin and Christie, and 

Brooke Skelton. 

Morag's remembering and tellings constitute her as a wornan in process. She is 

constantly creat ing and recreating herself, both alone and in conjunct ion with others. 

Her process and her stories are a testament to the intercomectedness of people and 

place, present and ps t .  Morag, at nineteen, goes to Winnipeg to atîend college. This 

move away fiom Manawaka is one she has anticipated for a long, long time. She hds, 



however, that away is always somewhere else, and the fandscape and its cyclical 

rhythms are always a reminder: 

The Canada geem are flying very high up in theù wide V-formation, the 
few leaders out in h n t ,  the flock sounding their far clear cold cry t h  si-ls the 
approaching h s t .  Going somewhere. Able to go, at will. Last year she saw 
them and thought This tirne n a t  year I'il be away ho. Now she is away. Away is 
here. Not fàr enough away. 

Morag watches, angrily grieving and lovhg, until the geese have passed 
over. (193) 

Morag grapples with a feminist modernist position of occupying a contradictory space in 

which she is both grieving and loving. She still looks both ways-fornard and 

backward-without k i n g  satisfied with where she presently stands. 

Morag's position of king contradictory, of looking both ways, of occupyhg a 

space between binaries, is a position she also encounters in her own fiction writing. 

Morag shares this space with her new biend Ella Gerson, with whom she shares a 

passion for writing. When Morag and Ella read each other's work, 'Morag longs to 

snatch it back. But longs even more to know what Ella thinks of it. It concerns a young 

farmer during the drought, who nearly gives way to despair, but who finally determines 

to stay alive and stay with the land" (1 97) in order to save the father's life. While 

fiction Morag's story is also truth-a prairie tale that will be told over and over. 

When Ella asks Morag if she ever knew of anyone like that, Morag sees how the 

story is "not based on anyone real," and at the same tirne, must be based in the real: 

She sees the distortion and sees why the story had to end this way. The child, in 
some way, ahhough without realizing it, saving the father's life. The fkther going 
on living. Could it have ended any other way, the story? No. Anyway, the child 
isn't her. S he realizes alrnost with surprise that this is me. The child isn 'f her. 
Can the story child really exist separately? Can it be both her and not h a ?  (197) 

Morag's story shifts the power structure from parent to child. The ambiguity 

surrounding the gender of the child is both irrelevant and revealing. The signifier child 



signifies saviour, ambiguity, and the fiiture. The child is both Morag and Pique, and 

neither of them. 

Ironically, while Morag writes of masculine spaces, she finds herself in a strong 

women's space in E Ha's home. The death of Ella's father has le ft the Gerson home 

without a fàther figure; it is now a rnatriarchal space where Mrs. Gerson and her three 

daughters embody multiple possibilities of  subjectivity. Anything is possible in this 

space where "Mrs. Gerson believes in God and Marx simultaneously, and is not 

dismayed by her daughters' suggestion of disparity in such a dual fa i th  (199). Mrs. 

Gerson shows her daughters that sirnultaneous beliefs and ways of  king are not only 

possible but potentially valuable. It is Mrs. Gerson who tirst introduces Morag to 

Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Chekhov, Turgenev. While Ella's sister Bernice gives Morag a 

new hairdo, EHa's mother amis Morag in another way: "Morag Gunn sets a tentative and 

crarnped toe inside the Temple of Beauty at the same moment as she first truly realizes 

that English is not the only literature" (203). Beauty and knowledge are both possible 

for Morag; she does not have to choose the temple of  knowledge over the temple of 

beauty . 

Morag and Ella share a caretiee and troubled existence. When Ella's poem is 

published, Morag is both glad and depressed, and even Ella feels as though her life "is 

not exactly one huge barrelfùl of  chuck1esW (205). Together, however, they act carefkee, 

"singing, not caring who hears": 

There' 11 be a change in the weather 
And a change in the sea, 
And rnost of al1 there'll be a change in me, 
Tause nobody wants you when you're old and grey- 
There'll be some changes made Today 
There' 11 be some c hay-ay-anges made. (205) 



Like other jingles that appear in the Manawaka novels, this one is linked to the present 

apparent ly liberat h g  rno ment and to the unkno wn possibl y oppressing tùture : 

They cannot imagine ever becomhg old and grey. Simultaneously, they live 
every day with the certainty of this fact, and with the fact of their own deaths. 
They seldom discuss thk strange presence. There is no need. They know it h m  
one another's writing. It is the unspoken but real face under the jester's mask. 
(203 

On this one page, Laurence cleverly gestures back to the other Manawaka novels and 

heroines. There is "old and grey" Hagar, jesting Rachel, and masked Stacey. The jingle 

also points to the possibility of a sea-change. As Pique takes Morag back to her youth, 

Laurence takes the reader back through the novels, reminding the reader o f  the 

intercomectedness of narratives. 

There is a space between what is spoken and unspoken, what is real and unreal. 

If people Wear rnasks and shed skins, then Morag recognizes that both surface and 

depth-what is reveaied and what is hidden-are b t h  important and meaningfiil. In the 

liminal space lies possibility and hope for the unknown. This feminist modernist 

position is possible and apparent because it is undefined, unnamed, and uncategorized. 

It does not belong to a patriarchal realm. Rather it creatively displaces patriarchal 

narratives and opens the space to include the multiple selves in women and between 

women. 

In the narrative present, Pique's postcard arrives at the same tirne as the morning 

paper with Brooke's picture in it. Pique's naming of the city as the end and the people 

within the city as people who like to classm others corresponds with Brooke's ideology 

of clearly delirnited spaces and people. Morag initially believes that she also desires 

such definition, but Laurence is careful to point out the unreiiability of such 

categorimtion. On the one hand, Brooke Skelton represents the enemy to both Scots and 



Métis. He is "English (fiorn England, that is)" (205, 22 1). Whether t k y  are 4'redcoat 

swine" or "goddamn Anglais," men fkom England represent the irnperial enemy, the 

colonizer in both Christie's and Skinner's tales. On the other hand, Brooke is also the 

first man to validate Morag's writing, to recognize her imagination as çomething of 

value. Even his name contains modernist contradiction: he is both transfomative water 

and lifeless bones. 

Morag is drawn to his othemess, to the image of him behg fiom the upper-class 

with his "impressive accent . . . [and] a fine-boned handsomeness that gives him an 

aristocratic look, or what Morag imagines must be aristocratic" (205). This initial 

attraction quickly dissipates as Morag fmds him appealing because she believes he can 

transforrn her fiom her lower-class status. Significantly, Brooke is a seventeenth- 

century scholar who teaches Paradise Losf, "'He for God only; she for God in him'" 

(208). Unlike Pique who uses male narratives as mimicry, Brooke uses such narratives 

as rnaster narratives to perpetuate his own power. He sees Morag as his own creation, a 

woman who exists only for him, and he is carefûl to delimit her experience. 

Born in India, the son of a Headrnaster at a Church of England bys '  school, 

Brooke continues his father's legacy of educating the colonials. When Morag confides 

to Brooke that she feels as though she doesn't have a past, "As though it wm more or 

less blank" (2 1 1), Brooke finds this "mysterious nonexistent past" immensely appealing 

because it is "as though [she is] starting life now, newly." When Morag asks hirn what 

he likes about her, he replies that she has "a kind of presence" (212). The presence he is 

drawn to, however, is her apparent absence, her "genuine innocence" (2 13). He likes the 

illusion that he wiil be the one to formulate her experiences. Morag, on the other hand, 

"wants to know everything about him. a b u t  his previous life, so that she will know al1 



of  him" (233). Bmke ' s  erasure of Morag's past and Morag's yeaming to hold al1 o f  

Brooke are both impossibilities, impossibilities which they try to make possible. 

When Brooke and Morag are married and move to Toronto, the city fiightens 

Morag (232), and as Pique suggests, the city is the site of  the end. The end, however, is 

dangerously close to k i n g  the end of  Morag's subjectivity as she beguis to lose control 

of her voice and her body. Her %O ice cornes out W<e a croak" (2 1 9), and images of  

inhabitance repeat thernselves throughout Morag's relationship with Brooke (21 8,237. 

246). Morag views her union with Brooke as joyfùl, white the reader sees these images 

as sites of loss. Simultaneous with the moment of  their fwst love-making, Morag's 

i 'hertalk passes . . . And he goes off deep deep inside her herownself and she is 

inhabited by him at last. Afierwards, when they are their own separate selves once 

more, they are not separate" (2 18). Brooke and Morag are becoming one; they are 

cloning each other, or rather, Morag is so entwined with Brooke's needs and desires, that 

she sees their union as eternal: 'Nowadays, when they make love, they almost always 

corne at the sarne tirne, and often sleep the night in eac h other's amis, ail1 joined. 

Sometimes in the moming he is still inside her, and they separate slowly, reluctantly, but 

their inhabitance of  one another never really ceases and never will" (23 7). Taken alone, 

this passage can be read as a moment of mutual pleasure where orgasm is achieved 

simultaneously, where lovers are equal in their desue and satisfaction. However, 

Laurence complicates this image o f  inhabitance by showing how it can be both 

cornforthg and darnaging, how it can be both a joyful union and a dangerous erasure of 

self. 

I read Brooke's inhabitance of Morag's body as an occupation by the conqueror, 

who wants to mold his subject into his own image. In contrast, Manawaka inhabits 
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Morag's body as a site of belonging. Manawaka helps create not erase her identity, as 

Brooke threatens to do. Morag's rnemory of Manawaka fills her mind as well as  her 

bones and her flesh: "the t o m  inhabits her. as once she inhabited it" (246). Morag is 

influenced by Brooke's occupation of her body, by his longing to create her in his own 

image and by his way of living in only present and fùture tenses. While Brooke's 

habitation results in Morag suppressing her language, Manawaka is Morag's way back 

to voice and writing. 

Morag's resistance to Brooke's insistent urgings to forget her past originates 

when she begins writ ing her tirst novel, Spear of innocence. Through writ hg, Morag 

gains strength to question her past assumptions and her position in her relationship with 

Brooke. Suddenly, her submission to Brooke is intolerable, although she also feels 

indebted to him. When Brooke wants to go to a movie, Morag srniles and agrees even 

though she would rather return to Chapter Three of  her novel: 

Unfair to Brooke. Who is. d e r  ail, supporting her while she bashes away at the 
typewriter. And who loves her. And whom she loves. 
Morag thinks of her smile. The eager agreement to go out. How many times has 
she lied to hirn before, or is this the first tirne? No, it is not the first tirne. She 
never thought of it that way before. It never seerned like lying. Now it does. 
(245) 

Morag's realization that she has k e n  lying both to herself and to Brooke signals a 

change in Morag's interpretation of events in her life. She creates another version of her 

self while she simultaneousiy creates a character in her novel. Morag's fiction writing 

parallels a new way of writing her self into the world. 

Morag urges Brooke to explore these possible spaces with her. To Brooke, k i n g  

vuinerable to external forces is to be weak. For Morag, the meeting of external and 

interna1 is tùll of potential: "Brooke-listen. We hardly know a thing about one another. 



1 mean, not really. Even after nearly five years. It's necessary that we find out. . . . I'm 

not the way you think 1 am. And you're not the way 1 thought you were, either. . . . 

We've got to find out a lot more" (248). Morag recognizes the necessity o f  change, of 

transformation, but Brooke refùses her urgings. Significantly, Morag refers to her 

novel' s heroine, L ilac, for guidance after Broo ke chooses sleep over conversation: "How 

much of Lilac 's childhood remained with her? All. It always does" (248). Morag uses 

her writing and her imagination to make sense of the meeting between present and past 

in her own life and in the life of her heroine. This process recalls Cixous's notion that 

subjects know one another and begin anew "fiom the living boundaries of the other" 

("Laugh" 883). Morag knows Brooke and begins herself anew fiom the borders of his 

skin against hers. Morag also presses herself against Lilac' s fictional skin and is t herein 

able to invent another way of living that does not rely on k i n g  subordinate to or fully 

inhabited by Brooke. This notionofbeginning anew fiom the living boundaries of 

another is an enabling structure that resists categorization while insisting on 

5.4 "going out" 

Pique retunis halfway through The Diviners, looking the same. Indeed, when 

Morag asks her if she is "okay, really?" (252)' Pique Iaughs and tells Morag to relax: 

"Sure, I'm al1 right. Really. Can't you seeT' (252). Pique's comment implies that the 

surface of her body contains evidence of her well-being. However, in the very next 

moment, Pique also talks about how easy it is to sense what lies beneath surface: 

'Sorne times weren't so good. They hate kids hitching, some places. 
They'd really like you to be dead. Really &ad, for real. It's the anger that scares 
me.' 



'Yeh Me, too.' 
Because they don't know it 's there inside the-' Pique said. 'They think 

they're sweet reasonableness, and it'sym that's in the wrong, just by being, and 
not king like them, or looking like them, or wanting their kind of life. It's the 
anger you can feei, even if they don? lay a hand on you. 1 t's, like-well, visible. 
You can see and taste and smell it. You know? 

'1 can guess. I've seen it, under other circurnstances, when 1 was a kid. ' 
'1 wondered about that,' Pique said, in between mouthfùls of sandwich, 

'when I went to Manawaka 1 guess it's changed a lot, on the surface. 
Undemeath-well, 1 dwino.' (252) 

Alt hough Pique begins by speaking about an ambiguous "they" who hate kids hitching, 

she soon reflects on the anger present in people who refuse to accept difierence, 

inc luding racial di fference, gender difference, and c lass difference. When Morag asks if 

Pique is "okay, really," Morag reveals that she knows that skin as surface can be 

misread. Pique picks up on Morag's use of the word really and uses it to connote both 

degree of feeling ("really dead') and literalness of action ("really dead, for real"). Pique 

is not speaking metaphorically. Her fear is as real as the anger she senses. Her fear is 

also exacerbated because what is clearly visible to her is invisible to the person who 

embodies the anger. Pique's body sees and tastes and smells what lies beneath swface. 

While most others read only surface, Pique recognizes what exists beneath surface. 

Pique sees what others refbse, as do Christie and Morag and Jules. She, too, is a diviner. 

In t his section, Pique signifies fiict ion, with its plurality of meanings including touch, 

resistance, and conflict . 

When Pique is in Manawaka, she senses how surface and depth do not always 

refer to the same reality. She recognizes the friction between surface and depth how 

surface c m  both disguise and display what lies beneath. People and places contain both 

past and present, and Pique confkonts al1 of these-people, place, past, present-in order 

to embody the future. When Pique returns wearing her father's b e l  around her waist 



and carrying his songs in her bones, she embodies her Métis history both outside and 

inside. She is marking her body to sign* her heritage. However, Pique also begins to 

see more clearly how her relationship with her father is separate from the relationship 

that Morag has with Jules. Morag admits that Jules phoned her when Pique was away. 

Pique questions Morag about why he called, and Morag responds: 

'I think he really phoned to tell me he'd seen you and you were okay. He 
always thought 1 was kind of-' 

' What ?' 
'Bourgeois. Square.' 
'Squme. 1 love your idiom M a  It's like an old dance tune h m  the 

fort ies. ' 
'Brat. You wait. Yours will be passé, too.' 
' Well, were you, like, square?' 
'It al1 depends wbere you stand,' Morag said. 'To him, 1 suppose 1 was, at 

least in some ways. He thought I wanted things that he didn't care about. 1 did, 
too, but then, hter, 1 didn't.' 

'What things?' 
'Oh-respectability, wall-to-wall carpets and that.' 
'Did you really? Poor Ma.' 
'Indeed. But it wasn't al1 that bad. It wasn't like that at dl ,  really. 1 can't 

explain.' (253) 

Pique questions Morag's subject position and offers a critique of Morag's language 

because Pique has been given another language through her father's songs. From where 

Pique stands, it is Morag's language that is old. From where Jules stands, Morag is 

bourgeois, yearning for a way of being in the world that transcends her lower-class 

background. To Jules, the transformation that Morag once desired is unimportant. The 

younger Morag 's version of modemism paid homage to a capitalist structure, even if it 

criticized patriarchy and imperialism. Jules believes that moving out of one's class 

position is not as important as remembering and recreating familial and communal 

culture. Indeed. as previously demonstrated, voice in storytellhg is what initially brings 



Jules and Morag together. Both of them embody a fierce determinat ion not to have their 

stories erased. This determination is also apparent in Pique. 

Both Pique and Morag search for ways of representing their realities through 

language. Morag, however, is tom between her pleasure that Pique has received the 

songs lkom Jules and her jealousy that Jules has songs to give: 

Could you hand over a stack of books to sorneone? Only to someone who wanted 
to r a d ,  presumably. Maybe Pique would read Morag's out of curiosity when 
Morag was pushiry up daisies. But songs. And he had k e n  singing them so long 
ago, long before everyone in sight began going around singing their own songs. 
Lucky bugger. God knows he'd had a rocky road, withal, though (254) 

Morag adniires Jules's fortitude, his authenticity, his belief in his voice-and his ability 

to teach al1 this to Pique, as though songs are a medium of language that has more value 

than words on the page. Perhaps Jules's songs do have more value, at least for Pique. 

His songs connect to an oral tradition that retells the stories told by his father and his 

father's father. Jules's male family history, which connects to a prairie Métis history, is 

given to Pique. If Jules gives Pique Métis tales, then Morag teaches Pique how to 

include a woman's voice in these male stories, although neither Morag nor Pique 

understands Morag's teaching. Morag does not feel she can offer Pique this sense of 

belonging to a larger comrnunity because it is not yet sornething Morag owns for herself. 

Morag's struggle with how to make words work for her is hstrating for both 

Morag and Pique. While Pique yearns for the stories, Morag struggles with ways of 

telling. Pique echoes her mother's fhstration at k ing unable to explain her needs: 

'Gord couldn't see how important it was to me. He thought it would be just 
the sarne if you listened to a record and pickeù up anybody else's song that way. 1 
çouldn't explain. It was kind of strange to see him again, my dad. Did you love 
hirn?' 

Morag sat with her hands around the CO ffee mug. Thinking. How to reply 
and get across that much complexit y in a single well-chosen phrase? Impossible. 



'1 guess you could say love. 1 find words more difficult to define than 1 
used to. 1 guess 1 feh-feel-that he was related to me in sorne way. I'd known 
him an awfully long tirne, you know. 1 man, at the time when you were bom, I'd 
known him an awfiilly long time then, even. I'm not sure know is the right word, 
there. ' 

'Who cares about the right word?' Pique cried. Then, suddenly, the hurt 
cry which must have been there for years, ' Why did you have me?' (254) 

Morag is again faced with the task of making the invisible visible, making the complex 

simple, finding a way to order the chaotic. When Morag replies that she wanted Pique, 

Pique accuses Morag of king selfish, of not thinking of "him or of me" (254). The 

fiiction between Morag and Pique is represented by silence and bridged by Pique's hand 

touching Morag's hand. This gesture, this touch across the table, both acknowledges the 

unsayable and resists complete separation. 

When Pique's boyfriend Gord interrupts this moment, Pique in fhstration lashes 

out at him: "'I'm going out. And don't follow me, either, see?"' (256). Pique's leaving 

reminds Morag of how leaving the house, in another tirne and place, enabled resistance 

and escape. When Morag is still married to Bmke,  her novel Spear of Innocence is 

published, and her wordless state of  inhabitance, of joyfil union, becomes something 

else: "She strokes the skin of his shoulders and back. Then they make love, and it is 

fine, except that at one tirne it seemed an unworded conversation and c o ~ e c t i o n  and 

now it seems something else. An attempt at rnutual reassurance, against al1 odds" (282). 

She knows now that she does not want to stay with Brooke, but she does not know how 

to leave him. Her dissatisfaction leads her to go out of the house and wander the city, a 

flâneuse, like Stacey, searching for a way out. 

Feeling "separated nom herself' and "blind inside" (284), Morag fimis her way 

out when she m e t s  Jules in the street. The friction produced when their bodies touch is 



a friction that enables Morag's escape fkom Brooke. When Morag and Jules are in bed 

together 

she doesn't expect to be aroused, and does not even care if she isn't, as though this 
joining is king done for other reasons, some debt or m e r  to the pst,  some 
severing of  inner chahs which have kept h a  bound and separated h m  part of 
herself. She is, however, aroused quickly, surprised at the intensity of her need to 
have him enter her. She links ber legs around his, and it is as though it is again 
that first tirne. Then they both reach the place they have k e n  travelling towards, 
and she lies beside him, spent and renewed. (292-93) 

When Jules and Morag are joined, Morag compresses time and space by retunllng to 

their prairie past. She finds strength in that time and place and is able to c o ~ e c t  again 

her of her personal and communal prairie past, and "She wants only to touch him, 

someone fiom a long long way back, someone related to her in ways she cannot define 

and feels no need of  defining" (288). The relationship between Jules and Morag is 

based on a collective past that they s h e d  as children and adolescents, and on 

marginalizat ion. Regardless of where they travel, Jules and Morag will always have the 

prairie and each other in their bodies. 

5.5 "back and forth" 

Pique's safe return and her movement out of the Morag's house coincide with 

Morag shedding her wife skin and growing her mother skin. Now that Pique is home 

safely, Morag's mernories incorporate Pique's birth and childhood. It is as though when 

Pique was away, Morag could see herself only in Pique's travels; she could not figure 

herse1 f as mother. In addition, Pique's proximity to Morag brings space and time closer 

together. The present and the past are interspersed in the m t  ive on a more regular 



basis, and the resulting stories are characteristically shorter in length. The past is 

catching up to the present. 

Furthemore, if the structure of the novel is conceptualized as a bowtie, or a 

sideways X, with Morag's narrative as one line and Pique's as the other, then this 

moment in the novel is the place where those two Lines cross and the order reverses. 

Indeed, Morag herself says, 'These kids [Pique and Dan] reversed the order of  life, 

staying up al1 night and sleeping most o f  the day. Order. For heaven's sake. It flowed 

in Morag's veins, despise it though she rnight. What possible differences did it rnake if 

the kids wanted to turn the days around?" (307). The answer to this question is what 

fmally ends the novel: "She had known it al1 along, but not really known. The g a ,  or 

portion of grace, or whatever it was, was finally withdrawn, to be given to sorneone 

else" (477). The difference is that Pique and her stories are the iùture. Pound's 

modernist mandate to rnake it new is made new when it is given to the next generation. 

To retum to the narrative present that 1 began discussing at the opening of the 

last paragraph, this moment of  narrative reversa1 is a moment when Pique recognizes 

that it is time for another change, t h e  for her to move out of her mother's house. 

Significantly, she repeats a gesture that signals understanding across difference. When 

Pique and Dan approach Morag about living at the Smiths' on the other side of the river 

6rom Morag, there is "Silence. Then astonishrnent. Pique had taken one of her hands 

and Dan the other" (3 1 0). This gesture of joining hands among three people constructs a 

triangle, ha!f of  a bowtie. Pique says, "' We' 11 be back and forth a lot "' (3 1 1 ), and she 

means that they will be back and forth across the river, back and forth between their new 

home and Morag's place. Pique and Dan will be travelling across the current ofthe 

river; they will be resisting its pull fkom both ways, creating their own order. In this 



section, Pique signifies a reversal of order and the creation of a new order, which causes 

Morag to name Pique, "harbinger of my deatk continuer of lijé" (3 12). 

Now that Pique has returned fiom the Coast, Morag remembers her own time 

there, pregnant with Pique and wit hout Brooke. Her new novel Prospero 's ChiZd 

rew-rites The Tempest fiom Miranda's point of view, thus usurping the power of the male 

artkt and passing it on to his daughter. This provides another example of the necessity 

of creating a new order of k ing  and another way that the signifier chiZd represents the 

fùture as a critique of the present. Notably, this section also represents the initial 

meeting between Pique and her father. Jules shows five-year-old Pique a picture of 

herself at two-months-old, a snapshot he keeps in his wallet. On the back of the picture, 

Pique's name is written: "Piquette Gunn Tonnerre. In that order" (362). Ordering and 

naming, like storytelling, Vary according to the subject position of the namer or the 

speaker. Pique moves between the names Gunn and Tonnerre depending upon who is 

doing the naming. How Pique decides to narne herself is still undetermined. Pique 

begins to learn fiom her father her Tonnerre heritage. Through songs, he teaches Pique 

the tales that he told Morag. And at night, when Pique is asleep, Jules and Morag "make 

love urgent ly, both equal to each other's body in this urgent meeting and grappling, this 

brief death of consciousness. this conscious defiance of death" (365). Jules teaches 

Pique how to creatively displace stones that do not include her Métis fiistory, and 

toget her Jules and Morag wrporeally de@ death t hrough their love-making and through 

the life of their child, who will live to tell their stones in her own way. 



5.6 "west again" 

Pique's identity is fluid and therefore connected with the river that flows both 

ways. Pique's movements back and forth between Gunn and Tonnerre are an example 

of the potential embodied in her multiple subject positions. Indeed, Pique experiments 

with new ways of signifj4ng her hybrid identity. She marks her body so that she has 

control of her narrative beyond the level of skin. She wears her father's brass-buckied 

belt, and she wears her hair in braids. When Morag asks her why she is wearing the 

braids. the following rather lengthy conversation takes place: 

"Cooler. Keeps it away h m  my face in this weather. Also. I'm part- 
Indian-it's suitable, isn't it?'' 

"1 don't think I'm hearing you very accurately. What're you trying to say?" 
"1 don't know," Pique said. "1 don't want to be split. 1 want to be together. 

But I'm not. 1 don't know where 1 belong." 
"Does it have to be eitherlor'?" 
Pique's eyes k a m e  angry. 
"1 don't guess you would know how it feels. Yes, maybe it does have to be 

eithedor. But 1 was brought up by you. 1 never got much of the other side." 
Once again, the reproach. Not to Jules; to Morag. When Pique wielded that 

particular knife, it always found its mark, as she very well knew. 
Y told you what 1 could." 
"Sure," Pique said. "But that wasn't much, was it? 1 never knew what 

really happened. There was only that one tirne, when my dad was here-when 1 
was fifieen, eh? And he said a lot ofthings. And the songs-I've got those. And 
he said sorne more, when 1 saw him in Toronto, this time. But some of those 
stories you used to teil me when 1 was a kid-I never knew if they bappened like 
that or not." 

"Some did and sorne didn't, 1 guess. It doesn't matter a damn. Don3 you 
see?" 

''No," Pique said, "1 don't see. 1 want to know whaî really happened." 
Morag laughed. Unkindly, perhaps. 
"You do. eh? Well, so do 1. But there's no one version. There just isn't." 
"Maybe not," Pique said, dispiritedly. "I'rn sony, Ma, going on like this. 

It 's part of things which are wonying me." (3 73) 

Part of what is worrying Pique is the feeling that she needs "to go West again" (375) to 

fmd out where she belongs. At this point, Pique believes that belonging is related KO 



place and that identity can only be one side or the other. connected to the rnother or to 

the father. Pique feels that in order to determine her own identity she needs to go home, 

which is the prairie place of her ancestors. In this section Pique signifies home. which 

includes issues related to belonging and ancestry. 

Pique's need to 'rake off again" (376) brings her boyfiiend Dan Scranton to 

Morag's door for explmations about why Pique has to leave and why Morag seems not 

to like him. Pique's leaving and Dan's desperation lead Morag back to her past 

comection with another man named Dan and to her acceptance that 'rhe whole town [of 

Manawaka] was inside my head, for as long as 1 live" (376). With this statement, Morag 

displaces both the land and the individual as singular heroes. Instead, each is connected 

to the other. Place exists in the bodies of its inhabitants because the inhabitants lived 

upon the land. Home is people. not place. Dan recognizes this as soon as he sees Pique 

(378), but it takes Morag until Scotland to understand that home is located in the bodies 

of people. 

When Morag h a l l y  goes to Scotland with her lover Dan McRaith, she cornes to 

the realization that she does not need to go to Sutherland to see the place fiom which her 

people came. She says, "The myths are my reality" (4 1 5). This a f f i a t  ion of narrative 

refers to ail of  Pique's questions about what is real. This privileging of story does not 

mean that the land is erased, however. Instead, Morag acknowledges that the land of  her 

ancestors is 'Christie's real country. Where 1 was born" (4 1 5). Again, this use of the 

word real connotes one of  the ways of  reclaiming modernism as formulated by Charles 

Taylor: the search for individual authenticity while reniainhg c o ~ e c t e d  to one's pst. 

When Morag refers to Christie's real country, Canada, she defines home as the place 

where one is born. This complex hterrelationship between home as piace and as people 



deconstnicts the eitherfor binary that Pique both clings to and dismisses. Since the land 

cannot be separated fkom the body of the individual or the community, femùiist 

modemist narratives defi destruction as  b n g  as there are stories to pass on and people to 

listen. 

5.7 "to ride yourself' 

Reclaiming a modernist sensibility does not rnean the loss of individual 

subjectivity. On the contrary, it is crucial to celebrate an individual's distinct identity. 

Indeed, an individual cannot connect with others until she is at home with her self 

Pique's fierce individualism is comected to her desperation for a history or a symbol 

that defmes her seemingly divided identity. When Dan Scranton buys a palornino as the 

fust horse in his stable, Pique says, '4 think you just wanted him to ride yourself' (434). 

Morag reads Pique's criticism as envy o f  Dan's fieedom and his contentment. Pique is a 

subject in motion who has been in one place for too long, and Morag recognizes this: 

What of Pique? She was not settled here. Maybe never would be. 
Cornmitteci to Dan, but how much? Having to move on, hit the road? For how 
long? 

Pique picked up her guitar and began to sing. Around her, there was an area 
of silence. as though al1 of them, al1 in this room, here, now, wanted to touch and 
hold her, and could not, did not dare tamper with her aloneness. She began to sing 
one of Jules' songs, the song for Lazarus. Her voice never fahered, although she 
was crying. (436) 

The singer, like the storyteller, is an individual who is both separate f?om and connected 

to her audience. When Pique sings her songs, she opens a space that is called silence 

even though it is filled with the sound o f  her voice. She signifies aloneness, even though 

she is surrounded by people. She signifies pain through weeping, even though her voice 

does not falter. What she signifies rnost kl ly  in this section is sorrow. Her songs and 



Jules's songs are lamentations for lost ancestors. Pique defies theu deaths by keeping 

their stories alive with her voice. 

Pique's tears take Morag back three years to another t h e  when songs and stories 

accompanied weeping. When Pique is fifieen Jules cornes back and sings Pique more 

songs about her Tonnerre history. He sings to her of victories and tells her stones of 

deaths. By sharuig with her the past, he resists a repetition o f  it. #en Pique begins 

crying, Jules shows her the one tangible possession o f  his that once belonged to Lazms.  

The section is pivotal because Pique finally obtains proof that she can touch, which 

connects her parents. Pique bears witness to the exchange between Morag and Jules as 

Morag receives the plaid pin and gives the knife to Jules. This exchange signifies the 

end of Morag's mernories in the novel. Laurence brings the Manawaka novels fidl circle 

when Morag adopts the Currie crest and war cry. When the next section begins, 

Morag's narrative is al1 in the present, although it gestures to the iùture. 

5.8 "the river . . . like voices" 

The final section of  the novel opens with Pique finally telling Morag about her 

visit to Manawaka. Order is reversed as child and mother switch places as storytellers. 

Indeed, the body of the novel ends with Morag setting down the title of her finished 

narrative. while the Tonnerre songs extend beyond Morag's tit le. When Pique tells 

Morag about going into the valley to see the Tonnerre place, she says, "It seemed 1 

really knew then that al1 of them had lived there, once. . . . It was very quiet. I could 

hear the river-it's really more a creek, isn't it? It sounded kind of like voices" (461). 

Pique hears the sound of voices in the river and writes a song about how the 'talley and 

the mountain hold ber] name9'(465). Morag's acknowledgment that place exists in the 



blood of the people and Pique's song about how the names of the people are embodied 

in the landscape speak pro foundly to the interrelat ionship between people and place. 

There is silence after Pique finishes singing, and then there is the familiar gesture of  

reaching out and touching hands as Pique and Morag connect across the space that exists 

between them 



"1 am slowly learning, sometimes 
returning to where 1 started and beginning 
to leam again, 
not to ask, 
but to lay my body down, like a river." 

M e l a n i e  Cameron 
untit led, fiom "Floating Ophelia" 



6. CONCLUSION: HER BODY, A RIVER 

The literature of a nation represents people's lived experiences and the places 

where those experiences occur, and Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels represent 

the struggles of many Canadian women to corne to voice. By contextualizing the 

Manawaka novels-The Stone Angel, A Jesr of Cod, The Fire-Dwellers, and The 

Diviners-as works that contribute to a revisionist Canadian literary modernism, the 

reader sees that the novels are revolutionary in the ways that they reimagine the nation 

out of repressive social structures through the liberated fernale individual. Each 

protagonist stmggles to defme her own individual identity within her communities. It is 

not until Morag in The Diviners, however, that a protagonist reaches past her individual 

history to touch several communal histories which strategically reconstruct an imagined 

community out of complex immigrant and Métis mythologies. When al1 four novels are 

considered together, the community of Manawaka becomes visible, even if the 

individual protagonists are not quite certain of their places in that community. The 

imagined community that appears is a tirneless and tirnely place grounded in the mythic 

and the local, a place of both return and regeneration. 

The primary protagonists of the Manawaka novels-Hagar, Rachel, Stacey, and 

Morag-embdy different aspects of a feminist modernist struggle to fïnd an identity 

that represents both individual and collective unity and difference. In order to 

acknowledge her complex identity, each protagonist must reconcile her contemporary 

individualism with her communal past to imagine an alternat ive future. Each 



protagonist voices feelings of separation and isolation as she contemplates her 

relationship to the landscape and to the people that are part of her cornmunity. One 

aspect of this past relates to the dynamics between the protagonists' ancestors, the Scots- 

Irish sett lers and to wnspeople, and theu neig hbours, the Ukrainians and the prairie Métis 

peoples. Each protagonist makes visible the conflicts and communities that exist 

between lower-class and rniddle-class, nual and urban, young and aging, desire and 

regret, wornen and men, Métis and white. 

This dissertation posits a feminist Canadian modernism that is a revolutionary 

movement which challenges hegemonic ideologies and represents a society that is 

unified in its diversity. It is important to understand some of the main historical events 

that Uiform the creation of this particular strand of modernism, including the second 

wave feminist movement in Canada, the federal policy of multiculturalism, and the 

nationalist climate surrounding Canada's centennial year. It is also important to note 

that govenunent strategies, which were implemented to respond to the concerns of the 

people, did not adequately represent the complex concerns surrounding issues of gender, 

race, sexuality, ethnicity, class, and reg ion. Recalling Nietzsche's placement of 

aesthetics above politics, it follows that artists, and especially writets, are the ones to 

represent the complexity of Canadian ident ity while offering a critique of the structures 

upon which that identity is based. 

I have already looked quite closely at some of the reasons why feminist 

rnodernist liberatory strategies of creative displacement and corporeal defiance need to 

address issues of language and body, of coming to voice and of embracing sexuality. 1 

have also exarnined how each of the prirnary protagonists in the Manawaka novels 

addresses at least one of these issues in a moment or repeated action that expresses 



simultaneously the ephemeral and the etemal. Each transformative moment is an 

expression of  protest against a dominant ideology. 1 began each chapter with the image 

of a train and an analysis of what the train represents in eac h novel. In general, the train 

is a rnodemist man-made way of ordering and mastering the landscape. The train's 

rnovements are always linear, even when the parallel Iines are curved, and prirnarily 

fonvard. To conclude this dissertation, 1 will argue against the train as a primary 

modemist image of order and posit the river-r water-as another way of ordering 

t h e  and place. Watenvays organize the landscape as part o f  the geography, and the 

movements of  the water are quite ambiguous. As Laurence says, the river flows both 

forwards and bac kwards. 

The Manawaka novels are revo lut ionary in how t hey re-visio n Canadian ident it y 

beyond a dual French-Eng lish identity and beyond patriarc ha1 social structures. Each 

novel focuses on an individual who struggles to transcend the limitations placed upon 

her by patriarchal society. Together these novels create a cornmunity of women who 

resist the status quo by transgressing the boundaries of past and present, memory and 

forgetting, reality and imagination. Through these transgressive moments, the wornen 

offer subversive strategies that promote social change. Manawaka becomes a place o f  

return and regeneration as eac h protagonist remernbers her prairie past and transforms 

that past into a hopefùl fùture for the nation. Each protagonist's timeless moment 

contnbutes to the creation of a fluid historical pattern that is a fleeting and immutable 

story which becomes part of an identity. 



6.1 Transgressions and transformations 

Hagar's tramformative moment is a moment when she narnes and then conquers 

the wilderness that is both an external and an interna1 landscape. Before Hagar can 

perform her fish-cannery transformation, however, she m u t  traverse and conquer a 

wrasteland by the sea. She is a questing hero who needs to survive trials in the 

wildemess before reac hing her destination. In order to make her way back to the fish- 

cannery fiom the beach, Hagar must climb a forested hill: 

Wallcing is difficult. 1 skid and slide on bmwn pine needles that lie thickly over 
the gound. Crashing, 1 stumble through fems and rotten boughs that lie scattered 
like old bones. Cedars lash my face, and my legs are lacerated with brambles. . . . 
And then 1 do fall. . . . 1 grow enraged. 1 curse like Bram, summoning every 
blasphemy 1 can lay my hands on, screeching them into the quiet forest. Perhaps 
the anger gives me strength, for 1 clutch at a bough, not caring if it's covered with 
pins and needles or not, and yank myself upright. There. There. I knew 1 could 
get up alone. I've done it. h u d  as Napoleon or Lucife- 1 stand and survey the 
wasteland 1 've conquered. (1 90-9 1 ) 

Hagar reaches back into both her prairie past with Brarn and into a historical and literary 

past with Napoleon and Lucifer and surnmons enough strength to conquer the wasteland 

and stand on her own, both literally and metaphorically. In this moment, Hagar 

recognizes her individual strength and also realizes that her comection to literal and 

fictional pasts has helped her be strong in the present. 

Significantly, Hagar also alters the role of a male hero, such as Napoleon or 

Lucifer or Faust. Instead ofattempting to çonquer the wasteiand in order to change it. 

Hagar sits down and enjoys her tirne in 'Xhis green blue-ceilinged place, warm and cool 

with Sun and shade . . . Perhaps I've corne here not to hide but to seek" (192). In this 

moment, she sees herself as a quest ing and quest ioning heroine who changes herself 



rather than changing the landscape. Indeed, a reciprocal touching occurs between Hagar 

and the landscape: "Beside me grows a shelf of fungus, the velvety underside a 

mushroom color, and when 1 touch it, it takes and retains my fmgerprint" (1 92). She 

leaves her mark on the wilderness. but this action is not creative destruction. This action 

is an acknowledgment of her own identity, a sirnultaneous marking and king marked. 

Rachel is the only Manawaka protagonist who still lives in Manawaka, so instead 

of using memory and imagination to incorporate her prairie home into her present, 

Rachel uses her imagination to take her away fiom what she believes is a confmùig 

space. Rachel is also the only protagonist who reflects upon the comection between the 

train and the water. and this reflection builds community across space because the 

memory causes her to long for her sister (1  73). However, she also takes retùge in places 

of confuiement. As they are with Hagar, for Rachel, the forest and the water are 

transfomative places: 

-A forest. Tonight it is a forest. Sometimes it is a beack It has to be right 
away fiom everywhere. Otherwise she rnay be seen. The trees are green walls, 
high and shielding, boughs of pine and tamarack, branches sweeping to earth, 
fonning a thousand rooms among the fallen leaves. She is in the green-walled 
room the boughs opening just enough to let the sun in, the m s s  hairy and so fi on 
the earth She c a m t  see his face clearly. His features are blwed as though his 
were a face seen through water. She sees only his body distinctly, his shoulders 
and arms deeply tanne4 his belly flat and hard. He is wearing only tight-fitting 
jeans, and his swelling sex shows. She touches him there, and he trembles, 
absorbing her fïngers' pressure. Then they are lying along one another, their skins 
slippery. His hands, his mouth are on the wet warm skin of her inner thighs. 
NOW- 

1 didn't. 1 didn't. It was only to be able to sleep. The shadow prince. Am 1 
unbalanced? Or only laughable? That's worse, much worse. (25) 

Like the landscape that retains Hagar's fmgerprint, the skin of Rachel's imaginary lover 

absorbs Rachel's touch. By touching and king touched, Rachel breaks out of closed 

systems of thought and action. Rachel's imagination takes her out of her bedroom and 



into an outer room, a room in the forest that anticipates the place where she will 

eventually have sex with Nick, where her imaginary lover becomes tangible. In this 

masturbatory scene, Rachel brings herself to orgasm and then questions her motives as 

though pleasure cannot be a motive, as though pleasure for a woman without a man 

makes her laughable. 

Rachel's concerns with balance and stability continue throughout the novel as 

Rachel ruminates on  her view of the world: 

No thing is clear now. Somet hing must be the mater with my way of 
viewing things. 1 have no middle view. Either 1 fix on a detail and see it as 
though it were magnified-a leaf with al1 its veins perceived the fine hair on the 
back of a man's hands-or else the world recedes and becomes blmed, artificial, 
indefinite, an abstract painting of  a world. The darkening sky is hugely blue, 
gashed with rose, blood, flame pouring h m  the vokano o r  wound or flower of 
the lowering Sun. The wavering green, the sea of grass, piercingly bright. Black 
tree tnrnks, contorted, arching over the river. 

Only Nick's face is clear. Prominent cheekbones, slightly slanted eyes, his 
black straight hair. Before, it seemed a known face because I knew the feeling of 
it, the male smell of his skïn, the faht roughness dong his jaw. Now it seerns a 
hidden Caucasian face, one of  the hawkish and long-ago riders of  the Steppes. 

17m drarnatizing. To make a11 this seem mysterious or significant, instead of 
what it is. which is embarrassing, myself standing gawkily here with no words, no 
charms o f  either kind, neither any depth nor any lightness. (91 -92) 

Rachel's v i s iowher  absence of a middle view-reflects her inability to live in the 

present moment. She questions her way of viewing the world, claiming that she has 

neither words nor charms while she simultaneously creates an apocalyptic modernist 

aesthetic that is both horrific and beautiful. The wounded sky hovers over a sea of 

prairie grass. Contorted trees twist over the river. Rachel's interna1 geography is 

apparent in the way she translates the prairie landscape. It is in this act of  drarnatizat ion 

that she transforms herself from an embamsed virgin into an imaginative lover. 

This landscape in which she stands with Nick is also the landscape of her 

imagination. Tirne and space compress as Nick's clear face becomes the blurred and 



unrecognizable face of a mythical hero, the "shadow prince" who visits her in the night. 

The forest of her fantasies is the place in which she now sits, and Nick defines this 

forested space by the river as "neutral temtory" that is neither the town nor the f m .  

Rachel interprets this definition as a place that is "neither one side nor the other" (93), a 

place that does not follow the division in the town, which the people have created and 

the train tracks have made visible. The river is the middle space, the neutral temtory; it 

is the transfonnative place where anything can happen. 

When Rachel returns fiom the river. she has changed fiom a person who has no 

middle view to a person who exists in a middle space: "There are three worlds and I'm 

in the middle one, and this seerns now to be a weak area between millstones" ( 100). 

Rachel sees this middle area as now seerningly weak because it is complex and because 

it contains ambiguities and contradictions. She is not yet able to fully see complexities, 

ambiguities, and contradictions as sources of strength and libenition, although she verges 

on this realization. This middle world might be characterized as the present world, the 

one that exists between pst and future. h may be a world that exists between birth and 

death. Regardless, this is a world that reorders a binary system that posits only two 

options. Rachel has gone through a prairie version of a sea-change down by the river. 

She has transformed the prairie g r a s  into the sea and has seen that the enclosed 

Manawaka may also be changed into a place that contains another option beyond the 

either/or blliary of self and other, the structure upon which Manawaka resides, according 

to Rachel. 

Rachel's first thought aller she retunis home fiom the river and settles her 

mother into bed is, "1 wish 1 could tell my sister" (100). Rachel understands that Stacey 

would celebrate this change. Like Rachel, Stacey is also going through a sea-change. 



Rachel needs to touch her self and live in the present, while Stacey needs to touch her 

past in order to tramcend her present. Rachel's transformation and regeneration occur 

through imagination and dramatization, while Stacey transforms herself through 

imagination and memory. Both protagonists perform these acts beside the water. and 

both acts are related to recognizing and celebrating the body as a site of  pleasure. 

Like Hagar's, Stacey's transgressive moment occurs while she is nuining away. 

Also like Hagar's, Stacey 's leaving is an escape. Stacey Mac Aindra, who used to be and 

still is Stacey Cameron, needs to escape fiom the hands and voices in her house, 

especially the hands and voice of  her husband, Mac. The night before she escapes "he 

makes hate with her, his hands clenched around her collarbones and on her throat until 

she is able to bring herself to speak the release. Ir doesn *t h w ~  You can 't hurt me- But 

afterwards neither of thern can sleep. Finally, separately, they each rise and take a 

sleeping pill" (1 50). However, it is not the damage done to her body that leads to her 

leaving. What finally leads to her Ieaving is that Mac tells her to leave him alone. after 

she asks him whether they could "just taik about everything 1 mean like everyt hing" 

( 1 54). Stacey yeams for verbal as well as corporeal communication. Like Rachel' s 

broken bones, Stacey's wounds are present but not visible. 

Mac's fat her, Matthew. touches these invisible wounds and predicts S tacey ' s 

sea-change. As usual, Matthew cornes over for Sunday lunch and shares the text of the 

sermon with Stacey: ''Save me, O God, for the waters are come in unro my sour' ( 1  52). 

Stacey goes upstairs, locks herself in the bathroom, and cries, releasing the waters. 

However, in order to complete the sea-change, Stacey must escape the house that is the 

place of her confinement. Indeed, she flees not only her house but al1 houses, symbols 

of  isolation. In modem society, houses separate people fiom each other. Walis are built 



to keep people in and to keep neighbours out. Cities are structured to enclose 

individuals rather than to create cornmunit ies. Stacey transgresses the boundaries of 

separation and drives to the water. 

Stacey sees the city as a wasteland that she must conquer and escape in order to 

tram forrn herse If: 

She heads into the city along streets now inhabited only by the eternal flarnes of 
the neon forest fires . . . Then through the half-wild park where the giant f i s  and 
cedars darken the dark sky, and across the great bridge that spans the hatbor . . . 
Along the highway that leads up to the Sound, finally and at last away fkom 
habitation, where the road clings to the mountain and the evergreens rise taii and 
gaunt, and the saltwater laps blackly on the narrow shore? and the stars c m  be 
seen, away eorn human lights. (1 54-55) 

The city, for Stacey, is a place of hopelessness, a place where there are "a few old men 

with nowhere to go or youngsters with nothing to do" (1 54). It is a place that arranges 

shacks beside "garden-surrounded houses" ( 1 54-55). It is a place where neit her the 

young nor the old, neither the impoverished nor the r ich touch or speak to each other. 

Finally, Stacey gets past the houses to the beach: "She walks slowly, brushing 

aside the thomed tendrils of blackberry bushes, past the dwelling half-concealed in the 

undergrowth, the light glowing uncertainly fiom one window. She rnakes her way 

slippingly to the shore" (1 58). This stumbling journey and subsequent rest upon a log 

recall Hagar' s quest in the forest, as though each heroine must survive the trials of a 

journey before reaching her destination. Whereas Hagar's log in the forest retains her 

fmgerprint, Stacey's log "is only slightly damp on the surface, although sea-soaked at its 

core" (1 58). The sea-soaked log upon which Stacey sits reflects Stacey's own watery 

condition, where the surfàce of her body reveals only a trace of her h e r  condition. 

This beach as destination contains both the fleeting and the eternal as Stacey is 



connected to Hagar and Rachel through their translations of and interactions with the 

landscape, whic h reflects their modernist conditions. 

As do Hagar and Rachel, Stacey regards the water and the sky and sees that they 

embody contradictions, for they are both calrn and rough, proxirnate and distant, 

intimate and alien: 

In fiont of her. the black water dances lightly, glancingly, towards the shore . . . 
Out deeper, the water is more rough, breaking in wind-stirred crests. No night 
clouds, and the sky is as blac k as the water, but shot through with stars which one 
instant look close, earth-related, lights provided for us, srna11 almost cozy night- 
lights to keep us h m  the dark, and the next instant look like themselves and alien. 
inconceivably fàr, giant, and burning, not even hostile or anything identifiable, 
only indifferent . ( 1 5 8) 

Dancing is one of Stacey's strategies for resisting the confinement of her present 

condition (l25), and she sees the water echoing this strategy. Stacey also sees the water 

containhg aspects of both lightness and depth qualities which connect back to Rachel's 

identity and vision. Stacey also shares Rachel's manner of seeing the landscape-in this 

instance the stars-in two ways: both intimate and comfiorting, and distant and 

indifferent. For both sisters, the outer landscape encourages inner contemplation and a 

return to a regenerative and liberating moment. For Rachel this moment occurs in her 

nightly masturbatory fantasies, while for Stacey this moment occurs in her memory. 

Tirne and space compress when Stacey's memory takes her to Diamond Lake, 

fust as a ten-year-old and then as an eighteen-year-old. At ten, the voices of loons 

fascinate Stacey because they are voices "that cared nothing for lights or  shelter or the 

known quality of home" (1 59). These voices mock the confinement of home and speak 

to Stacey of alternative ways of living. At eighteen, Diamond Lake is a place where she 

questions her lirnits, tentatively with her mind and confïdently with her body: 



She was a strong swimrner, and when she reached the place where she could see 
the one spruce veering out of the rock on the distant point, she always tumeci back, 
not reaiiy accepting her lirnits, believing she could have gone on across the lake, 
but willing to acknowledge this arbbary place of reference because it was tùrther 
out than rnost of her fiiends could swim. . . . Stacey, swimming back to shore. . . 
thinking already of the dance she would go to that evening, feeling already the 
pressure on her lake-covered thighs of the boys (1 6 1, no end punctuatbn in 
original) 

Stacey places her beliefs beside her actions, using the landscape and her fiiends as points 

of reference. She believes she can go beyond the Limits, but she does not put this belief 

into action. Instead of pushing past her self-imposed h i t s  she nudges against them, 

always tuming back. However, this fleeting moment of  memory, which is etemally 

accessible, enables Stacey to finally "Crash. Out of  the inner and into the outer" (1 6 1 ) 

as she transgresses limits she has internalized. 

Stacey finally pushes past her inhibitions, the confinement of both house and 

society, by retuniing to her body as a source of pleasure and resistance. Stacey meets 

Luke Venturi there by the water and he names her "merwoman," confirming that he 

"look[~] at things from some very different point of view" (164). This point o f  view, 

however, is one that Stacey understands, although for her it has always meant isolation 

rather than comection. Luke is someone who understands the importance of speech and 

imagination to such an extent that Stacey asks him, "You're real? You're not real. I'm 

imagining" ( 165). She cannot quite believe that this outer world can contain 

imagination and conversation. She is "unable for the moment to believe the easiness of  

his words" (1 66). Like Hagar's and Rachel's, Stacey 's hiding becomes a seeking as 

Luke encourages her to "Corne out. Fmm wherever you're hiding yourself" ( 167). And 

Stacey does come out fiom hiding. This initial accidental visit is one of conversation 

only. The next time they meet Stacey intentionally seeks Luke. 



A transformation occurs when the accidental becomes the intentional, when 

hiding becomes seeking, when beliefs form actions. When Stacey goes back to see 

Luke, she is the first one to touch the other. Stacey's body responds to and searches for 

pleasure through dancing and through sex: "She reacts as she once did to jazz, taking it 

as it was told to her unverbally, following the k a t .  Luke takes her hand and puts it on 

his sex. The surge in her own sex is so great that she presses herself hard against him, 

urging him" (1 86). By comecting to dance as the pleasure of her prairie past, which is 

contained in her body, Stacey reorders tirne and space through rnemory and action. This 

modernist re-creation strategically regenerates Stacey as she retums to eighteen at forty, 

as she escapes the chaos of the city to find pleasure by the water. 

This recognition of t he landscape' s order and transfomat ive qualit ies occurs in 

several places and in many ways in The Diviners. The mountain and the valley provide 

a basis for Pique's identity, while the "river of now and then" orders the novel and 

serves as an image of both return and regeneration for Morag. This river is an 

appropriate sign for a feminist Canadian modernism rooted in the prairie because it 

contains the "apparently impossible contradiction" o f  king  able to exist in both the past 

and present while simultaneously s i g n a h g  a geographical space that is both here and 

there, both McConnell's Landing and Manawaka: "The river flowed both ways. The 

current moved fiom north to south, but the wind usually came fiom the south, rippling 

the bronze-green water in the opposite direction. This apparently impossible 

contradiction, made apparent and possible, still fascinated Morag, even afier the years of 

river-watching" (1 1). By watching the river, Morag returns in memory to the prairie and 

these mernories form the basis o f  her regenerat ion and her creation of communal 

narratives. These narratives interweave mernory, history, and story-both Tomeme and 



CiundLogan farnily history. As an adult, Morag chooses to live by a river, 

acknowledging the personal history of the settlers like Catharine Parr Traill who first 

lived in her home and her district, and reflecting on the communal present that is 

forrning around her. 

The %ver of now and then" flows into the Wachakwa River in Morag's 

memory. As with Hagar, Rachel, and S tacey, the landscape rnirrors Morag's inner 

conflicts and contains the outer contradictions apparent in a modern condition. The way 

in which each protagonist interprets the landscape reveals how she views her self in 

relation to people and place: 

Hill Street. so named because it was on one parr of the town hill which led 
down into the valley where the Wachakwa River ran. glossy brown, shallow, 
narrow, more a creek [han a river. They said "crick, " rhere. Go wn in the vulley 
the scrub oak and spi&& pale-leafed poplars gre W. alongside the clumps of 
chokecherry bushes and wor  willow. The grass there was high and thick, 
undulating greedy l i k  wheat, urtd interspersed with sweet yellow clover. But on 
Hill Street there were on& one or two sickly Manitoba maples undpracticulZy no 
grass ut all. 

I didn 't see il in that detail ut first. I guess I must have seen it as a blur. 
(36-3 7) 

Morag remembers the vision of her youth to be blurred. In hindsight, Morag 

acknowledges the difference between the landscape of the valley and the landscape of 

Hill Street. She sees the valley as a lush place in contrast to the stark Street upon which 

she lives. This reflects Morag's inner geography as she constructs her condition as one 

of lack. Morag's youth is the wasteland that she must conquer and re-vision. She 

achieves this clarity and detail t?om both spatial and temporal distances when she 

recognizes that Manawaka and its people are "inside [her] heaù, for as long as [she] 

lives" (3 76). The river of now and then is an analogue to the prairie river that flows 

timelessly in her blood. 



Hagar, Rachei, Stacey, and Morag aii stnve to change their present conditions by 

overcoming feelings of loss or  lack. They succeed in their endeavours by beginning 

with imagination and memory and îhen continuing the pmcrss through acts of intimacy 

with another person. If one of  the primary objectives of modernism is to transfonn both 

self and community through art, then Morag has gone the fmhea in initiating social 

change t hrough human action. Morag 's re lat ionship wit h Jules Tonnerre creates an 

alternative paradigm for the myth of Canadian identity. Morag and Jules's counter- 

hegemonic voices unite to resist an imperial ideology that posits a Canadian identity 

founded on "two solitudes." That this model emerges fi-om the prairie also resists a 

model of Canada where power is located in the east, primarily Ontario. It is also crucial 

that the relationship between Jules and Morag is sustained and cherished fiom childhood 

to adulthood, regardless of the large gaps in t h e  that separate their meetings. With 

Jules, Morag learns new languages and new stories that she transforms fiom the male- 

centred Tonnerre and Logan narratives into tales that speak of women's expenences and 

desires. 

David Harvey discusses Martin Heidegger's rejection of universalizing myths 

claiming that Heidegger "proposed, instead, a conter-myth of rootedness in place and 

envuonmentally- bound traditions as the on1 y secure foundat ion for polit ical and soc hl 

action in a manifest ly troubled world" (35). The Manawaka novels. and The Diviners in 

particular, create a counter-myth based on community and diversity within cornmunity. 

This Manawaka myth-making also transcends tirne and space because it is accessible 

through memory and story. The prairie myth exists in the bodies of its inhabitants, 

regardless of where they stand. This is how the prairie and the nation become tirneless 

places of retum and regeneration. 
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The final image of  the river in The Diviners is a modemkt image because it 

contains contradictions and arnbiguities, beauty and horror. destruction and creation: 

How fa. muld myone see into the river? Not fàr. Near shore, in the 
shallows, the water was clear, and there were the clean and broken clamshells of 
creatures now dead, and the wavering o f  the undenivater weed-forests, and the 
flicker of  small live fishes. and the undulating lines of gold as the sand ripples 
received the Sun. Only slight ly fùrtkr out, the water deepened and kept its life 
h m  sight. (477) 

Frank Davey in his article "Representations of  Silence in The Diviners" reads this image 

as "one that operates to unifi al1 the disparate and conflicting elements of The Diviners 

w-ithin a single universally accessible sign" (40). He goes on to say that what is irnplicit 

"is not conflict but complacency . . . [where] the overall result is finally O ffered . . . as 

mere beauty . . . whose meaning transcends social contradiction and human action" (42). 

1 read the river as a fluid sign that represents unity and diversity. It does not erase 

difference. It contains both the eternal and the fleeting as the cwrents change the 

configuration of the river at any given moment while the river itself keeps flowing. 

Within this image are "creatures now dead" as weN as "small live fishes." The river 

contains both surface and depth, and while the river close to shore is readable, not far 

out. life is kept fkom sight. This is not complacency but is recognition that al1 stories are 

not accessible to al1 readers or  to al1 storytellers. For example, while Morag can imagine 

what is contained in the depths of the river, as she can imagine the stories that Pique 

embodies, Morag c m  neither see nor tell any more than what Pique chooses to share. 

As the titular image suggests, The Diviners is a novel that explores the mysterious and 

perhaps sacred task of fmding water, of finding a fluid and potentially transformative 

element . 



6.2 Beglluiing another cycle out fiom Manawaka 

Mainstream modernist narratives construct an archetypal Faustian hero as a lone 

individual on a quest for change that relies on creative destruction. Ferninist modernist 

narratives creatively displace narratives of destruction and replace them with stories of 

transformation in which the individual, the community, and the iandscape are 

transformed. Laurence makes the connect ion among novels explicit when she 

themat ically and semantically connects each primary protagonist to another . 

Comunities and cycles, like the ones created in the Manawaka novels, dismantle the 

hierarchical binary that is part of Canada's founding myth. Canada is not constructed 

out of two founding nations or languages. The complex construction of Canada as a 

colonial and arguably postcolonial nation is made more visible when issues surrounding 

cultural diversity are examined. The divisions in Manawaka between town and farm 

between Scots-Irish and Ukrainian, between hi11 and valley are made visible and then 

disregarded when Hagar marries Bram, when Rachel and Nick are lovers, and because 

of the comection between Morag and Jules. That Stacey embodies this prairie attitude 

of resistance is apparent when she has an affair with Luke. The English-French identity 

that is Canada's myth is problematized by making the diversity of the nation visible 

within the microcosm that is Manawaka. Through memory and imagination, hope and 

determination, Hagar, Rachel, Stacey, Morag, and Pique create a community that 

extends beyond the c o d e s  of space and time and re-visions the nation to include the 

voices and desires of women. That Pique is part of this pattern begins another cycle out 

fiom Manawaka and into the mountain where another landscape adds to the complexity 



of  identity, where another set of eyes re-visions the future, where another voice creates 

an irnagined community. 
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